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EDITORIM NOTE 

The idea for this Journal has como from the graduate students at 
the Institute of Social Anthropology in Oxford. Papers given at graduate 
seminars and ideas' arising from' work for dipolomas'and higher degrees very 
often merit wider circulation and discussi on without ne cessarily being 
ready for formal publication in professional journals. Thero obviously 
exists a need in social anthropology for serious critical and theoretical 
discussion; JASO sees this as its main purpose. 

The editors would like to express their deep regrot at the death of 
Professor Sir Edward Evans-Pritchard, who did so much for the Journal. 
In this issue we are glad to republish what was probably his first major 
theorotical contribution to anthropology. \[e hope to continue publishing 
his works on the history of our discipline. 

The editors will welcome anyfurthor remarks on the ASA conference 
in reply to Mr. Crick's article. They would also like to express their 
thanks and appreciation to Mr. Crick, who has resigned his post as editor. 
Thanks are also due to Richard and Stephen Healas who have helped with the 
production of tho Journal. 

Fom1AT' , 

The journal is published throe times per yoar. Articlos are 
welcome from students of anthropology and from people in other disciplines. 
It is preferred that the main emphasis should be on analytical discussion 
rather than on description or ethnography. Papers should be as short as 
is necessary to got the point over. As a general rule they should not 
exceed 5,000 words. They should follow the conventions for oitations, 
notes and reforences' used 'in 'the 1\:.S .A. monographs. Comments will also 
be welcome. Communications shOUld be addressed to the Journal Editors, 
Institute of Social Antluropology, 51 Banbury Road, Oxford. 

BACK ISSUES 

Ive have a stock of back issues. Single ,issues are, available at 
35p. in tho U.K~ and~l abroad. Complete volumes (I (1970), II (1971), 
III (1972) and IV (1973)· are each available. at the follovling rates: 
U.K. - £1.00 to individuals, £1.25 to institutions; abrol3.d - ¢3.00 to 
indiViduals, $3.50 to institutions. The subscription for Vol. V (1974) 
is tho sarno. (All pricescovorpostage).Chequos should be made out 
to the Journal of the Anthropological Society of Oxford, and sent to the 
Journal Editors at 51 Banbury Road, Oxford. We regret the rise in 
prices which is caused by the increased' size:of tho 'Journal. 
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The	 Intellectualist (English) 

Interpretation of Ma~ic * 

All scientific theory is eclectic for a scientist t~~es the hypotheses 
of his predecessors and examines them by logical tests and checlffi.them by 
observation. By these means he selects what he finds to be valid in each 
hypothesis and works them into a co-ordinated system. He 'adds his own 
observations and il1ferencesand these in turn serve as hypotheses till they 
are verified by independent workers ,and are recognised as true by the 
consensus of specialised opinion. I have \'TOrked for several years on the 
subject of magic both by reading and by repeated observation of magical 
operations among savage peoples in the Anglo-'Bgyptian Sudan and have 
therefore had occasion to acquaint myself with most theories of magic and 
to test them by direct observation. 

. \Jrite~s about magic may be. roughly _divi~ed i~to three school~ of. 1 
~nterpretat~on, the Intellectual~st, the bmot~onal~st, and the Soc~ologlcal , 
though v,e might include a fourth, the Historical. The constructions of these 
schools overla.p and Some writers find t;lernselves in all three but a division 
of this. kind enables me more easily to define the main vimvpoints from 
",hich the subject of magic has been treated and to select the probleJJls which 
we have to investigate. I propose in ti1is paper to make a digest, analysis, 
and criticism, of what 'itte may call the Intellectualist school of interpre
tation in England, chiefly represelned by Tylor and Frazer. 

Tylorand Frazer approached the problems of nagic from an intellectualist 
standpoint. They considered that primitive i:lan had reached his conclusions 
about the efficacy of magic from rational observation and deduction in 
much the same "ray as men of science reach their conclusions about natural 
laws. Underlying all magical ritual is a rational process of thought. 
The ritual of magic follows from its ideology. It is true that the deductions 
of a magician are false - bad they been true they \·'ou1d have been scientific 
and not magical - bUt they are nevertheless based on genuine obser:vation. 
For classification of phenomena by the similarities vThich exist bet1<1een 
them is the procedure of science as well as of magic and is the first essential 
process of human knowledge. 'Ihere the magician goes vrrong is in inferring 
that because two things are alike in one or more respects they have a 
mystical link between them whereas in fact the linl{ is not a real link but 
an ideal connexion in the mind of the magician. A Greek peasant is quite 
right in classing jaUndice and gold together in virtue of their COnlli10n 
attribute of colour but he is in error in deducing from this common attribute 
Vhattheycan react on each other. The African peasant is quite right in 
seeing a connexion betirleen rain falling and 1rJatel" whiCh he has thrown up 
into the air falling but he is ~rrong in considering that on aCC01..U1t of the 
similari ty between the two processes there is a causal relationship betli,een 
them. A causal relationship exists in his mind but not in nature. It is 
a subjective and not an objective. connexion. Hence tile savage mist<¥ces 
an ideal analogy for a real connexion. 

if- Extract from the Bulletin of tbeF'aculty of Arts, (Qaj.ro) ,1933, Vol.1.· Part II. 

1.	 P. Vl. Schmidt treats the subject under tInee headings in hisOrigi~ 

j3t Evolution de la Religion, translated from the German. Paris. 1931. 



Tylor surveyed the facts of llHl{;ic us a logician. na:;ic vlaS to him
 
"One of the iiJO:Jt llemicious .de'lusio;~1s thatevet'.vexed mankinrl"l but nt the
 
same time. he sau tlut i t contain~d a logical scheme of thought v1hich can
 
be vlell understood by civilised ;;1en of the. twentieth century.
 

"'rhe principal key to the understanding of Occult Science J.S to 
consider it as based on the ~:~ssociation of Ideas, a faculty 1'1hich lies 
at the ve~J found~tionof h~1dnreason, but in no small degree of human 
u.nreason also. Ean,asyet in a lou intellectual cond1.tion,h:w:l.ngcome 
to associate in thought those things which he found by.exl~rience to be 
connected in fact, proceeded erroneously to invert this action,' and to 
cOllclude that association in thought lilUSt involvesiiJ!ilar connexion in reality. 
He thus attenpted to discover, to foretell, and to cause events by mel1ns 
of processes Hhichl1e can nOvl see to have only an ideal significance. ,12 

Nevertheless Tylorpo1.nted out th.J.t this ideal or subjective as::;lOC


iation of phenoruena is not haphazard but rests on a rat ianal aJpreciation
 
. of the similarities which exist betll'een phenomena, ull appreciation llhich 
tal~es the form of analogy or sylilbolism. lience He can generally see liLt 
onCe .\Therein the ai1alogy 9f magical symbolism lies, in ·;lh,J.t consists the 
syrubolic 2rinciple of ma{;ic,as Tylor calls it. 

"Fanciful as these notions are, it should be borne in mincl, that they
 
come fairly under definitementdl law, clepending as they do on a principle
 
of ideal association, of 'i1hich ~Tecan quite understand the nental action,
 
'l;ho1.1g11 l'le deny its practical results!,3. '
 

Houever, not all symbolism is of this C1.i:cect and obvious Idnd but
 
some of it eLlbodies assocLltions vl11ich have been arbitr.:lrily invented to
 
fill in gaps in the Llagical system and never has any ra,tionnl sense or of
 
}Thich the rationalaense had been forgotten.
 

. Tylor thus implicitly, for he does not explicitly discuss the questions 
recognises that the difference bet'clean 1Jlagic and scie~ce is the difference 
between a false association of phenomena in whiCh the link is of a subjective, 
symbolic, and ideal, nature, on the one hand, and ffi1 association of 
phenomena in 1'1hich the link is of· an objective, and real nature, on the 
other hand. In the same . 'T:1aY he does not attellpt to Lii:1ke. a qlear theoretical 
distinction between magic and Religion but is content to claim lias a minimum 

'.	 definition ofaeligion, the belief in Spiri tual Beiugsii4 and to leave the 
rest of the supernatural to magic~ 

It is eviclent from Tylor' s treatment of the subject t:;at jle ~ealis~d 
that the province of .,~lgicandreligion, thus loosely defined, must con
tinually overlap since there is often a not ion of animism in the .E1?-ter:b,a . 
medica of magical rites. That he believed the terms l1ere best employed·· 
l'1i thout too great rigidity is shoi'm by his statei.lent ,tllat i'lhilst d.rea1l1s are 
more .properly. treated under the heading of religio~l since they are a·~tributed 

2.	 ~chrard B. lJ.'ylor. ~tive CuIt~, pp. 115-116.' 'rhesame type of 
explanation is given in Ilis earlier ·110rk i?w..egrches into the Ilarl~ 

pistory of I~rucind. 1870. p. 129. 

3.	 Id. p. 119•. 

4.	 Id.p. 424. 
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to spiritual intercourse nevertheless the aI~ of oneiromancy, the art of 
tal'"..ing omens from dreams by analogical interp:retat ion,.(e.g. the dream,e of 
Jo~eph), maybe treated under the' headlllg of magic•. 

Tylor's theory of animism, the substratum of all religious experience, 
is typical of his intellectualist bias· in examining the beliefs of p:(~lUitive 
man and may be compared \iith his discussion of DlHg.lC when it will be clearer 
from an[,analysis of his· treatment of religion how he came to reach his 
conclusions about magic than if "ie read his views on magic. alone. Tylor 
was of the opinion tbat mankind cam,e to believe in the human soul and, by 
extension, in the souls of animals and plants and even of objects "ihich 
'ie call inanimate objects, through an effort to account rationally for such 
phenomena as life and death, waking and sleeping, disease and trance, 
dreams and visions. l 

His treatment of religious facts throughout t;J.\m follo'i'IS the saT,le 
method of rationalistic interpretation as his treatment of magical facts. 
This is well illu,strated when lle asks how it. is that mankind has for so long 
placed implicit faith in lithe whole monstrous farrago" of sylilbolic ma::ic 
in w'hich there is no truth whatever, EXplaining the logic of magic, 
as Tylor does, by interpreting it as a rational, if mistaken, 
inference from natural phenomena, he feels the need to account in a siIne'Uar 
manner for the fact that primitive man did not perceive its falsehood. ':1e 
explains what appears to us as unaccountable density of intelligence on 
the grounds t~Jat magic is not obviously futile since (1) the arts of hlagic 
are associated often with commonsense behaviour; the cunning and knOWledge 
of the magician achieving vtllat his ritual fails to achieve: (2) it is 
difficult to perceive the fallacy of the magic art when 1,vhut it sets out 
to achieve so o~ten follows its practice; nature performing what the magic 
appears to perform: (3) vnlen a magic rite fail~, its failure is not attributed 
to tl~ futility of the rite, but to neglect of one of the pl~scriptions or 
prohibitions which. accompany it~ performance: {4) there are always hostile 
forces ativork 'vhich rnay counteract a magic rite, rival practitioners iK 
particu,lar furni~ling a useful excuse for failure: (5) the plasticity ~f 
such notions as success and failure allow that what seems to some people 
a complete failure may seem to others a comparative or partia'l success. 
People every\Jhere find it. hard to appreciatei,Widenceand one .success 
outweighs in their minds and memories many failures: (6) the vGry 'Height 
of authority behind maeical practice forces ~n to accept what adds support 
and confirmation and to reject inst~Lces which contradict its claims. 

The two positive contribut ions rnade by 'rJlor to a study of magic 
were the unravelling of its symbolic principle or its idealocical logic 
and his analysis of the causes which have prevented its exposure as a 
fraud. Both have the merit that they are oaF-able of ps;}rchological and 
sociological investig~tion and can therefore be scientifically rejected 
or accepted•. Tylor t s account also ,in my opil')ion, contaiIied a negative 
virtue, a virtue all the more to be commended when his bias towards evolu
tionary interpretation of culture is taken. into account. j'lhilst trac;i~ 
the development of magical and animistic ideas both in the mown chronology 
of history and in the logical stratification of cultural types he made no 
attempt to build out of his facts a hierarchy of historic stages of mag;~, 
religion, and scienoe, an error into i'fhich Frazer was to fa;Ll. Tylor 
contented himself ,1ith demonstrating beyond doubt that whether i1e cQnSider 
those cultures whose history we know, and compare the earlier forms of 
their cultures with the later fOrl:1S of their development, or if we compare 

1. rd. p. 428. 
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the more primitive societies in the world, today ,lith the more advanced 
societi~s, we shall find the s~.me broad .statement to hold true, that every
llhere·there is magic and religion and science but that in the later stages 
of development or in the more advanced societies magical and animistic ideas 
play a lesser part in the thought and behaviour of men than in the earlier 
stages of development or in the more primitive .societies•. In modern 
civilisation they tend to become i4ealisedor to survive as supel~tition, 

though a tinGe of pessimism sUffuses l£ylor' s thought when he consi ders the 
human psyche and, its limitations and makes him conscious that nothing 
survives '1hich does not spring from deep-lyi:p.g mental causes whose opera
tion continuesaillays andrnay at any moment change what al)pears to pe a 
languishing survival' into a flourishing revival. lie may perhaps, there
fore, pl~esent Tylor's scheme of development in a simple diagranmatic form, 
as I'le may imagine he .iQuld have presented it himself. 

mAGIC SC,IIiITfCE RELIGION 
~ HIGEER 

STAGES OF 
CULTUlLE . 

LOCiER 
STAGES OF 
CULTURE 

----~---------_._----~-_.-------

... MAGIC SCIElNCE JlliLIGION 

Frazer added little that was new to Tylor's brief survey of magic but he 
expanded the salient points of the survey and made a deeper analysis of 
theit meaning. Argwuerits implicit in Tylor'saccount are developed as 
expliCit theses,illuatrated by a lavi'sh catalogue of examples, by Frazer. 
But if Fr~zer has' built substan~ially on the foundations laid by Tylor 
he has also fallen into som:e. pits which his cautious predecessor avoided. 
\Te ,"li11 discuss his contribution under five headings: (1) his analysis 
of thelol7id of magic, (2) his theory of the relationship of magic to 
science, {3) his theory' of the relationship of m8.g:LC to religion, 
(4) his chronological scheme of development of )Hagic to religion and from 
religion to science, (5) his observations on the part played by magic in 
political development. 

(1) \'lhilst '.[lylor shovred tha.t there is, a false association of ideas 
'I.1nderlying the id.eology of Illagic he did not -then proceed to classify into 
tYVea the analogies 'upon which it is based. This task Frazer has ac60mplished 
in hiE! .&olden Bough vThich rightly ranks among the great achievements of 
Englis~ Ilterat~e and scholarship. He writes: ' 

,~ "I{weanalyse the principles of thought upon which magic is based, 
they wilY prObably be found to resolve themselves into two: first that like 
prodUCes like, 'or that an effect resembles its cause; and, se~ond, that 
things which have' once been in contact .dth each other cOntinile to act on 
each other at a distance after the physical contact has been severed. The 
former principleniay be called thl3 La'i of S:Lniilarity, the latter the Law 
of Contact or Contagion. From the first of these principles, namely the 
Law of Similarity, the magician infers that he can produce any effe.ct he 
desires merely by imitating it: from the second. he infers that 1fhatever 



he does to a material object loTi11 affect· equally the person ¥lith whom the 
object was once in' contact. whethern formed part of his body or not. 
Charms based on the Law of Similarity my be called Homoeopathic or Imitative 
Magic. Charms based on the· La1'1 of Contact or Contagion may be called 
Contagious Hagic. ,,1 

And again he says: 

IIIf my analysis of the' magician's logic is correct its hlO great 
principles turn out to be merely two different misapplic<&tions of the 
association of ideas. Homoeopathic MEligicis' founded on the assoCiation of 
ideas by similarity. Contagious Nagic is founded on tm association of 
ideas by contiguity. Homoeopathic magic makes the mistake of assuming that. 
things l'Thich resemble each other are the same: contagious magic cODuuits 
the mistake of assuming that things· which have once been in contact 'dth 
each other are ali-lays in contact. 1I2 

In other words we TI~ysay that to a European observer all acts of 
magic rest upon oue or other, or both, of two simplemQdes of classifying 
phenomena, by the similarities' 1'lhich exist betueen them and by their. con
tiguous position in relation to each other. This is a scientific, objective, 
mode of classification but the ideas of objects which al~ similar or contiguous 
are linked in the savage mind by a notion that there is real connexion 
between ,them. Hence it is thought they have a sympathetic relationship be
tween them and can act on each other. So ]'razer classes tm t\'TO types of 
association under a single heading: 3 

SYMPATHDTIC MAGIC 
Law of Sympathy 

Homoeopathic Magic Contagious Nagic 
(Law of Similarity) (Law of Contact) 

Into this scheme of magic Frazer has incorporated in the second 
edition of the Golden Bough the notion of taboo as Negative Magic and he 
considers that the basis of taboo is just those two LaloTs of Similarity 
and Contaot which are the invariable laws of magical thought. 

The inclusion of taboos in Frazer's general theory of magic gave it 
a more rounded form and a fuller comprehension of the cluster of facts 
which are included in the performance of a magical rite. In his own words:4 

"For it is to be observed that the system of sYlupathetic magic is 
not me rely cOmposed of positi1/e pre cepts : it comprises a very .large number 
of neg,J.tiveprecepts, that is f prohibitions. It i:ellsyou 'Ilot merely TiThat 

1. Sir J. G. Frazer. The Golden Bough, 3rd ed. 1922, Vol. 1., p. 52. 

2. Id.· pp. 53-54. 

3. Sir J. G. Frazer. ~he Golden Bough, 3rd ed. 1922, Vol. 1., p. 54. 

4. Id. pp. 111-112. 



to do, but ,~lSo.: "That to leaye undone. ,The posi1;ive 11recepts are charms: 
the negative"reC~J?tl? are, ,taboos. In fact the whole doctrine of taboo, or 
at all events a largepal'1i Of it, would seem to be only a special applica
tion of sympathetic j,lUgiC, with its t~lO great lal'iS of similarity and 
contact. Though these lavls are certainly not formulated in so many Hords 
nor even conceived in the abstract by the savage, they are novertheless 
implicitly believed by him to regulate the course of nature quite independ
ently of· hUJuan will. He thinlcs that 'i"l'hen he acts in a certain vray, certain 
consequence~ will inevitably follow by virtue of one or other of these laws; 
and if the consequences of a particular act appear to him likely to prove 
disagr~e~ple or dangerous, he is naturally careful not to actin that way 
lest he should. incur tilem. In other words, he abstains from doing that 
which, ~n accordance with his mistaken notions of cause and effect, he 
falsely believes i-niluld injure him; in short, he subjects himself to a taboo. 
Thus taboo is so far a negative application of practical magic. Positive 
magic or sorcery say 'Do this in order that so and so may happen~ , 
Negative magic Or taboo say -Do not do this, lest so and so should happen.' 
The aim of positive magic or sorcery is to prod.uce a desired event; the' 
aim. of negative magic or taboo is to avoid an tU1desirable one. But both 
consequences, the desirable and the Ul1desirclbIe , are supposed to be brought 
about in accordance vlith the lai'l6 of similarity and contact.:: 

Thus 11ith the inclusion of taboo in his analysis of magic Frazer 
presents ,his conception. of the theory ,and practice of rJ.agic in the' following 
diagram: 

~IAGIC 

t -_........_-~'-----t'
 

Theoretical Practical 
(magic as pseudo-soience) (mao-ic 

art 
as apseudq-

Positive magic 

, 
Negative magic 

or 
Sorcery 

, or 
. Taboo 

vlhen Frazer asks himselfwby the beliefs and experiments of magic are 
not at once detected as fraud by the sensible ,savage, he anSi.,ers by I!'P-ving 
one of the several reasons enumerated by Tylor to account for such 
supineness, namely that the end aimed 3t in a luagical rite is actually 
attained soonGr or later by processes o.f nature. Hence the ve'r'J fa;i.lure· 
b"IJ prliritiv'e man to detect the fallacies of magic is ~_ tribute to his· 
rational and enq,uiring mil'ld which is able to obsej:'Ve that magic rites and 
such happenings as rain falling, vlind blowing, sun rising; man dying, ha.ve 
a teFlporal sequence vlhich laay fa:i.rlybe considered a cfi.usal sequence~ 

Hence the primitive philosopher iIJB.Y point .to .the' evidence of his senses 
as proving to any intelligent man that magic is a sensible belief. Nore-, 
over it is part of Frazer's argtUilent that the more intelligent minds did 
at least perceive the futil,ity of magic •. 

(2) The analogy between the basic ideas of magic. and tllose of science 
Which we find merely sketched by Tylor is presented to us as a finished 
picture by ]'razer. To him magic represents a -\Jeltanschauung in every way 
comparable to the \1feltanschauUIlg of scienue. Both view nature as "a series 
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of events occurri~in an invariable order without the intervention of 
personal agency".l In a well known passage Frqz~r has statetl his theory 
of the intellectual kinship of magic .to scienoe. 

"Fo!'. the same' prtnciples which the magician applies in the practice 
of his art are implicitly believed by him to regulate the operations of 
inanimate nature; in other words; he tacitly assumes that the Laws· of 
Similarity and Contact are of universal application and are not limited 
to human actions. In short, magic is a spurious system of natural law 
as well as a fallacious guide of oonduct; it is a false science as well 
as an abortive art. Regarded as a system of natural law, that is, as· 
statement of the rUles which determine the sequence of events throughOut 
the world, it may be called Theoretical Magic; regarded as a set of 
precepts which human beings observe in order to compass their ends, it may 
be called Practical r·iagic. At the same time it is to be born in mind that 
the primitive magician knows magic only on its practical side; he never 
analyses the mental processes on which his practice is based, never reflects 
on the abstract principle involved in his actions. \lith him, as ..lith the 
vast majority of -men, logic is implici t, not explicit; he reasons just as 
he digests his food in complete ignorance of the intellectual and physio
logical processes which are essential to the one operation and to the 
other. In short, to him magic is always an art, never a science; the very 
idea of science is lacking in his undevelop~~ mind. It is for the philo
~ophic student to trace the train of thought which underlies th6 magician t s 
practice; to draw out the fevl simple threads of which the tangled skein 
is composed; to disengage the abstract principles from their COncrete 
applications; in short, to discern the spurious science behind the bastard 
art.;" . 

And again: 

"Uherever sympathetic magic occurs in its pure unadulterated form, 
it assumes that in nature one event folloWs another necess~rily and in
variably without the intervention of any spiritual or personal agency. 
Thus its fundamental conception is identical with that of modern science; 
underlying the whole system is a faith, implicit but real and firm, in 
the order and uniformity of nature. The magician does not doubt that the 
same' causes will always produce the same effects,' that the performance of 
the proper ceremony, accompanied by the appropriate spell, will inevitably 
be attended by the desired results, unless, indeed,his incantations should 
chance to be thwarted and foiled by the more potent charms of another 
sorcerer. He supplicates· ·no higher power: he sues the favour of no fickle 
and wayward 'being:. he abases h;imself before no a\'1ful deity.• ,,3 

Magic assumes "a sequence of events determined by 1aw".4 Science 
differs from magic not in its assumptions and approach to reality but in 
the validity of its concepts and the efficacy of its art. 

1. Sir J. G. Frazer, The Golden Bough, 3rd ed., 1922, vol. I ,p. 51. 

2. Id., pp. 52-53. 

3. Sir J. G. Frazer, The Golden Bough, 3rded. t '1922, Vol. I, p. 220. 

4. Id., p. 221. 
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(3) Frazer's distinction between magic'and science by the test of 
objective validity clearly will not hold as a means of differentiating 
magic from religion, betweehv1hich Frazer Sa", "a fundamental. dis:t;inction 
and even opposition of principle. ,,1 Magic is to him something different 
in kind to religion ald not merely the earliest. phase in the development 
of its thought. He differentiates between them in mue};); the saw.e manner 
as Tylor. Tylor considered belief' in spiritual beings to constitute 
religion and recognised' that belief invariably leads to cult. Frazer 
stresses the cult rather more than Tylor; othe.rWise their theories are 
identical. Religion according to Frazer is: 

"A propitiation or conciliation of powers superior to man 1;lThich 
are believed to direct and control the course of nature and of human life. 
Thus defined, religion consists of two elements, a theoretical and a prac
tical, namely, a belief in powers higher than man and an attempt to propitiate 
or please them.,,2 . . 

Hence religion assumes that natt~e is under the control of spirits 
and that these spirits can' alter its' course as they please. Frazer con
trasts this notion of a plastic and variable nature with the notion of 
nature subjeot to immutable' laws as postulated by magic and science. 

"The distinctionbet~1eenthet"lfO conflicting views of the universe 
turnS on their answer to the crucial question. Are the forces which govern 
the world conscious and personal, or unconscious and impersonal? nelig~on, 

as a conciliation of the superhuman powers, assumes the former, of the al
ternative. For all conciliation implies that the being conciliated is a 
conscious or personal agent, that his conduct is in SOL1e measure uncertain, 
and that he can be prevailed upon to vary it in the desired direction by 
a judicious appeal to his interests, his appetites, or his emotions. 
Conciliation is never employed towards things which are regarded as inanimate, 
nor tm1ards persons whose. behaviour in the particula r circumstances is 
known to be determed with absolute certainty. Thus in so far as religion 
assUmes the world to be directed by conscious agents v1ho may be turned from 
their purpose by persUasion, it stands in fundamental antagonism to magic 
as "I'lell as to science, both of which take for granted that the course of 
nature is determined, not by the passions or -caprice of personal beings , 
but by the operation of ixbmutable laws acting mechanically•. In magic, 
indeed, the assumption iS'only implicit, but in science it is explicit.,,3 

Frazer recognises the problem of reconciling this definitionwith 
recorded knowledge of barbaric cultures in which the gods are influenced 
by magic or are even themselves magicians. Are not magic and re~igion, as 
Frazer defines them, in such cases an insoluble compound of ritual and 
belief? From his intellectualist position Frazer says that they are not 
insoluble for in such cases it is eusyto see whether mankind. treats the 
gods in the same way as he treats inanimate objects, as sUbjectto;his 
spells which they are bound to obey through the same immutable laws as 

1. Id., Preface, xx. 

2. Sir J. G. Frazer, The Golden Bough, 3rd ed., 1922, vol. I, p,. 222 

3. Id. p. 223. 
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regulate all natural and magical causation, or whether mankind 
admij;s thei:r absolute control over nature and tries to conciliate or 
propitiate them in' consequence of his belief in their pow'ers. 
. ":. . -. , 

(4) . But it is not merely in their philosophies and in their modes 
of attempting to control nature that magic and religion are different. 
They belong to different strata in the history of human development and 
~'1here we find that they have amalgamated we may regard this overlapping 
of one stage on to the other as being'in no semseprimitive and w'e may 
conclude that· tlthere was a time .iheh man trusted to magic alone for the 
satisfaction of such \'Vants as transcended his immediate animal cravings." 
For this startling conclusion, borrowed from Jevons, Frazer gives uS three 
reasons. Firstly he claims that magic is logically more primitive than 
religion, and may therefore be fairly considered to belong to an earlier 
stage in the development of thought, since the simplest recognition of 
similarity or contiguity of ideas is not. so Complex ,as. the conception of· 
personal agents, even animals being supposed to' associate the iueas'of 
things' "Ihich are like each other or vlhich have been found together in 
their experience, while no one attributes to the brutes a belief in 
spiritual, agents. To this purely deductive argument Frazer adds a second 
and inductive observation. He claims that among the aborigines of Australia, 

. '. . 

"the rudest savages as to whom vIe. possess accurate' information, magic is 
universally practised, whereas religion in the sense of a propitiation or 
conciliation of the highest powers seems to be nearly unknown. Roughly 
speaking, all :Dlen in Australia are magicians, but not one is a priest; 
everybody fancies he can influence his fellows or the course of nature by 
sympathetic magic, but nobo~ dreams of propitiating gods by prayer and 
sacrifice. tl2 .· . 

It is not, therefore, unreasonable, says Frazer, to deduce from the 
fact that the most backward culture in the world is prolific in magic and 
barren in religion that all other races have advanced to their higher 
cultural position through the same historic stages of development from 
magic to religion and he asks "Ihether the recorded facts from Australia 
do not justify the query that Ii jlist as on the' material si.de of human 
culture there has been eve1"Y'where an Age of St<?ne~ S? on 1;he intellectual 
side there has everywhere been an Age of f'Iagic?" •.J 

His third argument, in favour of the priority of magic asserts that 
since we find every'There an, enormous variation in tre forms of religious 
belief while the essence of magical belief is alwaY's the same we may 
assume that just as magic represents a substratum of belief in civilised 
communities whose upper social elements are busied ,11th some one or other. 
of the multitude of religious creeds so it represents as well an earlier, 
mOre primitive, phase of thought in the history of the huuian race in which 
all IDEm held the same magical faith. . 

"This universal faith, this truly Catholic creed ,is a belief in 
the efficacy of magic. Hhile religious systems differ not only' in 
different countries, hut in the same count:ry in different ages, the system 

1. Sir J. G. Frazer, The Goltlen Bough, ,3rd ed., 1922, Vol. I, p.. 233. 

2. Id., p. 234 

3. Sir J. G. Frazer,. The G?lden BOH€ih, 3rd. ed., ;1.922, Vol. I, p. 235. 
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of sympathetic magic remains ever~flhere and at all times substantially 
alike in its principles and practice. Among the' ignorant and superstitious 
classes of modern Europe it is very much tvhatit was thousands of years ago 
in Egypt and India, and what is now among thelmvest savages surviving in 
the remotest corners of the. "l'J"Orld. If the test of truth lay in a show of 
hands or a counting of heads, the system Of magic might appeal, with far 
more reason than the Catholic Church, to the proud motto,. ~lf@od semper, 
guod ubigue. guod ab omnibus," as the sure and certain credential of its 
own infa.llibility. tI I. . 

Frazer then proceeds to enquire about the process of mental change'
 
from an exclusive belief in magic to a belief in religion. also. He
 
thinks. that he can do no more than "hazard a more or less plausible
 
conjecture" abou,tthis change ,in orientation of, belief•. Thiscbnjecture
 
is that the 'shrewder intelligences began tasee that magic 'did' not really
 
accomplish "l'lhat it setout to accomplish and fell back on the belief' that
 
there were beings, like themselves " who directed the· course .of nature and
 
"l'lho must be placated and cajoled into graritil'ld man what he had hitherto
 
believed himself able to bring abou~ throughmagic.on hismm initiative.
 

"The shre''fder intelligences must in t:iIIie have come to perceive that 
uagical ceremonies and incantations did not really .effect. 'the rel3U1ts . ' .. 
"l'lhich they. "l'lere designed to produce, and which the maj ority of their simpler 
fellows still believed that they did actually' produce. This great discovery 
of the in-efficacy of magic must have ,'fraughta" radical tho~lgh probably 
s~ow revolution in the minds of those who had the sagacity toruake it. 
The,discove'ry amounted to this" that men for the first time recognised 
their inability to manipulate at pleasure certain natural forces which 
hitherto they had believed to be completely ...'ithin their control. It was 
a confession of human ignorance and weakness. tian sa,'i that he ,had taken 
for causes. what were no causes, and that all his efforts to !'1Ork by means 
of these imaginary causes had been vain. His painful toil had been wasted, 
his curious 'mgenuity had been' squandered to no purpose. He had 'been 
pulling at strings to which nothing was attached; he had been' hlarching, 
as he thOUght, straight to the goal, l'diile in reality he r..ad only been '. 

. treading in a narrow' circle. Not that the effects which he had striven 
so hai~d to produce did not continue to manifest themselves •.. They were 
still produced, but not by him. The rain still fell on the thirsty 
ground: the sun still pursued his daily, and the moon her nightly' journey 
across 'the sl0.f: the silent procession of the seasons still moved in light 
and shadow, in cloud and sunshine across the earth: men were still born 
to labour and sorrow, and still, after a brief sojourn here,were gathered 
to their fathers in the long home hereafter. All things indeed went on 
as be.fore, yet all seemed different to him from whose eyes the old scales 
had fallen. For he could ;no longer cherish the pleasing illusion that it 
,vas he who guided the earth and the heaven in their courses, and that they 
1'10uld cease to perform their great revolutions were};le to .take his feeble 
hand from the \'1heel. In the death' of his enemies and his friends he no 
longer saw a proof of the resistless potency of his own or of hostile . 
enchantments; he now knew that friends and. foes alike had succumbed to a 
force stronger than any that he 90ufd wield, ffi1d, in obedience to a destiny 
which he was powerless to oontrol."2 '.' . 

1. Id., pp. 235-6. 

2. Sir. J., G. Frazer, The Golden Bough, 3rd ed., 1922, Vol. I, pp. 237-8. 
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In the end magic is suppressed by religion and eventually comes under 
the ban of the priesthood as a black art •. So at a late period in the develop
ment of huraan thought we find a distinctiondrawri between religion:and 
superstition, magic being classed as a ~uperstition. . 

"But tlhen,' sti11 later , the concept ion of the element 8J. force~ as 
personal agents is giving "lay to the recognition of natural la11; then 
magic, based as it implicitly is on the idea of a necessary and invariable 
sequence of cause and effect, independent o;fpersonaL.will, reappears .. 
from the obscurity and discredit intollhich it had fallen, and by in-' 
vesticating the causal sequenc.es in nature, directly prepares the way for 
science. Alchemy leads up to chemistry. ,,1 

(5) Finally ]Irazer rounds off his account of magic by showing the 
part it has played in t~ ):li.story of political development. ~lagic is 
practised in primitive societies not only by private individuals for their 
own private purposes but also by public functionaries on behalf of the 
T'lhole community and these men are ab.le to gain g".l'eat .wealth and repute 
and may acquire rank and authority by their :i:'itualfunctions.· Moreover 
the profession of public magician selects the ablest, m08t mnbitious, and 
most un.scrupulous, men in society since it sets a premium on knavish 
imposture•. That 'public mag~c' is often a road to political influence 
and social prestige and private affluence Frazer shows by many actual.examples 
from Australia, New Guinea, rvIelanesia, and Africa, and he justly concludes 
that: 

"in point of fact magJ.cJ.ans appear to have often developed into chiefs and 
Idngs. Not' that magic is the only or perhCll)S even the main road by vThich 
L~el1 have travelled to a throne .,,2 . 

In this progress from magJ.cJ.an to king the fear inspired by ritual 
p01ver is backed by the wealth the magician is able to amass in the exercise 
of his profession. The profession of magician appears to be the earliest 
professional class in human society and the first sign of social differ
entiation.Frazer then brings his thesis of political development into 
connexidn ilith his theory of the chronological sequence of rJagic to religion. 
For he believes that the eVolution of the magician-chief goes hand in hand 
with the breakdm1n of magic and the birth of religion. Hence tho magician 
as he gains political supremacy tends at the same time to emerge as the 
priest. 

"Hence the king. starting as a magJ.cJ.an, tends gradua 11y to exch ange 
the practice of magic for the priestly functions of prayer and sacrifice. 
And while the distinction between the human and the divine is .still 
imperfectly.drawn, it is often imagined that men may themselves attain to 
godhead not merely after their death, but in their life time, through the 
temporary or perm!3-nent possession of their 'vhole mi. ture bya great and 
powerful spirit." 3 

tlhile Tylor traced the changes which have taken place in the form 
and functions of magic, religion, and science, through the ages and kept 
his conception of their growth and decay within the limits set by knowledge 

1. Sir J. G. Frazer, The Golden Bough, 3rd ed., 1922, Vol. 1. p. 374. 

Z. Id., p. 332. 

3. Sir J. G. Frazer, The Golden Bough, 3rd ed., 1922, Vol. I., p, 372. 
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derived from history and a comparative study of cultures, Frazer traced 
the progressofhw1an thought through stratified grades of unilinear develop
ment, each grade representing a steporiwhichmankind has everywhere 
rested awhile on his path of upward progress•. He may therefore present 
Frazer's ~cheme diagrak~atically to compare it with the diagrammatic 
presentation which we have dravITl to demonstrate Tylor'sviewpoint. 

HIGHERSCIENCE 
CULTURES 

RELIGION
 

LOJERMAGIC CULTURES 

Having summarised the theories of T~rlor and Frazer I shall nm"1 try
 
to sort them out and class them as hypotheses capable of inductive proof
 
and in accordance with present knonledge, hypotheses 1'lhich cannot be
 
proved ind.uctively but which have heuristic value, and hypotheses 'l'lhich
 
are useless either because they are contrary to ascertained facts or being
 
beyond proof or disproof by inductive enquiry lack also even heuristic
 
value. Into the last class come Frazer's theories about the affective
 
and ideational similarity between magic and science, about the development
 
of thought through stages of magic, religion, and science, and the greater
 
part of his analysis of magical symbolism.
 

Tylor and Frazer were both dominated by the evolutiona~ ideas of 
their time and tended to see different types of behaviour as representatives 
of historic" stages • Frazer especially arranged his types ina temporal 
sequence "\ilhich llas hardly justified by his methods of investigation. He 
could have shown the historical development of magic and science, as 
Thorndike, for inst ance, has done, in a definite culture of t"1hich we have 
historical knowledge, or he could have carefully defined cultural types 
on a consensus of cultural traits and demonstrated the correlation between 
these types and modes of thought. He used neither of these methods with 
the result that his theory of evolutionary progress of manlcind through stages 
of magic, religion, and science, has earned Marett's title of a platonic 
myth and it ispos sible that Frazer would have been' content ,"1i th this 
description and regarded his scheme as a convenient framework on which to 
weave his vastaosortment of facts. There is nothing in Frazer's arguments 
which proves a chronological priority for magic over religion and empirical 
knol"11edge. Frazer's argument that the Australians, '''ho have the simplest 
material culture we la1ow, show much magical and little religious behav.liur 
falls to the ground on the impact of critical analysis. It has been pointed 
out that other, peoples who may' be considered as low in the cultural scale 
as the Australians, have little magic.;· that the Australians cannot be 
taken as a cultural unit since they differ lr1idely among themselves; and 
that moreover many Australian tribes have. pronounced animistic beliefs and 
cults. Frazer's plea that animals make mental associations between 
phenomena and that this is also the ess$nce of magical beliefs is a very 
remote and superficial analogy. Magic is a system of ritual t echni'lues and 
not simple mental associations between phenomena. Moreover ~1is .evolutionary 

,theory suffers from the same drawback as others of its kind, namely that 
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it is qUite beyond proof or disproof. If anyone had been present vrhen men 
performed their firstr'ites he might have recorded their nature and v1e 
could then have classified them as religion or magic according to our 
sev$ral formulae. Frazer's. theory of how mankind changed from l3. magical· 
to a religious view of the universe is hardly presented as a serious thesis 
and is not treated as one here. 

Nevertheless the priority in time of magic over religion, though it 
cannot be inductively proved might tave been ~eductively concluded if 
Frazer had made an exhaustive survey of the facts by the method of correla
tion such as was employed by Tylor, Steinmetz, aild Hobhouse, Ginsberg and 
~Jheeler. It might be possible to sllov. that magic is spe9ially prominent 
in those societies with a low technological equipment and lmdeveloped . 
political organisation and that'll-en vIe exanine types of society uith more 
efficier~ technology and more complex social orgmlisation we find a greater 
absence of magical rites and a greater number of religious ones and 
that finally rIa reach societies of greatest technical efficiency and most 
complex social life in which magic is almost absent and religion less 
prominent than in the second type l'1hile behav iour and thought are becoming 
more and more exclusively empirical. 

An analysis of the kind suggested here, particularly of the correla
tion of magical and empirical thought uith forms of social behaviour i'l'ould 
be 'lell north the labour that it would cost. There can be no doubt that 
magic as a dominant form of social behaviour is restricted to savage and 
barbarous peoples. This does not mean tilat all uncivilised societies are 
magic-ridden nor does it lilean that magic is totally unlmo'm. in civilised 
communities. 1 Hhat it means is tha t if vIe trace. the changes which have . 
taken place in those civilisations for which we possessuritten history 
we shall find that there is a slow and cumulative increase in empirical 
lmorlledge and a slOWly diminishing body' of magj.cal knml1edge and that also 
if \Ie compare societies ,rl.thout the art of uriting and Hithout advanced 
technology with those that possess the art· of lvri ting and are technologically 
advanced 'Te shall find that on the v{hole the technique of magic is less 
prominwt a mode of behaviour in the latter than in the former. '.Ie may 
say therefore that magic is a technique characteristic of simple societies 
and tends to disappear with the advancement of civil~sation, a point of 
view advanced by Tylor and strikingly developed by Levy-Bruhl in the . 
provoking contrast he makes betl'leen Primitive Mentality and Civilised 
r:lental i ty. 

If we mean by science an elaborate system of knowledge, the result 
of experimentation in the hands of specialists, such as 
,'Ie think of when we speak about science today, there is little difficulty 
in assigning to it an historical stage in the development of human thought. 
But if we mean any correct knoi'lledge of natural processes and acquaintance 
with technological methods tl~n it is clearly improper to place science at 
one end and magic at t}~ other end of a series of developmental stages, as 
Frazer has done, since it is evident that no peoples could possibly have 
lived in a state of culture sufficient to engage in ritual unless they first 
had sufficient technological knOWledge to master their enviro'nment. You 
cannot have agricultural or hunting magic unless you have agriculture and 

1.	 A vast literature could be cited on magical rites practised by the 
peasantry of Europe. 
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hunting. Moreover, t~e most primitive societies of today are always found 
to be equipped with a so~d knowledge of nattU'e. The difference between 
scientific knowledge used in the first sense and scientific knowledge used 
in the second sense is one of degree but it may be generally stated that 
the first usage means that you understand that certain things do happen 
invariably and that the second usage means that you understand hm'1 and 
why they happen. In tlle first case you Imovl that if you plant maize seeds 
in a certain type of 'ground at a certain time of the year maize will grow. 
In the second case YO~knOV1 vThy the seeds grovT at all, 'l'1hy they grOl'l' in 
one soil and not in,a.nother, and why they grO'l'l at onetime of the year anrl 
not at another. But even here there are many degrees of knowledge and the 
empirical shades into the scientific. 

It is never clear w'hat Frazer means by science for he uses the tiord 
no~'1 in one sense n01:'1' in another but on the vlhole he seems to mean the 
conscious striving after knOWledge, the systems of criticism and controls, 
and the use of logic and experiment, 'l'1hich the ~'ford implies in ordinary .., 
usa~- today. Used in this sense the analogy which he drmls between science 
and magic is unintelligible. He says that science and magic both. visualize 
a uniform nature subject to invariable la~'1s and that the scientist and the 
magician have a like psychdlogical approach to nature. It is clear from 
accounts of savages that they have no conception of nature as a system 
organized by la,lS and in any case the utilisation of magic to influence the 
course of nature is surely in direct opposition to the scientist's con
ception of the universe. You cannot both believe in natural law and that 
you can delay the sun by placing a stone in the fork of a tree. If there 
are ar.y regular i ties and uniformities .of thought they are in the '\'1orkings 
of magic and not of nature. But the whole discussion seems rather point
less for you have to be a scientist to note regularities and uniformities 
and organise them into a conscious theory of the universe. Indeed Frazer 
himself speaks of the magical vie", of the universe subject to law and 
expressing uniformity as implicit and not explicit and it is difficult to 
see any sense in theoretical magic which is not explicit. All it can 
Lleanis that if ,'1e used magic in the same vray as the savage uses it 'l'1e . 
110uld have a 'theory that the world was sufficiently regular in its vlorking 
for us to rely on magic to control it since it may be expected always to 
react in the same manner to the performance of the same spell or rite. 
Ue should generalise our experiences in this manner because we are scienti
fically orientated but since vTe are scientifically orientated ,,'1e shoUld at 
once perceive the fallacy of magic. lilith regard to the supposition that 
the man 0:1:' science and the man of magic both approach their task with 
qUiet confidence and masterful assurance and that their psycholog'J contrasts 
With the nervous apprehension and humility of the man of religion it can 
only be said that Frazer produces no facts in support of his contention. 

The apparent futi lity of Frazer's analogy between science and magic 
is due to the fact that he sees both as modes of thinking and not as. learnt 
modes Of technical behaViour ,'lith concomitant speech fonns. If he had 
compared a magical rite in its entirety with a scientific performance in 
its' entirety instead of comparing uhat he supposes to go on in the brain 
of a magician with what he supposes to go on in the brain of a scientist 
he would have seen the eSsential difference betl'1een science and magic. 
This difference is most strikingly shOlm in the experimental standpoint 
on the t,'iO modes of behaviour. Science experimep.ts and is open to ex
perience and ready to make adjustments in its notiolW of reality whereas 
magic is relatively non.;.experimental and the magician is iW,pervious to 
experience, as science understands the term, since he employs no methods 
of testing or control. If moreover Frazer had not brought the scientific 
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specialist on to the scene in order to compare him with the ~agical spec~alist 

but had compared magical knm-lledge and behaviour vIi th scientific knowl~d~e 

and behaviour, that is to say had compared those forms of knowledge which' 
accord with objective reality ~nth those which distort objective reality 
and those forms of behaviour which achieve their purpose with those forms 
of behaviour which are only believed to achieve their purpose, and had 
compared them as types of thought and behaviour in the same cultural con
ditions instead of in totally different cultural conditions, his investiga
tions would have been of greater value. 1,Iemight have compared empirical 
behaviour with magical behaviour among the savages of Australia and observed 
their interaction, their l;Iocial inter-relations, and their concomitant . 
psychological states, witn some chance of reaching valid conclusions about 
the differences which exist between them•. L~vy~B~l who took an exactly 
opposUlsl..point oifi view, holding that magical thought and scientific 
thought stand to each other as bla,ck to white ,made the same mistake of 
comparing our science with savage magic instead of comparing savage 
empiricism with savage magic. . 

Besides suffering from the influence of current psychological and 
evolutionary theories Frazer's 'e~ositionalso suffered from current method
ological deficiencies. He used w'hat is knotmas, the comparative method 
and this does not mean the conviction that any s'cientific generalisation 
must rest on a comparative study of 'similar phenomena, a conviction common 
to all men of science and an essential part of their methodology, but a 
partiCUlar way of comparing phenomena which was extensively used by all 
anthropological writers at the end of the last century. It consisted in 
selecting from a ,vast mass of data, ,uneven and often poor in quality, 
Whatever pheriomena appeared to belong to the 'sanie type. ' This proved to 
be a very dangerous proceeding because the selection of facts was made 
on the grounds of similarity between ppenomena in virtue of a single common 
quality. The qualities which were different in each instance t'1ere neglected. 
This is a perfectly sound method of scientific analysis so long as conclu
sions are restricted to the particular quali~J abstracted and it is not 
then assumed that because phenomena are alike in respect to this single 
quality that they are alike in other respects If/hibh have not been subject 
to cr:£tical comparative analysis. In a study of' social facts the procedUre 
is all the more hazardous for these are defined by their inter~relations 
and if they are abstracted from, their f10cial milieu it is essential to 
realise that they are only comparable in a linited number of res~J9ctsand 

not as complete social facts •. By use of the comparative method Frazer was 
successful in demonstrating that the ideology of magic restsupon'fundamental 
la~l's of thought for it is possible to isolate the ideologicala'3sociations 
of a vast number of magical rites and to compare them simply as examples 
of evident notions which are the raw material of all human thought. But 
when Frazer then proceeds to 'find' a similarity between magic 'and science 
merely because the scientist and tlJ.e magician use the processes of all 
thought building, sensation, abstra~tion, and comparison, the procedure 
is clearly inadmissible because it does not follow from the fact that both 
magic and science display in their ideologies the most elementary processes 
of thought that there is any real similarity bet1l1een scientific and magical 
techniques and systems of thought. This ]ars pro toto fallacy is again 
shol'T:I:1in Frazer's argument that because magic and science both disregard 
spiritual beings they are similar in virtue of this absent association. 
This is equivalent to saying that x is not y and z is not y and tha~ there
fore x and z are' the same. . I conclude therefore that Frazer's theories 
of the similarity between magic and science and of their historic stages 
are unsupported by either sound evidence or logic and that they have little 
heuristic value. Indeed they are formulated in such a manner that it is 
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difficult to present them in a scientific form at all and consequently they 
im:pede rather than assist us in our quest •. It. i$, useless to attempt to 
solve the queries which Frazer raises. Ue have to .formulate the problems 
anew if we are to conduct a scientific enquiry.. . . 

Of what value is the whole Tylor-Frazer conceptiqn of magic as a 
mistaken association of ideas? Here we may distinguish between two 
proposi tions:· 

.,' (1). in the \vords and actions of magic lTe can discern the operation 
of certain elemen'j;;ary laws of thoUght. The associations which link the 
rite and its objective are so simple that they are evident to us who ·are 
far. removed from the c;ultures' d.~ which magic flourishes. They are fOund 
to rest.on pe4:'ception afposition and perception of similarities. 

(2) These. associations are to us no more than memory images o·f 
qualities of things which have an ideal relationship in our minds but the 
savage mistakes these ideal relations for real relations in the world 
around him. \J,e and savages both think in the same way insofar as per
ception·and comparison of Clensationa are conce,rned' but the savage then 
leaves us behind and goes a stepfurther by believing that because two 
things are as!3o~iated toget}:i.er ilihis memorY image that they are objectively 
associated•• He ~lievesthat because things are like each other they uill 
act on each other since they are,.bound by an invisible link. 

vIe can accept the fi:rst'proposi tion 11ithout hesitation. It tms 
clearly enunciated by Tylor and abundantly illustrated by Frazer. \le can 
adopt the terminology of the Golden Bbugh and speak of Homoeopathic Bagic 
and Contagious r·;ragic. But it is surprising that Frazer made no deeper 
analysis, for to tell us that magical thought rests on percept ion of posi
tion and similarities is not to tell us much since these are the elementary 
pr<:lcessas of all thought and it follot'1S from the fact that magic is man-made. 
1l,. mo~e comprehensive analysis could be made by listing the particular 
qualities of objects which are associated in the ideology of magic. For 
example in the instan~e ·of· the gold-jaun.dice association it is the quality 
of polour. The mental assqciations embodied in magic can thus be resolved 
into even simpler elements than Frazer"s laws of similarity and contagion; 
they can be resolved into the simplest of conscious sensations and the 
notio.ns and memory images resnlting from them. It can be shown upon which 
abstractions magic ii;3 puiltup, whether ofsignt, hearing, odour, taste, 
or touch. 'Then a stone figures. in magic w'hichof its qualities is ab
straqted in the magical association, its si~e, its colour, its roughness, 
its temperature, or its weight? . Magical associations can likewise be 
re.f!olved into elenlentary notions of the dimensions of sensations,posi tion 
in. space, position in time; dimensions of size, and soon. He might also 
have shmm us how in a coniplicat~d rite ;isingle part of a process .is sel
ect,edto stand for the whole, as Thlirnwaldhas done. A third, but difficult, 
t~sk .would be 1;osho\'1 whether it :tigures in a number of cultural situations; 
sometimes evenbeing given a permanence and inevitability by language. 
Are gold and jaundice aseoci,ated together only in the magical situation 
of therapeutic treatment or have th~y anassoc.iat{on outside this situation 
in the minds o.f Greek peasants? An example of association fi:ll:ed by language 
is, elephantiasis for \'1hen we speak of the disease' we inevitably mention 
this aniJnal. The Azande of the Nile-UeL!-eDivide make the same comparison
and th~ association is embodied in the'l'Tord' and is therefore not restricted 
to situations in which elephant's f60tis used to cure elephantiasis. Vie 
have to enquire also whet11er the abstraction of a 'luality in magical' 
a!3sociations.is.alwl=Lysa culturally indicated perception, e.g. in colour 
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associations; and other lines of enquiry could be suggested. 

The second proposition is most misleading ffild is illustrative of 
one of those perilous leaps bacIDruards and forwards in the dark from 
observable social behaviour to individualpsycholog,ical processes which 
di~tinguish anthropological gymnastics. Frazer's argument runs as follows: 
to the Greek peasant jaundice and gold are of the same colour and since 
things Which are alike react on one another gold if used according to 
certain rules ~dll cure jaundice. I would prefer to state the proposition 
as follows: gold and jaundice produce the same sensations of colour and 
this similarity is culturally indicated by thoir association in magical 
behaviour. It is the middle expression in Frazer's thesis to which objec
tion is taken. In his account he frequently informs us that in savage 
minds like produces like and that cOiltiguous things remain in contact uhen 
their contiguity ceases to be objective and remains, as we would say, 
only a memory image. i/e are told that "the magician infers that he can 
produce any effect he desires merely by imitating it" and that "homoeopathic 
magic makes the mistake of assuming that ~hings which resemble each other 
are the same." 

-.Ie mayfi.rst note in criticism of this point of view that it is 
always uncertain what Frazer means by his statements because the inferences 
he refers to are only "implicitly believed" or "tacitly assumed". But 
beliefs and assumptions are judgments, they are conscious processes in 
uhich the middle term between two associated images is laaown to the 
thinker. Apart from this terminolc;gical haze which hangs ovei: the \Thole 
discussion and which alone serves to obscure all issues there is a hopeless 
jumble of psychological and sociological problems in which psychological 
concepts are used where tl~y are quite irrelevant. We must keep our prob
lems distinct if we are to find our way through this labyrinth of vague 
generalisations. Sensations and abstractions and simple comparison of ab
stractions are psychological processes common to all mankind and in a 
sociological study of magic they do not concern us ~s psychological facts. 
Tie are also not concerned '\iTith the question why magical associations embody 
notions of position and resemblance. It is inconceivable that they should 
not. The problem which concerns us is related to the social value or 
social indication which is given to objects and qualities. This value 
may be empirical, that is to say it may attribute to a thing, and utilise, 
the qualities Which it really possesses. For eX~lple, a stone is considered 
to be hard and is therefore used as a tool.' Or the value may be mystical, 
that is to say it may attribute to a thing qualities which it does not 
possess and which are not subject to sensory impressions. For example a 
stone l:la,y be used in magical rites or be considered the dwelling place of 
a spirit. The perception of similar colouring in gold and jaundice is a 
psychological fact which requires a psychological explanation. The 
embodiment of this perception in a social technique is a sociological fact 
and requires a sociological explanation. It is not our business to ex
plain the sensations 'l'Thichthe physical qualities of an object produce in 
men but it is our task to explain the social qualities with which men 
invest. the object. The tendency of Tylor and Frazer to explain social 
facts in terms of individual psychology have been justly criticised by 
Durkheim and his school. Either this means that a pattern of thought can 
be explained in terms of psycho-physical functioning of an individual's 
brain which appears to be absurd if only because the pattern existed before 
the individual was born and he inherited it as part of his social heritage, 
even vlhen it involves sensations which have to be individually experienced, 
or it means that a pattern of thought can be explained by an individual's 
mental content which is, of course, no explanation at all. 

/
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Even the simpiest associations if they are to ~e anything more than 
passing images are creations of social usage, of language, of technology, 
of magic, and so on. This is "rhy in experiments on association there is 
really so little free association and ,rl1y the responses evoked in so many 
subjects are so' often of the same' type. One is not surprised that a 
Greek peasffilt can see a resemblance between the colour of culd and the colour 
of jaundice but the problem is why he should associate .these tvro things 
together in magical performances vnlen he does not associat~ them together 
in other situations and why he associates these particular things and not 
other things which have the sanie .qualities of colour. It,would never 
occur to us to associate' gold and jaundice together so why should the 
Greek peasant associate them together? The answer can hardly be avoided 
that he associates them together in certain situations because he learns 
to do so when he learns to speak and behave as other members of his society 
learn to speak and behave. But one presumes that the Greek peasant does 
not always make this association and that it is possible for him to think 
of and use gold \rithout thinking of jaundice and even that he can think 
of jaundice \'1ithout associating it with' gold. It is also pertinent to ask 
why he should associate gold ffi1d not something else trith jaundice, and in 
posing this question a whole range of problems present themselves. We . 
ask 'l'lhether there are other things llhich in their culture fulfil the con
ditions of COlour and adaptibility to the requirements of magical usagg; 
we ask uhat is the social value given to gold in other sitoot ions, vIe as1< 
1rlhether there is evidence of the association, in the situation of jaundice, 
having been borrowed as a single trait from neighbouring peoples, and we 
may ask many other questions. 

The point I wish to emphasize is that these associations are situ
ational associations. They derive their sociological significance because 
they are social facts and not becalme they are psychological facts. It is 
the social situation which' gives them meaning, which even gives them the 
possibilities of expression. Nagic and gold come ·int ocultural associations 
in the life of an individual because they are linked together by a magical 
rite. lile must not say that a Greek peasant sees that gold and jatUldice 
have the same colour and that therefore he can use' 'I;he one to cure the 
other. Rather we must say that because gold is used to cure jaUndice 
colour associations between them become established in the mind of a 
Greek peasant. It may even be asked to what extent the resemblance 
between their colours is consciously formulated by the performer of the 
rite, to what extent he is aware of the colour linl:: in the association of 
gold and jaundice. 

No savage believes that everything vlhich has the same size, or 
colour, or weight, or temperature, or sound, etc., are in mystical con
nection arid can be used to operate on one another,,· If primitive man 
really mistook an ideal connection for a real o~ and confused subjective 
vTi th objective experiences his lifewolild be chaos. He could not exist. 
It is a psychological absurdity. Nhy then do sav~ges only sometimes 
make these associations between phenomena and not always make. them? \~ 
do ~ peoples make them and others on the. same culturallevel, not make 
them? Knowledge of the CUltural situation in which the association is 
made will alone answer these questions. The association will be found to 
be not a general one but a particular one which is specific in a certain 
situation. StonesW1dsun are not linked in a general association but 
only in the special sitlJ.ation in which a stone' is placed in the fork of a 
tree to keep the sun from sirudng. The associationcomes.into being by 
the performance of a rite. There is ny mystic:a,l relation betwoensun and 
stones but man endows a particular stone vrith a ritual quality by using it 
in a rite and for the duration of the :rite. ~lhen a savage throt'ls water 
into the air he does not imagine that by doing so he produces rain. He 
onlv thinks this when he throws vlater into the air during the performance 
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of .a rite to produce rain. Hence there is ·no mistaken association of 
id~as. 'rhe association betw2en a certain Ciuality in one thing and the 
same quality in another thing is a correct and universal association. 
It does· not violate thelaVTs of logic for it is a psychological process 
~ltogether outside their sphere. It would certainly be a mistake were . 
the savage to 1101d that because things are alike they .can, in virtue of 
their likeness alo1).o, act on one another at a distance or that by merely ... 
imitating an act he can produce it. But here again the savage makes no 
such mistake. He believes that certain rites can produce certain results 
and the mimetic or homoeopathic. elements in the rite are the manner in which 
the purpose of tl~ rite is expressed. It is the rite itself, the perfor~ 

mance of standardised movements and the utter-lng of standardised 'fIOrds and 
the other sterotyped conditions of ritual, which achieves the result. 
The savage does not say IIWhatever I imitate will happen so that if I thrO\'l 
water into the air rain 1'1111 fall ll , vlhat he says is "There is no rain at 
this season of the year when there ought to be rain and if we get the rain
maker to perform a rite rain vlill fall and our crops 1'1ill be saved". 
\lhy rites so often take a mimetic form is a psychological problem which we 
shall not discuss here. Harett has put fonTard a brilliant hypothesis 
but it is possible to advance other theories.~!e rr,ust therefore make the 
objection with Freud "dass die Assoziationstheorie der fIlagie bloss die Hege 
aUfklart, welche die Uagic geht, aber nicht daren eigentliches \Jesen, 
u&mlich nicht das Missverstandnis, welches sie psychologische Gesetze
 
an die Stelle naturlicher setzen heisst".l
 

If I have criticised Frazer severely I render homage to his ooholar
ship. The Golden Bough is an essential source-book for all students of 
human thought and the faithful way in which he has treated his authorities 
is an assurance that we drink at an undiluted stream. His writings have 
abmys been, and no less today than in the past, a stimulus to those ,fOrking 
in the same field and every criticism is a tribute. But w'e can go farther 
than making these acknowledgments - we must take over from Tylor and Frazer 
many sound ideas and use them in the foundations of any theory of magic 
which is to stand the test of criticism and research. As we are, as it 
were, taking these ideas away with us, they may be listed as briefly as 
possible since in future Olritings they will be utilised, ''1hEe those ideas 
which vIe believe to be erroneous and to ;'1hich "1e have devoted lengthy 
criticism are being jettisoned once and for all. 

(1) Tylor's exposition of the variations of magic as a form of
 
social behaviour uith variations in cultural development.
 

(2) Tylor's brilliant analysis 0 f the mechanisms lihich compel and
 
maintain faith in magic among savage and barbarous peoples.
 

(3) Frazer's observation, cautiously stated, of the oft found
 
identity of the pUblic magician with the political chief.
 

(4) The division of ritual into religion and magic on the formal
 
basis of presence or absence of belief in spirits with attendant cult, put
 
forward by Tylor and adopted by Frazer, is an acceptable tenJinological
 
device. So much time and labour has been expended in a futile endeavour
 
to define the respective spheres o~ magic and religion in the abstract
 

. that i,t is necessary to state that sociology studies' social· behaviour and 
distinguishes between one type Jf behaviour ,and a~other and whether a 
particular type of behaviour is labelled with one term or with another 

• term is of minor interest.-,lhat isot importance is that all students 
in the same field should use keyterms like. ,magic' arid religion with the same
 
-meaning .. Magic andr~ligio~are'clearlywhat we define them
 

1. Totem und TabU, p. 111 
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them to be in terms of behaviour. lIe do not "!allt a discussion about the 
relation of abstractions to one another in a cultural vacuum but we ''1ant 
a discussion about the relations between magical behaviour and. religious 
behaviour in specific cultures. Tylor and Frazer defined religion much 
more clearly tha~ they defined magic and t~1eir division has, been accepted 
by ,many scholars and may be: used as a convenient starting 'point for more 
intensive re.search. .' 

(5) Frazer1s diviSion of magic into "homoeopathic" and ll contagious" 
likewise is a step in advance of Tylor1s analysis and serves' as a basis 
fCir still' further analysis of the sy~bolism of magic • 

.EoE. Evans··Pritchard. 

1.'	 'ro mention only one: 1:1. H.· H.• Rivers, Medicine, Nagicand Religion, 
Kegan Paul,1927, p. 4 and passim. This writer does not consider, 
hm'1ever, that primitive peoples have the '.' concept of the natural" and 
therefore not of the supernatural. 
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~sBelief Possibl~ ? 

A notewo~thy conclusion of Needham's Belief, LqngYAge and Exper.ien~ 

is that: "Indifference to the constrain:t of possibility is a curious property 
in a psychological verb, but it is certainly a distinctive' mark of the 
notion of belief" (Needham, 1972; 66). While this statement is not the 
keystone of Needham's argument, it is sti1.l0ne of the more suggestive 
points on which his conclusion is founded, and for that reason provides an 
opportunity forre~examining its more important implicationJ;l. Needbam';3 
conclusion that belief is indifferent to possibility comes by reflecting 
on Tertullian's paradox; an alternative approach is to corlsider the nature 
of possibility, which is, after all, a notion of some importance in the 
writings of Needham's aclmovl1edged inspiration, Ludwig \~i11tg~nstein. The 
complexity'of lrfittgenStein's writings is such that a 4e4idated adherent 
can +,ind himself in the odd situation of disagreeing' on almost every matter 
of philosophical importance with one who is equally entitled, to wave his 
banner. This is the case concerning Needham's treatment of the possibility 
of belief, for while one must admire his handling of Wittgenstein's later 
writings, he makes not a single :teference to the Tractatus Logico-Philo
sophicus. Indeed, this work is not even listed in his bibliography. 

Wittgenstein' s own repudiation' of the TractatAA has contributed to 
its unpopUlarity, but since a reader's opinion of a book need never be the 
same as its author's, it is possible to see l'littgenstein's several published 
volumes as parts of a whole. Naturally,. some parts of the Tractatl.!§. are 
more conVincing than others, but there are, to use iJittgenstein's own metaphor, 
enough overlapping threilds from one book to the next to string the i,deae 
together. One of the arguments begun in the Tractatus that persists through 
the later writings is a certain notion of possibility. The argument of this 
essay is, in part, that had Needham used the word "possibilit y l1 in the sense 
imparted to it by 1o1ittgenstein in the 'rractatus, his statement concerning 
the possibility of belief 'loJ'Ould be reversed, and that this would in turn' 
alter his reflections on the universality of belief. 

Wittgenstein's idea of possibility can be seen in the following 
statements both from and about, his work: 

,';jlhoJlght can be of. ,v'hat is hot the case. (Philosophical 
Investigations, 1195). 

ThOUght is surrounded by a ralo. - Its essence, 
logic, presents an order, in fact the a priori order 
of the world: that is, the order of possibilities, 
which must be common to both world and thought. 
(Philosophical Investigati ons # 97) 

It is essential to things that they should be possible 
constituents of states of affairs. (Tractatus, 1/2.011) 

•••• if a thing ~ occur in.a state of affairs, the 
possibili~ of the state of affairs must be written 
into the thing itself. (Tractatus, 1/ 2.012) 

A thought contains the possibility of the situation 
lirl' which it is the thought! vlhat is thinkable is 
possible too. (Tractatus" /I 3.02) .. 

The limits of my lanwge mean the limits of my world. , 
~Tractatus, 1? 5.6) , . '.. .. , 
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v'e cannot think what we cannot think' so "That we 
cannot think we cannot say either. (Tractatus, # 5.61) 

Just as the only necessity that exists is log;lcal 
necessity, so t.oo th,e only impossibilit.Y.. tha,t exists 
is logicat impo'ssibility. (Tracta.ty,s, 16.375) ". . 

'Possible' is for Wittgensteinwhat i~ expressible 
in language. (Maslow, 1961;25) . 

An impossible thought is an impossible tho~ght (5.61) 
and that is Why it is not possible to sarwhat it. is that 
cannot be thought. (Anscombe, 1959; 163) , 

...... 'possibility' must here be taken as exoluding 
both certainty; and impossibility. (Anscombe, 1959; 157) 

These quotations need little elaboration. Thought, possibility and 
language are related. VJhat can be 'thought can be put into lazlt,"'Uage,' ''1he,t 
can be put into language is possible. llithin the scheme of the TractatUB, 
none of these terms has anYthing to do loTithreality, the world, or -the \1I'ay 
things are. "Possibility" is a logical constraint. One can say of a 
statement whether it is possible or impossible before one holds it up 
against experience to see whether or not it is part of the world. If 
logical, then thinkable and hence possible. Examples are few, since it is 
difficult to think of things that are unthinkable. Suffice it to say that 
any abrogation of the rules of logic is an unthinka'Qlestate of affairs • , 
The round square, the three-dimensional triangle, the bounded infinity, 
are all logically contradictory. They defy conception; .there can be no 
general notion of what they would be if they were ,the case •. Here, then, 
arele:gitimate uses of the words "possible", il;i.mpossible", "possibility",. 
"imposSibility". Considering this definition, what can Needham mean by 
saying that "to believe" shows an "indifference to the constraint of 
possibility"? 

Putting the question "is belief possible" irrl;o~littgensteinrs term": 
inology is to say: does believing describe a state of affairs? Is there a 
picture of what would be so if believing were the.case?; ., 

" , ~...:-' Is the English concept 
"believingtr thinkable? There are several approaches t9 these ~estions, 

but before elaborating them, it is expedient to consider their general 
nature, and,as a consequence, the nature of any statement that could be a 
satisfactory answer. The first point is quite obvious, that each of these 
questions is posed in the same language, and.therefore, that any answer 
to them will only be relevant to that one language, and only be valid for 
that one cult-ure. These are general questions about a specific language, 
or 'fJTay of thinking, and any answel'S to them will not ne~essarily reflect 
on othe r languages. . . , , , 

The next consideration is 'even more important: that these are questions 
of conceptualization, not fact. Every question here encountered is so framed 
that reference to the gross facts of language would be inappropriate•. The 
generality of the statement sought as an anS'fJTer demands the application of 
deduotive reasoning. Thus, partioular uses, or l!1isuses.,of "to believe" do 
not signify. , ,c~c,:' ·'.,S ':' -;~, ' 

The problem is not whether every use of lito believe". d$scribes. 
a state of affairs, but whether ~. use of the verb .describes a state of 
affairs, which is to say whether or not there isa .possible, use of "to 
believe" that describes a state of affairs; this after all is the problem: 
is belief possible? Such questions express no interest in examples of 
believing l'1here other words can be substituted, but rather in those'1-There :. 



"believing" seems to find no substitute. 

Because this essay flirts with the idea of meaning? it is essential
 
to recognize that in order for a w'ord to have ~ meaning,' it need not have
 
one meaning, or even a single clear meaning. Indeed? one can imagine fe"l
 
lioras ,'lith even remotely clear meanings. Likewise, . a word n~ed not picture
 
a clear state of affairs for it to describe a'state of affairs. After all,
 
there1s nothing self-contradictory, i.e. impossible, about vague, fUzzy,
 
strange, pI'eposterou3, fantastical,'or even silly meanings; they are
 
meanings nonetheless. Furthermore, that "beliefll maybe anllodd';'job" word
 
is not a problem. Being an odd..job word would frustrate any attempt to
 
define the essence of a word•. But one can !hardly imagine a lexicographer
 
denying: a l'lord dictionary space" because its meanings are unrelated. Words
 
"dth entirely different meanings are still thinkable.
 

Now, on to the question: Is belieVing a state of affairs? The most 
tempting an6weriS one which begs the question yet deserves consideration.' 
Insofar as one can only think about the i"Torld through the media of the 
language which one has received more or less passively? and the conception 
of belief is a part of the English-speaker's l'Torld?would it ever be possible 
to think of a worldvrithout belief? . If. English lacked "beliefll and its 
related~ conceptions, "That would the 1vorld be like, and hOvlwould one think 
about it? Or, if it llaS no meaning, Why do people use it? These are questions 
that an;y-one whocla:i1asthat believiilg has no meaning must ansvler•. One "liould 
do vTell to heed 'the admon!tion of J. L. Austin: 

•••• our common stock of words embodies' all the distinctions 
men have found worth drawing? and the connections they have 
found worth markil1g, in' the lifetimes of many generations: 
these surely are likely to be more numerous, more sound, 
since they have stood up to the long test of the survival 
of the fittest, and more subtle, at least in all ordinary 
and reasonably practical matters, than any that you or I 
are likely to think up in our armchairs of an afternoon 
the most favoure'd alternative method. (Austin, 1961: 182) 

From this, one could also say that because people use and understand 
"believe" it obviously has a meaning; or. that people who use the word seem 
to Imow what it means. Thus, the argument that IIbelief" has a meaning gains 
weight from the inertia of cu1t~e." Because it is, used so .f~qtlently, and. 
because it is at the foundation of many important Western ideals, because 
it would be difficult to think about-certain tllinGsat all Without it, it' 
is tempting to claim that its meaning is obvious. Thus, a Dr. Johnson, of 
the idealist persuasion might argue. ',But, of course;. this is no proof at.' 
all. In fact, this argl1lllent is only likely to convince those who stand . 
in avTe of language. Philosophers who see their task as purifying, or cleaning . 
up- lallt,C?Uage, as do many in the ihttgenstein tradition, would not sympathise 
Hith this. Nevertheless, the English language 'limps along, ignorant 9fthe 
prunings and amputations of philosophers. ' If not awe, respect for lang1,lage 
is vital. Cleaning up language can be likened to sweeping a dirt floor; the 
debris and dust are pushed away, but nothing is really changed; sweeping 
forever will not find the floorboards. So, one must find. a meaning betvleen 
the urge to destroy the mystifying elements of langtlaee and the ple,asure of 
being awed by its venerable majesty. ' 

The only substantial answer to the title of this essay is that believing 
does describe a state of affairs. This is certainly not easy to describe, 
for believing is unquestionably a difficult conception. Nevertheless, to 
begin l'ITi th the obvious, "belief" 'is a word tbat never appears alone. Someone 
must always believe something. Only people believe, and th~ never believe 
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in f.lc:\~:::j-r:'{"c So, believing always h~ -: an object; it is a relational concep
tiol1.. 'I:' l...-i l16cessit",,-.;es a distinct...on be"CiieenthQ believing i-~8elf being 
a state of affairs and its object being' one. Sometimes "beHe7~_:-,gll e~ems 

not to describe a state of affairs because it ,~ coupled v1ith an inappropriate 
object. trlhenone believes in the Loch Ness Monster, the Abominable Snowman, 
or a flat earth, it is more o~ less c+ear what one believes, after all people 
write books about these ,things; but it is not 91e8.:l:.' ''11l:J.at one believes lmen 
one believes, in a spatial object out~ide of,space. , Although one could say 
that the, sentertQe lIhe believes in a round squarell has no :meaning, this is 
not a comment on the verb, becaus~ it is not the "believing" but, the "round 
square" that is absurd. ' A- purple cow is a state, of affairs, a purple 
green-spot is, not.' Thus t the question "doe13 bali ?ving describe a state of 
affairs" can only be answered in the context of a complete and legitimate, 

,use of' the word in a sentence t bearing in mind that for this, to be so' it 
must have an object i"1hich is itself a state of affairs. The question, then, 
becomes: what is the state of affairs described by the relation of a believer 
to any possible object of belief? This state of affairs will define the 
verb. 

A way into the idea of believing is through further consideration of
 
Jehe things that form its possible objects. ' What sort of things can one
 
believe? Do they fom a class? Certainly, one would not say of everything
 
that he believed or disbelieved it, even if the 'Hord were being used very
 
loosely. And, evenwhen the lfOrd is used V8ry strictly, there are not many
 
'things which the ordinary speaker would be inclined to believe or disbelieve. 
Only some things then are possible beliefs,. About what sort of things can 
one say that one believes them? To what do belief statements apply? ~he 

key to tIns is found in Needham's ownpages,where he lists as an attribute 
of believing its independence of "canons of reality" (Ne,edham, 1972; 71). 
This is supported by a quotation from vlittgenstein to the effect that if 
there liere e,Vidence bearing on matters of be,lief, "th,is, would destro¥ the 
whole business" (vlittgenstein, 1966; 56, quoted in Needham, 1972; 71). Here, 
then, is the nature of the words, which one believes. The objects of belief 
statements' have but a tangential relation to th.e l"rorld. One does not hold 
an object of belief up against the,world to see if,it exists or not; nor 
does comparison with i;heworld render a belief statement true or false. 
Hence, the inevitable failure of attempts to hold an idea of God up against 
the world, Or to infer a conception of God .from the world. And due to the 
nature of believed objects, the adherent of the flat earth theory rejects 
all evidence. Also from this comes the sense of a believer saying, "though 
I cannot prove God, nor can you disprove Him". ' Likewise, one will never 
prove ti1at the Loch Ness Monster does not eXist. The objects of belief 
make no claim against reality, ra,ther, to put it another W'ay, tp.eymake 
only a claim against language, and, therefore, not against our lvorld, but 
against 'our conception of all possible worlde. In this way, belief sta,te
merits and their objects are radically different from ordinar~r discOl.:j.rse. 
In' thinkirigabout, belief statements one cannot make a simple hop frOIIl 
language to verifiable reality.' Belief statements are a projection Of 
the possibilities of language onto a voidbeyoJ:ld what one can conceive of 
as world. If one could make correspondences between beliefs'and reality, 
one could be related to them in someway besides believing; if that were 
the case, beliefs could be experienoed, known,proven, verified, dismissed,' 
or refuted. It is because of thenatu:re Of b~iiefs tbems~lves that the only 
relation one can have to them is to believe, or, disbelieve. They are meta
physical. ' 

In what state of affairs is the believer caught up? The relation of 
a believer to the non-exper!,ential states of affairs called beliefs is that 
he is convinced of theirtruth,existence, or value. ' Because a legal proof 
is necessarily an after the fact interpretation o:('a.n episode, a jury' never 



"knows" that a man is guilty; and they never~end a man to prison beoause 
they lfth:l.nkrt he is guilty, but they would cerb.inly do so if they "h-?lieved" 
in his gi,lilt. This is a cotnmon situation llh6r"" t!wre is no alternative to 
convictions strong enough to be labled "belief'~ These convictions mayor 
may not be persistent,· in evidenc.e, the cause of action or the' subject of 
doubt. These are qualities of belief that nay be ins~parable f~9mit. but 
are not a necessary part of' its 'conception and hence have no bearing on its 
existence as a state of affairs~ Althou.gh Belief, LanguagE! and Efjperience 
(PP. 89-92) rejects II conviction" as a criterion of belief, this seems to be 
based on a confusion of essence with attribute. Admitting the truth of what 
Needham says, the probl~ms he finds in the "lord "conviotionlt make it difficult 
to tell how firmly a'person may believe something, or even whether in fact· 
he does believe it, but they do not make it inconceivable that people db 
have convictions, and thus are irrelevant to the question of whether or not· 
believing isa state of affairs. Throwing these objectiom aside then, the 
state of affairs described by believing is that of a man having convictions 
about nbn-eXperiential states of affairs. This is a simple picture of what 
it means to believe; but it is strong enov~ to suggest that b~lief is 
indeed possible. 

What follows from the conclusion that believing is a state of affairs? 
Considering what states ofaffairs.are~ no concrete revelations could be 
expected. Belief is still an obstreperous word, both difficult to explain 
and difficult to dp without. It is hard to imagine that philosophers will 
purge it either f:eom the English 1anguage, or from the attempt of,social 
science to produc~ technical languages. But if the argument t;hat; belief 
is possible is able to disClose but a small. p.;trt of the substance of tha,t 
idea, it dbes have the pOi"l'er to suggest the reasons for both th;epersistence 
and vagueness of the word. "Believinglt is one of many non-experiential 
states of affairs. In fact, language is strewed with "lOrds describing what 
is beyond empirical experience, and few speakers ever notice the peculiarity 
of these conceptions. There ar.e sound reasons for this being so, and they 
are suggested by reflecting on the nature of language and i"l'orld and the ... 
intuitive semaIttic theory through which they are ,related. . 

The difference between experiential and non-experiential states of 
affairs suggests a similar distinction between factual and conventional dis
co1.U'se.The Tractatus is ljJittgenstein's attempt to define factual discourse. 
Hence, his preoccupation with truth and the resultant development of the. 
theory ~Of verifiability. "Facts ll 

, as the Tractatus describes them, are 
produced by confirmation of propositions about the world which are derived 
from states of affairs. The "world" is the totality of known facts. One 
can think about states of affairs that are not facts, but, in vli ttgenstein's 
scheme, when one speaks of "knowledge", one refers to facts, ~ states of 
affairs that actually are the case•. Thus, the alternatives a.re to speak of 
facts, factual discourse, or to speak of states of affairs that, are not 
facts. The term "conventional discourse II is being suggested for the latter 
arrangement of speech. In the Tractatus, vlittgenstein sets out to define, 
the linlits of factual discourse, t.o partition what can be said from What can
not be said. In his treatment, factual discourse become~coextepsivewith 
the language of science, Following from this, Vlittrrenstein argues that what 
can be known is equivalent to the ,sum of all pro.positions of natural science. 
Beyond natural science, one knows .nothing; about which one knows nothing, 
one may not think; where there is no thought there can be no s.peeoh; and, 
finally, the concluding statement of the Tractatus.: nYlhat we cannot speak 
about vie must pass over in ,silence" (Wittgenstein,. 1921, 1/ 7,,) •. The 
la~""Uage· ,of science, or factual discourse ~ encompasses only a f.raction of 
linguistic :phenomena,and the theory of meaning ill vvi ttgenstein 's Tractatus 
is i-nten:ded to refer exclusively to this small part of the whole. That 
vattgenstein recognized thelimitat ions 0 f his endeavour is. clear = "Vie feel 
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that everivlhen.!!! J2Q.~2~ soientific questl.Jnshave been ansT.:Tere~I' tho
 
problems of life rema:L1 completely untouched'(Wittgens JG0in, 1921. ;16.52).
 

The diffiCulty of understanding belief statements is obviously not
 
susceptible to 'allY solution that is solely concerned withsQientific
 
discourse. Belie':t' statements aboutnon":'experiential states ,of affairs are
 
not verifiable in the same way as 'Vlittgenstein·s "facts" •. "Are you a
 
trinitarian?" is of, a diff.er~l1torde;r than "ls that book red?". The
 
latter question is articulated to the phYs1calworld and is answered on
 
the ba.sis of sensory experience. ,The former is not articulated to the
 
physical ,-rorld and senSory experiences al~e no help in answering it. :But
 
the puzzle of belief statements is· tha.t questions of this f.orm are
 
answered. How is this posSible? "
 

Assuming that belief statements are in the realm of 'conventional dis
course, the problem is to define that realm. How does it differ from 
faqtual discourse: lfuat semantic principles operate in this non-sciEmtific 
dOmain? The statements of conventional discourse are neither true nor 
false, since there is no "thing" to which its words can be correlated. 
Conventional discourse floats free of the world. Evan to verify the asser
tion "he is married" one must fi:rst of all know where "he" lives and what 
people in that oountry, think about marriage. ' Or,. to put it another way, 
one must know what the conventions are that deal with marriage. :Knowing 
the convention, one' could compare the history-of the person concerned to 
see whether he had committed. those actions deemed necessary for marriage 
to be in effect. The nature, of a coment ion is obvious from the word 
itself. A convention is an agreement • 0I4Y people make, agree~i1ents. 
Agreements are often broken; they are easily changed. Thus, conve11-tions 
are human creations; words that havei conventional meaning are artificia:J., 
both in the Sausauriansense' and in' a, more absolute. sense•. '"Dog" is a 
human creation insofar as the same class of objects can just as easily be 
called IlHund", but only the word is artificial. Language permits' the 
statement "a dog is a oatil, but the world' intervenes with thiS,staterilent 
and contradicts it. Inoonventional discourse the 'thing itself is artificial; 
it is created and dispelled by human contract. A criminal may be called by 
some other' equally arbitrary name, "Verbrecnar." for example ,but· also. the 
thing that is criminal today may not be criminal tomorJ;'Ow.Language permits· 
these statementS: , lIMurder is crimiJ.'I.al", "Priests are criminain.L"Property , 
owners are criminal II , "Students 'are criminal II ; but co·ncemUJg the. validity 
of each, the wor;td is mute. r.rbil;l;Ls the oddity of conventional discourse, 
that the world itself changes at man's tolhim. Or, to reverse Wi~tger~steiIl.'s. 
aphorism, the' conventional 'forld does depend' on maIl's will. 

statements made in the conventional domain are precisely those. l',l.'bout 
which \littgenstein advises us to be silent. Yet conve.ntionaldiscourse is 
a remarkably large part of what'lleopledo with speech, and the "efforts of 
logical'positivism have not yet prevailed against it. What then are the 
semantic principles of this segment of dil3cOUr13e,•. HorrT do peoplethi:nl>: 
about conventional discourse? :Oddly enOUgh, 'l'littgenstein himself gives the 
answ'er to this, albeit by implication. . 

This is in fact a question that answers itself • One does not thinlc 
about conventional discourse as if it were different from factual discourse. 
Indeed, one does not'usually think of convent:ionaldiscourse at all; it .is. 
a term whipped up for the purposes of this essa.y, not a. standard English. 
conception at, all., But even when one does ponder language, one does not 
make this division and erect one semantic theory for one kind of l~gu~e, 
and another theory .for the other. The truth is that people, philosophers 
included, think about conventional things as if they Ttlere physioa,1 things. 
Conventional discourse operates as if it were factual discourse. The two 
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are very different, but that people often lose sight of the art underlying 
their words; agreements and institutions is a common errore. Even in the 
Age qf Reason, constitution builders' did not ~ppreciate this fact. The 
theory of "natural law" has gone hand in hand with the theory of social 
contract for precisely this reason (see Sir Ernest Barker, 1946). In the 
very act of drawing up conventions, men .. could not take full responsibility 
for their deeds. "We hold these truths to be self-evident" says Jefferson, 
not "we find these ideas expedient". Even Marx does not argue that arti
ficially conceived institutions are wrong, but that those who formed them 
were out or touch with the natural course of history,and its claims to be 
scientific are still its great temptation. 

That the semantic principles of factual and conventional discourse 
are the same is indicated in the Tractatus. T~e structure of language, 
says Wittgenstein, reduplicates the structure of the world. Thus, the 
order of the worid generates the order of language, a statement that applies 
to all language as opposed to all speech. Factual and conventional discourse 
are different types of speech, but they are epiphenomena of th~. same language, 
so that once the order of the world is duplicated by language, all speech 
will have the same form. Hence, it is ~nev~table that factual and conven
tional speech are built on the same semantic principles. One really need 
only say that they are speech, and all else follows· from the nature' of the 
language/speech division (see deSaussure; 7-32). Now,this essay, is not an 
attempt to develop a:theory of meaning, but rather to direct any theory 
of meaning to the sort· of sp~ech of which belimving is a part. And, following 
from this,to determine the relation of believing to conventional discourse 
as a whole. 

Why is it sm difficult for speakers to admit the arbitrary nature of 
those words which if not the most clear are certainly the most important? 
One approach to this is through consideration of the way in which con
ventional discourse is arbitrary. 1tJhile one may well argue that language 
is arbitrary in deSaussure's sense, and that conventional discourse is 
arbitrary in an even more absolute sense, this is not the final word. 
Conventional discourse is not only arbitrary, it is imper&tive; one simply 
cannot do without it. In fact, it seems possible that the more obviously 
arbitrary a word is, the more imperative it becomes. After all, the words 
for which wars are fought, the words for which one lives and works, are 
the most resistant to definition. Likewise, the social institutions 
most closely united with human happiness are in fact the most arbitrary 
and v~ried. The only moral vision of anthropology is this: that marriage, 
family, friendship and love are neither ubiquitous.nor universally 
desirable; human organi~ation and thought Cj;re relative, and what pleases 
some may horrify others. Thus, when men take their own felicity to 
heart, they develop firm attachments to the most CJ;rbitrary parts of their 
language and their arbitrary ways become imperative. Even when one is 
distressed by the arbitrariness of a favotirite institution, it is olfly 
replaceable with another equally arbitrary one. Yet the chronicles of 
anthropology are also filled with accounts of people becoming demoralised 
by the revelation of their CUlture's relativity. While doubt is resisted 
by the natural mechanisms of language, once it sets in, cures are not easy\ 
The most popular ideas of socio.logy are in fact names for this condition: 
Marx's "alienation"; Weber's "disenchantment"; Durkheim's "anomie"., 
The qUaint customs of the exotic people who have taught us the 
relativity of culture are imperatively natuFal to them. Significantly, 
this discussion parallel's Needham's own attitude toward language 
when he refers to "the contingent. and arbitrary forms of order that 
for them CmenJ are reality itself" (Needham, 1972; 244). . 
As a supplement to this he continues: 



I am not saying that human life is senseless, but 
that we cannot make sense 0;£' it1, . If only it \-fere 
at least a tale told by anidiot))fe might arrive 
at some. coherent1rieaning.,but,~lf!~~:t,iie:taphor pre
supposes criteria' of".inteJ;lig$:b:ii;ll~ty,j;;Mdsanity 
that we do not posses$e*¢ept,})yr:::~~nV6i1tion:~" Once 
outside a given form of' iife,~~:i'~ lost in a 
'wilderness' of formes' .".' (Needh~,~'e72.; 244) 0, 

. -~~ , ;~ '(~f1/'~':'>' -- . 

In part; it is language that convinces uS of tl1:e "naturalness" of the 
convelltional meanings' of our words, by encouraging us to thi,nk about them 
as if they were experiential reality. Language is thus tile first obstacle. 
to doubt, or, from another point of viel'T, the strongest protection against 
it. 11oreover, language has an arsenal to keep speakers on the narrow path 
implied in its being learned. One .of the. n;lost effective tools in this 
arsenal is IIbelief". If one feels Unable to "knOl'T" tile reality of human 
conventions (this is, once' one has performed the ver.! unnatural act of 
thinking about language at all? then one can still "believe" in them. In 
the realm of conventional discourse, believing it is so makes it so. ~Ihe 

conscious artifice of Pirand.ello's· plays is their most natural quality. 
Belief is a way of relating conventional ideas to the realm of factual 
discourse. Considering the limitation of thought and the importance of 
what one tries to think about, the persistence of the word is not surprising. 
To purge English of "belief ll l'fould' involve more than a change in the language 
itself; omission from language implies a radical change in that strange and 
only partially knowable entity one' thW;::s about as i1 w'orld". 

There is a final twist to "possibility". Because belief is possible 
in a general sense, it may be possible in a universal sense. This argument 
is a simple one. Believil1g arises from the -r,lay that language is articulated 
to the world•. And since this is a philosophical argument, and not an 
exegesis of English, this means the relation of all possible, i.e.: all 
conceivable, language to any possible l'10rld•. Remember what was mid above 
about belief stat'ements making a claim only against all possible ulOrlds. 
The question thenis: is it conceivable that any languag'9 could have a 
one to one attachment to the liorld? Is it possible that a d~termined 

language e?Cists, i.e. one that is not arbitr:ary in any l'ray? Hill the 
research of anthropology ·unearth a language that is the sallle as the "rorld? 
If tl~ previous part of this essay is correct, these questions must all be 
answ'ered no... Regardless of how much comparison is done , no man I s language 
wi11 be tb.~ 'liorId • . 

Thus, not only are all known languages arbitrarJr and convent ional, 
but any conceivable language is so as well•. Conventions, since they are 
neither true nor false, can be dOUbted; and, generally speaking, what can 
be doubted can be believed. Thus, the possibility of believing in English 
points to the' possibility of bel:\'eving' in eVr3ry language. Needham's 
particular question, about the universality of belief ruust be an,f;lwered in 
the negative if Evans~Pri.tchard is correct • "God's existence i/iltSlke'n for 
granted by everybody" says EvanS-Pritchard :referring to the NU(;lr:\liJiVans
Pritchard, 1956; 9) and from. that it is clear that the.Yimw:e;lJlO~edto 
believe in God. It is possible not to' doubt. It ispOSI;I,~~~rn(~fi}·to be 
worried by the difference between factual and conYelntio'naldiscourse, and 
l'rhenever this is the case it isinapproprUlite to thiA1~;a;boutbe1ief•. So, 
belief' is possible but not necessary;and';'it is possible 4n t",O senses. 
First in the sense that it describes .a.l;lta.te of affairs, and.;,.SGtl9nd that 
the state of affairs it describes isa cOl:l1ment on the relati9ribf language 
and ",orld and hence is one in whic4,the speaker of anyoonceivable language 
may find himself. Th1,ls , although belief ,it self ca11no1;OO considered a human 
universal, it may be said that belief is a universal possibility. 

Lavlrence C. r1elton 
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'Behaviour': Asooial anthropologioal gritioism 

:We have been offered the term behaviour as a cross-disciplinary con
cept with applications throughout the component subjects of the Human 
Scienees degree. l It is a strange term to USe for it isa genuine product 
of social life - with a oharacteristic sociolinguistio history. Like its 
verb' behave f •. it seems to be a fifteenth century coinage. The verb was. 
originally al"lays reflexive and consciously derivedfroin 'have', (so that 
a person'behad' himself), and the :forceo! the~- preverb ~'las to denote 
the imposition of a constraint on the person involved. , The substantive was 
formed upon hayour, or haviour. 'possession', whiCh came straight from 
French avRil' at the same period. Although h.aviour and behaviour were thus 
of independent origin, the new Bubs.tantive was. by its French ornamentation, 
quite appropriate to express a·certain oonception.of.·lIeportment, or socially 
prescribed or sanctioned conduct. It beoame a semantic doublet of demeanour. 
but differently marked. DemeanOur had a more lower class application: 
behaviour thus emerges in a period when an expectation of restraint in 
upper class bellaviour could be regarded as desirable •. The positive marking 
of concepts that referred to courtly life in the lute middle-ages is well 
d.ocumented by Trier and his successors.· Bebaxiour witho\lt modifier, was 
marked as 'good '; the 'behaviour t being watched for was 'good deportment'. 
Bad behaviour,1'laS failed behavi our. Demeanour without modifier was marked 
as 'b~d': the 'demeanour' being watched for was 'bad deportment '. Good 
demeanour was corrected demeanour. Afterwards the semantic field of behaviour 
invaded not only that of demanol£ but of conduct, comportment and the rest. 

~ . , - ., 

It is important then to stress that behaviour is a term from a set of 
terms, and a set of terms from a particular h~torical period. It is strange 
to social anthropologists, steeped as we are iIi language, to be shown the 
term as something quasi-objective: as an 'idea' or 'concept' to be exemplified 
even 'defin~d' in various supposed mariifestationsin disparate kindsot..data. 
Behaviour when "l'le meet it first is, we note, a co ining and a slight ly 
graddiose one. It thus labels a new kind of component. In that world, there 
could be no such thing as 'random" behaviour. 

The extension of 'behave' and 'behaviour' into scientific discourse 
is Victorian. The first applications are in Chemistry in the 1850' s and 
'60's ('It combines violently With water, behaving like the bichloride of 
tin', 1854; 'In Chemistry, the behaviour of different substances towards each 
other, in respect of combination and affinity', 1866 - Q.E.D.). These early 
examples have still some of the direct living metaphor about them. The 
very model of orderly discrimination of the condit ions under which things 
acted as they did, was derived from social behaviour.. Behaviour was marked 
therefore for its knowability in advance: an image or aspiration for the 
natural order. Uhen in 1878 T. H. Huxley is talking of the 'behaviour of 
"later', he is reducing to orderly terms the activities of a supremely lll1

predictable element. No doubt it was the continual use of 'behaviour' in 
contexts in which the actiVity was far from understood, that led to its 
association with' activity in general', and even ('behaviour problems') 
tm'1ards relatively violent activity. The generalization of 'behaviour' to 
the inanimate world has since then f:,'One so far that \J"e tend to think of it 
as 'action that is not yet understood' rather than as 'action that is 
supremely understood' because prescribed. 

It is ironical that the use of the term 'animal behaviour' probably 
Oi-IeS mo re to its natural science uses than it does to its original social 
use. Paradoxically, then, we are offered 'behaviour' as a quantifiable 
universal, a mere century after its metaphorical use in natural science began. 
Of course, there has been retained throughout the essent ial component of 
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'constraint on acn~al~Jt>-en'aV±"OUr'---baEL.hee.n.-...~<mce;ved~,as
 
rule-governed: the natural science shift has moved the locus of the, ,.:rules.
 
At one time behaviour is expressly the sUbj ect of rules, a-t-. anot.her.. jt is
 
the subject of an aspiration that it will turn out to be governed' -by ~-ules.
 

Not all the 'behaviours' we have heard about todaYiU'e the same. To 
ask a social ant:b.ropologist to treat 'behaviour' as a universal and to 
relate it to his ownsubject,is inevitably to miss the point of all recent 
advances in the subject. To acquiesce in the game for a while, "1e note 
that the post-Victorian uses of 'behaviour' do not easily translate into 
the languages of other peoples. Even in other European lanGuages there are' 
well-knotm difficulties. ~Iany of the terms in use in thelll are too embarrasingly 
close to terms for (social) good conduct~ The translation of the American 
Behavio'X;M. is a perpetual crux in international literature. The situation' 
is then not resolved by appeal to an, independent scientific vocabulary. 
'BehaviOur' turns out to be wrenched from a set of terms in the English 
lexicon, trailing still the eviuence of its old connexions. 

In more exotic but still refle.ctivesocieties, 'behaviour 'has to be
 
subswued under various tenus indicating acts of a socially a~~ropriate or
 
inappropriate· kind. Sometimes there is no lexical link between the terms'
 
for 'bad behaviour' and -good behaviour'. In Igbo, the verb radicaT .!!tt'-dei;
 
make') appears in words like a:mumEl ,orne, or the like, each of which expresses
 
activity that is marked according to social evalLlations;~ in -chephras'e
 
om nala . ~ in the country') iSvThat whites usuallyniisleadingly trans

late ·as ' cust om' • The important point to grasp is, however" thatact i011S
 
in Igbo society are identified a priori. There is no objective field of
 
behaviour.
 

irle are different, of course, you will argue. trhat is w]1Y vre are 'human 
scientists'. It does not always look very like it, l'111en iTe tote terms about 
in this 1Jlay. Once we enter the hum.:m zone, we a:..~e dealing trith clas~ of 
action. Unfortunately, fle are not the main classifiers. That position is 
occupied by the human beings who are acting. It is always the major task 
in social anthropology to find the actors' classification. This is not quite 
the same as asking him Why he is acting. Our first task is to agroe on what 
actions are significant for him. E.g. vrhen a yam-hole is dug, among a: 
certain people, herbs are added and a quantity of ash. The whole activity 
may be described by the farmer as done 'to make the yam grow'. It is not 
uncommon in such situationsfor the observer to say that some of this action 
is ·symbolic' - because for instane>e, the herbs have little or no chemical 
fertilizing effect. The matter of the ash lnay however detain him, because 
it may seem 'really' to have a fertilizer effect (potash etc.). He is thus 
tempted to subdivide tbe action sequenqe into symboliO and instrumental' . 
sections. He may still do. t}1is lihen (say) he learns from an'agriculturalist 
that, the ash does not have chemically significant effect,for even false 
attempts at ,'science' may be classified differently from hopeless non~science. 
That kind of classification is· seen in many ordinary monographs. DvenBvans
Pri tchard came dangerously near to such distinctions at times. TheY lie in 
the system of dii:3crimillatiollS of the recorder. 1nt11e particular case we 
are not justified in breaking up the plantibgsequancein this ·l'lay.' To do 
so distort's the significance of the different l,arts of 'the sequence, according 
to criteria which are irrelevant to the actor. 

Presented with 'behaviour' then. we find that lie can only speak of 
kinds of significant action. The marlters for tha.t significarP3 are however, 
not directly e;iven in the action itself' (or if ue think they are they 
require a much more sophisticated theory to detect them) .~lhere human beings 
are concerned the action is the final output of a very complicated programme. 
Ue are not, however, simply in the zone lUarked 'systems of t:lOU::;ht'. Some 
of our work may have been misleading in this respect. Societies differ 
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~reatly in the degree. to which they externalize (into action), or internqlize
 
tinto language) the processes by which they (i.e. the societies) operate.
 
Thus, it is often forgotten that E....p said that the Azande dehlonstrate their
 
system by enacting it. The lbo at times seem to belong to a society which
 
'lmo'l'Ts' 1vhat it is doing only by doing it. vie find J;ichly differentiated
 
ri tuals and the constant generation of, 'new customs'; "fashions' of all kinds
 
sweep over the social surface in rapid succession. There is little myth

ological or ideological superstructure, in coritrast with, for example, the
 
Bakweri. This people, in contrast, has no rich variety of action: minor
 
events, are, however, charged with eno:rmOus significance, which derives
 
from the internal ization of an unseen universe of causes, for· wbich a command
 
of the lan~guage and its expression of the non~behavioural world-structt~e
 

is abs'olutely essential. For the 19bo, events are like a rapid continuous
 
game of draughts, with a plethora of moves, and brilliant sequences leading
 
to few basic changes in the balance of pieces. For the Bakweri events come
 
after long intervals, charged with relational value, like those of chessmen
 
in a master tournament.
 

The arguments for the view of society asa manifold both of ideas 
(stored invariou~ linguistic and other 'semiotic' forms) and action, are 
made more cogent nowadays by the increasil~ evidence that societies (as 
in the cases! have mentioned) differ in the degree to which the action 
component itself embodies cues to its own significance. Historical periods 
marked by labile social forms may exemplify; in an exaggerated manner, some 
of the features I have ascribed to the lbo, and may repay close attention 
to the 'action', 'I'Thich may embody many of the cues to its· mm interpretation. 
I t is hO'l'Tever ,characteristic , that they in their turn, frequently become 
enshrined in the ideas store of a subseqtwnt period. I have in mind un
reflective action periods like that of the American ~lest, \v11ich store 
their significa.ncelater as mythology. This mYthology in its turn generates 
successive transformations of itself, and in turn g'enerates actions of an 
existentially different type, in later periods - as it mi~ht be street-gang 
'behaviour', or even aspects of the Vietnam ,(lar. 

As a system over time, the social does not yield its essential features 
through a study of 'behaviour', even though for some stretches 'behaviour' 
may be more significant than others. 

Social anthropolog!lsts bave long been forced to realize that there is 
no universal unit of 'action' in society. The general theory is acquiring 
a certain solidity now. The kinds of empiricism required for its operation 
are aPJ?earingin a variety of disciplinary guises. Socio-li%cuistic approaches 
exist teome actions can only be triggered, or even recognized, in specified 
linguistic contexts). 'Situational analyses' of various kinds, are responses 
to som:e of these needs. Else\vhere we hear of 'symbolic interaction', even 
of 'symbolic interactional~'. We sometimes hear regrettably of 'symbolic 
behaviour'. The separation of the empirical aspects from the theoretical 
is somewhat more characteristic of the sociological developments, than of 
social anthropolo2,'Y. Nevertheless we all have to guard against ~
deteLJll:hning a distinction in our own cuIture. objectifying it through n~!! 

data. and then :receiving it back. no longer able to rEtco,gp.j.sEt. our own 
artefact. 'Behaviour' is such a case: we may clutch it as those experimental 
monkey infants clutch their mothers made of wire, and receive precious little 
nourishment. 

Edwin Ardener 

Note-
1.	 This paper is the text of a comment on the term 'Behaviour' presented 
to a discussion between tutors in the Human Sciences HonoUr School at 
Nuffield College, 6 October, 1973. 
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Illueiop§ of freedom: a Qomment 

on Barth's individuals 

One of the main lines of criticism of 'structural-functionalist' 
anthropology, typified in many minds by African Political Systems (1940), 
has been that 'society' cannot be adequate~described in terms of norms, 
inst:j..tutions, customs, values, for these thiIlf;s do not explain themselves. 
They exist because people have set them up, anc! continue to uphold them, 
for very good reasons of 1;heir own; and the same people may change their 
minds at any time •. Social processes and the ebb and flow ofpolitics must 
be examined in any society, stable or changing, before its formal organi
sation or cultural values can be understood. The individual in a society, 
on the whole neglected in structural-functional descriptions, is thrust 
into new prominence: he "iit"represertied as a free agent, exercising dis
crimination over values and choice oVer political allegiance, and making 
economic and social decisions and innovations. This general position 
derives its immediate inspiration from Weber rather than from Durkheim; 
and one of its most forceful, prolific and consistent exponents is Fredrik 
Barth, at the momeit Pro£es:iu)J',l,,,.pf ,SQpial Anthropology in the University 
of Bergen, Norway. 

One of Professor Barth I s best-known formulat j,ons of the analyti c 
principle of individual free choice is found in the opening pages of his 
monograph PoliticE).~ Leadership among Swat Pathans. It is enunciated in 
this context With specific reference to political organisation, and reads 
in part as follows: 

In many anthropological accounts of tribal peoples, one has 
the	 impression that political allegiance is not a matter of individual 
choice. Each individual is born into a particular structural position, 
and	 will accordingly give his political allegiance to a particular 
group or office-holder. In swat, persons find their place in the 
political order through a series of choices, many of which are 
temporary or revocable.	 . 

This freedom of choice radically alters the way in Which 
political institutions function. In systems where no choice is 
offered, self-interest and group advantage tend to coincide, since 
it is only through his own group that any individual can protect 
or illlprove his position. tillere, on the other hand, group c ommitments 
maybe assumed and shed at will, self-interest may dictate action 
which does not bring advantage to the group; and individuals are able 
to plan and make choices in terms 'of private advantage and a personal 
poli tical career. "'in'~':tiiIs tl'le political 'life of SlITat resembles that 
of ~lestern societies. (1959a ,pI>. 1-2).. . 

This concept of freedom of choice does not appose it to an external, 
imperative structure of institutions and rules. For the institutions and 
rules of society are tbems.e,lv,e@~se~.~ as the outcome of the aggregate of 
individual choices; and there is assumed to be an on-going, two-way process 
whereby behavioural choice is influenced by formal organisation and yet at 
the same time modifies it. For the political organisation of Swat: 

1.	 Professor Barth was kind enough to invite me to the Institute of Social 
Anthropology in Bergen, where I spent some seven months'during'1971-72. 
lowe my interest in the kind of question discussed in this essay to the 
lively discussions and seminars I attended there, and to the challenge 
represented by the body of work being produced by members of tbe Bergen 
Institute. 
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The politinf\l SYF ~a.m of Swat th..us does not define a set of 
formal structural pos1tio~s - it eme~ges as a result of individual 
choices. But these choic~s represent ihe attempts of individuals 
tc solve their own pr'oblems; and as some of these problems spring 
f '""JJl features of the formal orgal1ization, the form of the political 
~ystem may, thrcl'ugh this method of analysis, be seen in part:·! 
ret'hct such features. (ibid., p. 4) , . . , . 

A major theme running through Barth's work, including work on topics 
which 81:'El not st:rictly 'political', andlIlade ex-plici t in his programmatic 
statements, is that of the individual as free agent. He is assumed to b0 
unbound by custom or moral dictate, and Unfettered by social compulsion. 
The society and cutture around him is represented as an environment, upon 
1'lhich he can act ,though within certain constraints. His" inner will, 
his autonomous power of making decisions and acting upon them, is seen as 
the seed of dynamic processes in society, and movements of historical 
change. Relations between people are seen as the coming to gather of two 
sepcrate persons; and social institutions and cultural values are seen as 
emerging from the network of relations, encounters and transactions between 
peoJ:lle. Suoh interaction gives substance to the idea of 'values', for 
inE~I;far as they are enacted in such a social \forld, they may be observed 
and investigated empirically. Ass'Ulllptions can be made about the motivations 
of people in one society, rather than another; and contrasting social forms 
can be seen in the light of such a relativity of values. The freedom of 
individuals to choose does not therefore lead to complete anarchy, for 
particular i:twentives, or values, and constraints, govern the choice of 
people in a particular society, and lead to' statistical regularities of 
decision. The empirical order found in societies; that order. 1'1hich is 
the object of the social anthropologist's enquiries, is the Tesult (If' the 
aggregate pattern of individual behaviour. To examine the reasons why 
particular decisions are made by indiViduals, exercising their freedoa 
to choose within the limits of their environment, the social S:!.t1.'8. '~ion 
as they see :U; and their 'values', is to approach an explanation of the 
form of society, as a Whole. Specification of the crucial reasons why 
decisions are made' provides a formula which can be said to generate the 
relevant.social forms. Barth's method and its justification are lucidly 
presented III his 1966 paper on~2fie1s of Social Organization, whioh I do 
not need to summarise. But I want to take a second look at the concept 
of the flee agent upon which so much of his analysis rests, and the view 
of society which treats individual decision as the prime motive force. l 

The puzzle is this: that although Barth starts with the id,8a of the 
free individual, the extension of the argument and its applica.tion to 
specific material so qualify the original concept that it is scarcely 
recognisable. In the ordinary language sense of freedom, choice and so 
forth, the person with whom we started out ,has lost much of what he had, 
for the sociologist is hinting at·possibilities of behavioural determinants 
and predictio~s, given at least the intel~igenoe and rationality of a 
population. The argument· in the l'assa.:;:e~alr~dy quoted from Poli·gQ.!l 
Leadership~'.. slips from the idea of free;choioe to that of self-interest; 
'and then self...in,terest is said to 'dictate' aotion of a certain kind. 
How can 'free' choice' be equated thus With' the •diotation' of action? On 
the first page of Barth'S 1966 article, he ~rites of :there being 'no 
abs·olute compulsion 'or mechanioal necessity', of 'determining factors', 

1.	 Extended critiques o,f this. kind of sociology , with s~ecific reference 
to Barth's work, may be found for example in Dumont (1970) and 
Asad (1972). . ., .. 
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'and ,the. difficulty'in 'predicting beba,zj..Q1~........ But ought-tbese consjderat.:k'nS
 
to have any place in"a.so.~d-on_:theidea of freedom?
 

The most' simple and genf.tral model avai:j.able ,to us is one of 
, an aggregate of people exercising >ch2icewhi;L.eil1ilu~ncedby. certain 
., constraints and incentives.' In" such, situation, statistical' :regularities 

ar~ prod'ilc&d, yet there is no absolute com:p~ion or'mechanioal 
necessity 'connecting the determiningfactorfJ, with the resultant~' 
patterns; the connection depends onhumap. di,spositions to,. evaluate 
and anticipate. Nor can the behaviour of a.l)Y one particular person 
be firml;}r predicted ~ such human concli tionS as inattent iveness, 
stupiditY'or contrarin.ess will, for the, ,an.thropolo~istIS , purposes, 
be unpredictably distributed, in the popUlation (1966, p. 1). 

The implicat;l.on appears_ :to be that ,if .:diisposi t,ionl3are ,known, and if
 
stupidity, inattw..tiveness and Boforth. are "eliminated, behaviour Will,
 
be predictable. The idea of'ihdividual fre~,dom, in:.i,tsel1', does not
 
appear to interfer~ with the possibility of predic~ion.
 

I believe' there is a real paradox her~" and that it is rooted in 
the difficulty of oombiningthe idea of\pe;r,sonal fr~,edom, e~sent)ially a 
moral notion" w'ith a. science, of b$haviour.FreedClnl and choice, are not 
used by Barth in the way they are used in ,the language Of, politi cal thought; 

, his concep~ of free choice is a sociological idea, bearing little relation 
'to the' conditions' or notions of personal, 't'ree(j.(>1!l that might actually prevail
in a society. ">',ji ',':''C,. " 

. .." 

Before conSidering some oLtha details of the way in 'lrlhich ~his
 
paradox reveals ,itself in Barth 's writiilgs~ it is helpful to recall that
 
the dilemma is'not'ne'',~It' lis a problem deeply embedde<i in the tradi.tion
 
of utilitarian thought, and, one' over whichthereh~sbeen'argument since
 
the ti.m.eof Jeremy Bentham (1740-1832) to the present. The relevance of
 
t~e ui:iiitariantradition'to the growth of social~nthrop9logy is nqt
 
al"Trlays real. ised ,- and. :i.t s founders a:;;,'e' absent fr,om the, pantheon ,of anthro

polog:Lcal ancestors.'" Bu.t the principles of rati.ona~,1J.t:i-1i'j;y, in its tWin
 
gui~e as an assumed motive.forindividual action and as a standard for
 
'the' jUdgment and justification of rules ,and, institutions, has hada persistent 
influeIlce in social anthropology,' eitherastlle ,vehicle for theory and 
substantive work, or as a ghost to be laid. IVluchwriting in oui' s~bject 
has been shaped by' the need to answer the utilitarillnposition•. But ,the 
argumerit goes on and the ghost <refuses'tobalaid. ,The:re is an ,internal 
consistency, ,'a circularity, about, the, defences of:utilitarian ethics and 

"social sci'encewl±tch make their case' diff'icultto answer p;iecemeaJ,. 
". . ".' .. 

, ' , Classical utilitarian thought rest,s,oI\ _~,~~w,ma.inas~UIllptions. ,The
 
first ~s that :6f psychological hedonism:' , that is that men are governed,
 
in Bentham IS ternis, by the two fox-ces 'of pa.inand ple~sure (extensively
 

" defined), 'and they will naturally choose rtro,seek pleaswe' "TrThile avo'iding 
pain. ,Further, ,our system of ethics must be based on these faqts,' for we 
are obliged to define as good actions those which produce. happ~ness, and 
as evil actions those which produce misery. Moreover, itm~st be right 
to seek the maximum happiness for as many as possible t not just oneself; 
social morality requires'that a person should ,seek the genera,1 happiness. 
A rational 'person can see that the happiness-oof individuals is 'connected 
to the general 'state of happiness; and a scientific study of society can 
thus' point the Vlay 'to morally good legislation, ,which aims to secure those 
conditions in which ,the general happine,ss can flourish .. ,There is no real 

.opposit ion between self.....interest, andsdciaL.duty, even t40ugh the less 
enlightened may perceive such a conflict; foriiri,the iq,eal socil:;}1;y they 
coincide, where each person devotes himself to the gene ral go od. vlith 
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the spread of understanding and education, men will increasingly realise
 
this truth, and ffiGanwhile ought to work towards it.
 

John stuart Mill, broUght up~inthe traditiol1of Bentham, was
 
critica.l of its cruder formlUat,ions and qualified what he named
 
'utilitarianism" with great sensitivity and humanity, though claiming to
 
remain within the ESsential principles of Bentham·'s scheme. Mi],l saw
 
clearly that there coUld' be no reconciliation of idealist. mOral philosophy
 
as represented by a man like 'Coleridge, and the radical utilitarian view;
 
but that they were complementary, and as such, necessary to each other.
 

tFor, among the truths long recognised bJ' Continental Pllilosophers,
 
but ~lhich very few Englishmen have yet arrived, at, one, i,s, the importance,
 
in the present imperfect state of mental and social science, of antagonist
 
modes of thought: which, it will one day be felt, ar~ as necessary to,
 
one another in s ecUlat ion, as mutually checking powe~sare in apolitical
 
constitution.' Colorid ,in Leavis, 1950', p.l04). ' '
 

In his Introduction to ltfills' essays on Bentham and Coleridge, Leavis 
presents them as leey documents fo I' any study of the nineteenth cent ury, as 
guides to the twoopposite 'poles, of thought by which the significanoe of 
other writings can be charted. Leavis goes even further, to suggest of 
Bentham and Coleridge that 'even if. they had had no. great influence they 
"lOuld still have beerithe classical examples, they are of two great. 
opposing'types of mind••• " (loc.cit., p. 7). It is l1lcarce:\.yaston1shing, 
therefore, that the uti+itarian mode of thought persists in philosophy 
and sociology today; Mill himself ltTrote, 'In all ages of philosophy one 
of its sohools has been utilitarian':,'(loc. cit., p. 54). The .dilemmas of 
utilitarian ethics are still dis0uased; and are closely paralleled by some 
of the di161.7l1:ka3 of what we could call utilitarian sociology. For just as 
the ethical scheme rests on the identification of the individual and the 
social good, so tl1e Corresponding sociological schenle rests on the identi 
fication of the formal 'values', and structure of society with the motiva
tions and acts of those individuals who compose. it.. TJ;1eprinciple of the 
reducibility of collective phenomena ,to the SUbjectivity of individuals 
is common to Benthara andrilill on the/one hand, part,icula.rly in their 
ethical argumen-Ls, and to Barth and other modern 'ac.tion-theorists' on the 
other, where social-scientific' arguments predominat~., In both cases, 
for example, the question of the relativ,e freedom of the ,individual is 
problematic, for it is difficult to reconcile the idea of personal liberty 
either with a complete scheme of utilitarian ethics, or with the explanatory 
ambitions of behavioural science., Bentham's vie\f is of man .as ~ somewhat 
passive creature and the problem did not ap~ar to worry him unduly; but 
Mill championed the cause of the private freedom of the individual, especially 
in his classic essay OhLiberty. He argued with passion that a utilitarian 
view did not reduce the individuality or wort:hof· a person, and explored 
the territory for private freedom which should be preserved within a scheme 
of general utility. The pro'blem ,itself he recognised clearly, !=lJid dealt 
with it'mainly in the context of practical politics. ,But' it has a general 
character, and arises from a real dilemma in all but the. most extreme forms 
of utilitarian theory. 

Some answer must be given tothe.question: what can be the significance 
of an individual person 'in a view of life, or an analytical scheme, which 
merges him into the fabric of his society and morality, so that his standing 
is that of a part within a wider whole? He contr-ibutes to the general 
social sum. and partakes in i tsaggregate results; ,b,ut what is he in himself? 
The problem bothers modern critics no less than .it bothered Miil. In a 
recent essay, Berrtard Williams takes issue with the uti Iitar:ian position 



partly on these grounds."He,·shows that the integrity.of the indivifiuaJ.-
is seriously undermined by the utilitarian view, itself defended not long 
ago by J. C. C~ Smart~iunob.gothel' points, Vfilliams shows. that an im
per~ona.:L calculation of general happihess disposes of the;i.dea that one 
has perhaps morerespo~ibillty fo·l' one's actions than for someone else's; 
and also of the deeper'c'Olhmitments of a person; to'tilhich he wi,ll stick even 
though he may acknowledge tha,t':byg'iVing way to projects of ,otpers he will 
cause a greater'general \happiness. To reconc He the two, int erests, which 
is the ideal ethical s~stem of the utilitarians, is to. jeopElrdize the 
very identity' of the parson: " 

. . . ..~~: .. " ',,' .' '..., . . '. 

To take the':extremesort of case,· how :canam~n,as a. 
utilitaria.n ·iJ.gent; come to regard as 'one sati~fac:t;j;onamong others, 
and a dispensable one , a project or attitude rou,nd ''1h1ch he has 
built his life,~~ust beoause someone else 's projects, haye so. 
structured the cr.~sal selene. that ·that is how, the ut.ilitarian sum 
comes out?..,1 . '. " , . 

It is absur"a to de.mand of such Siman, when tAe Swn COIJ+es. in 
from the utility\,lehiork which. the projects of others havei~::part' 
determined, that he should ju~t stepa.side from his o.'\'mp:;.'oject and 
decision and acknOWledge ,the decision which utilitarian decision 
requires. It is to alienate him in a real sense from his actions 
and the source of' his' action in his own convictio:t1S.. It is to 
make him into a channel between the input of every-one's projects, 
i~cluding his OWI'l, and an output of optimificdecis,ion; but th:ls 
is to neglect the' e:xtent' to which his•. actions. and. his decisions; have 
to be seen as theactiorls and decisions t'1h:i:ch flow ,from ,the projects. 
and attitudes :with l'1hichheismost closely identif,ied. It is thus, 

. in the most literal sense, an attd.ck on his integrity' . (~Tilliams, 
in Smart a~1d ~JiliiB.nis, 1973, p:p. 116-117).... . 

I quote this passagefr~m\iilliam~'argument, because it, seems to me t¥t 
like Nil1 's attempts to define and clarify the questi on of political 
liberty, i tilluminates tlie nature of the ca-responding problem in utilitaria n 
sociology. 

. Barth faces the Same difficulty in his presentation of the .identity 
and freedom of the person in hisanalysegit The more, .striotly J:e adheres 
to the requirementsofa utilitarian style of' socio;Logicalanalysis, the 
more precarious becom~;~ the standing of the free agent; and the more:· 
conoessions are made to the integrity and independence of this agent, the 
less distinctive ano. consistent the analysis. This theme can be ,developed 
in 'three main areaS of Barth'S work: . his elaboration of the notions of 
status, role, etc .. ' a~: abstractions from the empirical indiy~dual;. his 
exploratiollof the rat"ional' motivation of action,espacially in ,rel~tion 
to entrepreneurs; and\J.is' analysis of: the sources Of all individual's' 
'values'. ,.," . ': 

:;( .-; ... ' 

Barth'S use of status and role is a developm~~t fro~ Radcliffe
Brot-Tn ahdNadel. He sees'status'asa cultural category (such as priest~. 
doctor,. etc.) and. 'role' as the; behaviour. 'E,lss:ociated, "l;i.t.:n a given stat~s•. 
Statusesdften forlli series', ,a.nd Barth uses t statlU3s.et t to rre an a linked 
series •such as doc t ot ...nurse-patient .; A person lJlay occupy more .than Ol,le. 
sta.tus (Wife, 111:11';8e,. at'c.) and each is then termed. a part-sta,tus. This 
tenninologyfonns the basis of his·vlell-kno.m article on stratificdtion 
in north-west Pakistan, 'lrlhere he argues that the system is so similar 
to Hindu India that the term ':Caste' can be used. The common principle' 
of stratifiC&tion in the Muslim swat valley and Hindu India is that ..dthin 
each of a series of ranked groups,'· everyone holds a closely similar series 



of part-statuses, highly compat ible one with another. 

The simultaneous comprehensiveness and clear definition of 
units \'lhichcharacterizes caste systems results frora the surinnat:i.on 
of many part~tatuses into standardized clusters, or social persons, 
each identified with a particular caste position. Th.us,in a Hindu 
caste system, there is a diversity of ecqnomicand: ritual statuses, 
but these are interconnected so that all· Priests are sacred and all 
Leatherworkers are untouchable .. , . . . " " ' 

A sociological analysis of such a system naturally concentrates 
on the principles governing the stnllmation of statuses, and the 
consequent structural features of ~he clusters of. connected statuses 
or caste positiQns... The caste system ,defines .clusters of such 
statuses ,and one particular cluster is imposeli ,on all individual 
members of each particular caste. . " . 

The ooherence of the system depends upon the compatibility of 
such associated statuses ••• Each caste position must be such that 
the requirements implied by its component statuses lliay be simul
taneously satisfied; and the alignment of each individual in terms 
of his different statuses should also be consistent, and not fraught 
with interminable dilemmas. r (1960, pp. 113-l]A).· 

Barth suggests that societies of the caste. type lie in an intermediate 
position between' homogenous societies, and •compleJc systems in 'V,hich different 
stat'l,lses can be freely ·combined.~. This type of syst.em is found associated 
1'uth the use of a monetary medium 1'1hich facHitates the div,i.sion of labour' 
(ibid. p. 145). In a recent article which I had the privilege of reading 
before publication,. Barth develOps this typology and its implications, 
recommending 1'l1 th great lucidity an emphasis upon the 'systemi-oriented, 
rather than ego-oriented' application of such concepts; as status, and the 
use of the behavioural vocabulary of Ervine; Goffman.. The concept of the 
l')erson as' a l'1'hole and independent agent becomes subordinate to the system~ 

•••We can visualize any society of Ivh1ch we are members as 
follows. Each of us is a compound :<?erson, the encumbent of 'many 
statuses. vnlen we come into each other's presence we do so ina 
physical enviromnent - one \'lhich vIe perceive selectively and classify 
culturally as a potential scene for certain,. and only certain, kinds 
of activities•. We add to these constraints, or ;modify them, by . 
communicating 'tvith each other as to who 1.re are and 1'fhatweintend 
to do, and thereby vIe arrive at an agreed definition of the situation, 
which implies wlrlchstatus out of our total repertoire we shall regard 
as relevant, and what use vIS shall put it to. •• Betlind. this creation 
of· organized encounters, we can identify 1;11,e int ~rests and goals that 
set social life in motion: we can recognize ~ocial,statusesa8' 
assets, and situations as occasions for realizing them byenactment ••• 

I thus see encounters, structured by such ag-reements, as the 
stuff of society••• (n.d., pp. 5-6) 

The mode of arrangements and coinbination of statuses in person provides a 
framei-rork for a fourfold· typology, wi.th l'festern society ·at. one extreme, 
as in the earlier typology. The nature ·of Barth's sociological defihi
tionofwhat freedom consists in becomes~ explicit; fo~ it consists in the 
kind of manipulation 'of statuses and 8witchingof roles which is possible' 
in western society (or supposedly so);; whereas in the snaller scale . 
society there is scarcely any option. An interesting corollary seems to 
be that it, is not the whole person at all who is considered as a free 
"gent; it is some inner kernel, underneath the !3-pparel of status and. role. 
In western 'industrial society, uide networks. of int eraction can be set 
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up on minimal status infdnn:ation'; 
, . '. ~ I . I " l i' . 

The'1'ea.1izationOf this potential is further enhanced 'bytlle . . 
remarkable t'reedolli'bf each in'dividJ.1a1 persontoaccWIlulate infor.. 
mationand act upon it by diversifying socialrelat:tons a..nQ. .in
volving himself indeepar comIllitmentswitha particular alter 

. 'Qased.?n this inforniation~.. ·'{ioid. ,p.22). "'j, . 

'. . . ",'.,., ' ...... ' , . 

However this kind of freed~m is impossible in,.other s.ociaJ.syste~;. 

••• The vGrY .concept';of 'status' in these ,different . social systems 
refers to rather different· kinds of. things. . In the sim:pl~rsocieties." 
statUS refers to a sum o'f:multiplex'capacities vis~~vis aJ;ters. 
uithqomprehehs'ive previous information about ,a person.,. ~ninvolute 
systems it refers to a .,;;,. perhaps comp~6mising'-r componeni; .of a 
stereotyped' cluster of capacities.' In modern contract sQpiety, it 
may 'ref~r'merely to the ability to demonstrate vis...a-vis strangers 
the command of a very iimitedc:andspecific asset. In oth~~ .''Tords . 

. . it varieS between being- a total social identity, a compell~ng 

straight-jacket," and an incidental option. 'li'he iiiffeI'f;lnce rray pe, 
hig'hl:ig-hted by the realization that 'a, concept lik~ that Of role 
distance, based oh the distinction between subjective· s.elf and 
objectivestatua (cf~ Goffman.... )Whicl1 Seems very useful aJ, 1 ' 
fundamental to an understanding of ,status in our society,. be,comes 
totally inapplicable' "in Ii social system' of, element~ytype,bas,ed 
on only a very few sta~sets' (ibid~, pp~ 24-2,). .'. 

This passage is very helpful for perceivingwha't Barth has in II;lind: t1::le 
inner, subjective self which 'utilizes" various attributes such as status, 
and because of this can be said' to operate With a certain 'freedom' " exists 
in itself merely as a consequence: of a 'certain oonfigUration of the , outer I 

society. In other configurations , where total ideiltity is obliga~~ry, the 
eXistence of a subjective self cannot be distinguished, and there i~ there~ 

fore no freedom for it to manipUlate the I objective t aspects of tht:. self. 
vlhat has happened to the' free agent from whose independent action and' 
decision the form of society flows? He has given vTay to a compound person, 
whose composition is consequent upon the form of the external soci ~y; and 
"lhose subje'ctive self and freedoni is defined· in: ,such narrow socilogical 
terms, that ,'it . does not exist at all in large parta of· thevlorld though 
it is important in' 'westerniildustrial t society. The premise.tJ;J.at 'status t 
is a categorical attribute relevant for behaviour in ,personal interaction 
perhaps necessarily leads to this kind. of conclusion,in studies whiq};l take 
as their objectof'i~vestigati:bnthat kind of behaviour , in the· agg;regate. 
The general approach is, tlOrkedout in Barthl)s·]introduction.to Etluiic GrotmS 
and 'Boundaries, where ethnicity is treated:as:a status" in,thiBsem ;4,.though 
it is r~cognised thatih some circumstances it may i,ridicate a pri'ma:r;oy 
identi ty, or Ii imperative .status" (1969, Introducti'on). ..... 

The.t'compound' person also appears in Ba.l'th's ,various 'dis,cussd:ons and 
applicatib'riS of role-theory. The' main point ofpresent,int<JIiesl is, that a 
person mayplaj two or more different roles ,whichEi,re incompa.tible, and 
therefoJ:'e'l'lhe.n' they clash in certain.:,socia,l situat:Loii~,.:,his 'be'haviour has 
to be m()dified•. He maY,llave to. choose behaviour~'appro~rla:teto,olte role 
and suppress the otherrdle; or thedilemm1iLme,ybetns<;rlublesince ~neither 
role is dominant, ariet he may avoid thesituatiOh altogether, by absenting 
himself or severely modifying his behavioUf" This,iS the.to~ic treated 
in Barth's Role Dilemmas.,., where the case examined is that of the con
flict bebw~en the kiJidof behav'iou:r 'expected in the rUddle East betwe~n 
a man and his 'son, and be'tween husband and 'wife,} the latter is suppressed, 
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for example, when a manl s father comes to visi1; him and his wife., 
Because it takes priority, the father-son relation can be described as 
dominant. It is of fundamental importance, and must not be oompromised; 
other relationships, and role-play appropriate to them, must take a sub
ordinate place. The solution to a conflict of roles of this kind may be 
more extrelue; the Swat Pathanbri~groom even avoids his own wedding, Iilhich 
Barth suggests arises from ·the profound role dileIl1)Ila.he experiences in. a 
situation where otherwise he would have to acknowledge and play out publicly 
his role as;son, and as husband. 

The concept of individual freedom seems to l'l3oede further from view 
in this analysis of behaviour as ,a negative reaction to situations :where 
the 9ategorical obligations of thevario~ roles o~e is suppose~ to play 
become confused. The'person appea.rs a somewhat passive creat~e". permeated 
by the external encounters and s1too. tiona .in which he finds himself. He 
copes \dth a dilertuna by suppression or .avoidance; he seems to have little 
'choice1 in this £ield. His freedom seemS limitedngt because of any 
external framework of rules, but because ,of his uncontrollable internal 
reaction to the stimuli of spontaneous encounters. However, as :j3arthhas 
accepted the conoept of 'imperative' statuses. and therefore, imp+ied,a 
heirarchY of statuses, it is of great interest that he accepts also a 
heirarchy of social or kinship relations, in the sense thci.t some are of 
primary importance and others are worn l,IlOre lightly., For by attllchi~ 
sucll weight to certain aspects of organisation and giving them a.deeper 
significance, his arg~ents surely appeal to somethj,.ng other than a principle 
of utility in behaviour. Mill t s, heirarchy of 'pleasures', some higher and 
some lower, was constructed to give some real fona to a social morality 
and real standards to the individual in the face of the shifting and 
infinitely reducible morality of the extreme utilitarian scheme; and 
Williams' argument that there must be 'deeper' commitments which block 
the utilitarian oalculation of individual interests is also recalled by 
Barth's acceptance of a hie.rarchyof statuses and roles from the individual's 
viewpoint. 

Barth's summary of ,the argument on role dilemmas reads in part as 
follows: 

I believe that the empirical substance of ,Hauls thesis of 
dominaIice in some kinship systems is valid and can be demonstrated. 
But' I think that the pattern he has observed does not need to be 
cast in the descriptive and analytical mold that he, has, chosen. 
For the kind of data I have at my disposal, an explanatory model based 
on role theory appears to be both adequate and economical. I~ starts 
with. the view that thedistr·ibution of rights on different statuses 
is never entirely integrated·and harmonious,. ,"There status sets and 
relevant social sit'uations areclearJ,y differentiated, tli1adisharmony:' 
matters little to tll.e.!actors, w:Q.9 :can then pursue discrepant, roles 
and project variant social personalities in different social ' 
situations. Routinized social li~e will in part be shaP~9-PY these 
considerations. Persons will seek: the sit~ationswhere,success:tul 

role play can be consummated and avoid the situations \1here serious 
dilemmas keep ~is~rig - to the extent of groom~ ~n Swat avoiding 
their own weddings. In general, difficulties can be resolved by 
avoiding simultaneous encounters with the p~ties to whom one, has 
discrepant relations -b~ patterns such,as th~ seclusion of women, 
for example ••• · (197l,p. 94). , , '. ' 

Barth goes too far in suggesting that seclusion of women j,s 'actually, 
'explained t by role theory, and the desire by men to- avoid embarrassrrient 
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through the confusion of their public and private roles. His 'explanation' 
in terms of the dominant character of reJa,tions betl'leen nan and man in 
the public sphere cannot stand on its own; appeal must surely be made 
to some external structure of an economic, political or ideological kind 
to justify the classification of some roles as dominant and others as 
recessive. It is difficult to see how behavioural interaction, in itself, 
could produce such categorical distinctions. 

Barth's acceptance of 'dominant' relations represents something of 
a concession to the idea of there being permanent and stable features of 
society, as does his concept of the imperative quali tyof some statuses. 
But these are p01nts at O'1hich his arguments resist the full implications 
of the utilitarian position he has taken up. Apart from these concessions 
(and I point out another below), the person dissolves into the ever
changing patterns of encounter and behavioural modification. Underneath 
the bundle of items of social personality and role requirements, there is 
an individual will; but its integrity and autonomy has been sadly eroded. 
There remains the inner being which utiliz~s the social statuses and 
other assets it controls, and provides the motivation. of .the l~erson.. The 
inner being, almost bY definition, is itself impermeable to experience~ 

for the social aspects of a person are those whioh can be assumed, discarded, 
projected, modified or suppressed at will, as an actor dons or doffs his 
clothes, and his stage character. The inner person is asocial in itself; 
it is motivated by the rational aim of maximising whatever values and 
satisfaciionS are offered in the culture in Which it grew up; there is a 
predictability a bout its motivat ion which seems of a mechanical kind, al
though ironically Barth t s l'lOrk is devoted to the oriticism of the mechanical 
quality of some structural-functional explanation. 

The second set of questions which relate to' the problem of choice 
in Barth's social anthropology concern the external activities of persons 
rather than their inner nature. The essence of freedom. and choice, it is 
suggested, lies in the careers of innovators and entrepreneurs. They are 
not different in kind from the rest of the people, who also exercise 
choice, but .merely in degree; they are more devoted to maximizing one kind 
of value (profit) and make more rational and extensive calculations. 
Their actiVity can lead to major changes in society, as they initiate new 
kinds of transaction, organization, and even value. But, as the analysis 
proceeds, the entrepreneur looks' less a.,nd less a creative and original 
person; both within himself and in relation to the opportunities around 
him, he appears increasingly as a creature of his situation, 4is behaviour 
as more predictable, and his decisions as more pre-structured•. Barth 
makes it clear in his theoretical analysis of 1963 that the entrepreneur 
must not be thought of in a naive sense to begin with: 

It is essential to realize that "the entrepreneur" is' not a person 
in any strict sociological sense (Radcliffe-Bro~n 1940) though 
inevitably the word will be used, also in the present essays, in a 
way that may foster this impression. Nor does it seem appropriate 
to treat entrepreneurship as a status or even a role, implying as 
it would a discreteness and routinf~cn which may. be lacldng in the 
materials we wish to analyse. Rather, its strict use should be for 
an aspect ofa rol~: it relates to actions and actiVities, and not 
rights and duties, furthermore it characterizes a certain qt~lity or 
orientation in this activity whiCh may be present to greater or less 
extent in the different institutionalized roles found in the com
munity. To the extent that persons take the initiat i ve, an d in the 
pursuit of profit in some discernible form manipulate other persons 
and resources, tl~y are acting as entrepreneurs. It is with the 
factors encouraging and channeling, or inhibiting such activity, that 
we shall be concerned. (1963, p. 6.) 
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Insofar as these factors which enooUrage or inhibit, entrepreneurs ato'e 
the object of study, ,rather than the exercise: of choice and '''Originality 
by the entrepreneur himself, the free individual fades from too centre 
of the picture. The controlling factors obviously include environlilental 
conditions in the ordinary sense; but also social con,di tiona, which are 
represented as being in the nature of all environment to the individual. 
Because of this metaphor, it is possible to, chart the opportunities for 
an entrepreneur inherent in a given social milieu. 

The central theme to v-Ihich we have chosen to address ourselves is 
the entrepreneurial career as a process, as a chain of transactions ........ _.".
 

between the entrepreneur and his environment; and so we need to
 
describe the social aspects of that environment in terms which
 
emphasize the reciprocity of those transact ions. In other words,
 
vIe need to "see the rest of the community as composed of actors who
 
also make choices and pursue strategies ••• (ibid., p. 7)
 

Through theneh'ork of social transactions linking people, which are the 
substance of society, the entrepreneur finds his 'tlay and perceives how 
new links can, be, made. His actions are usually represented as a bringing 
together of previously separa.te people, previously incommensUrable values 
or spheres of exchange, and integrating society further as a consequence. 
A g~ven economic structul~ presents certain clear possibilities forsuoh 
entreprenuerial activity, and to that extent the activitJ' is predictable.' 
BarthI S analysis of the economy of' the mountain Fur, of the Sudan, analyses 
its structure from this point of view. What is perhaps not predictable ' 
is the reaction of the Fur people to non-Fur entrepreneurs who make enormous 
profits on selling tomatoes by exploiting the traditional reciprocal labour 
systerp, (see 1967,"esp. pp. 171-2). ROv-Iever the language used by Ba.rth in 
his theoretical analysis of entrepreneurs is closely linked to the language 
of the natural sciences, with all the suggestions of natural: process and 
predictab1lity that they evoke: 

The point at which an entrepreneur seeks to exploit the environment' 
may be described as hisnicJ1e: the position vlhich he occupies in 
relation to resources, competitors, and clients. I have in mind a 
structural analysis of tlJ,e environment like that made by an animal 
ecologist or human geographer: resources in the form of codfish on 
a bank provide a niche for co<1-fishermen , while ,the ir aoi;ivity in 
delivering toaport aga,in provides resources in unprocessed and 
l,..mtranamittedcatch,which may be exploited by ~etors in a ni~heas 
fish-buyers ••• (1963, p. 9)., ' , ' 

The purely economic enterprise can be Used as amodel for othe~ kinds 
of social activity, arid in part~cular politics, viewed as a com
petitive game. Barth states clearly in his analysis of entrepreneurial 
activity that it is based on a view of social life of which the 
'logically most stringent expression is" the TheoIjTof Games i • 

He has demonstrated elsewhere the application of fomal game theory to 
Swat politics (1959b). The game metaphor, Which! shall not discuss'as 
such, fits in well withthe range of metaphors used by Barth - actors, 
role-playing, impression management, a.nd so forth. \'fuen these terms are 
used in a technical sense, they lead to real difficulties t 'as !am 
trying, to shO\'1 l'lith respect to the, concept of, the individual; when their 
normal language use is recalled, the sense that all social life is unreal, 
artificial and opti.onal, is unavoidable. 'The pu.zzle remains as to what 
would be left if all the layers of artifice and induced beha.viour'~lere 
dissolved; would the naked indivldual underneath have B,orne soci~being, 
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somE:l irreducible social identity, lihich would give him a, "real' plaice in 
society l'1hich itself formed the basis of his individ1,lality?,: Or ll1t1s.t the 
basis oflndividuality remain a particular layered' (:l.,s~ortmentof " 
ascribed statuses ,aspects ofrcles, incurred' and conseQ:UaJ1t,ial obligations, 
and managed impressions? Is the .,' residue, 11hich resists, social, eXpl~ation, 
merely abUI),dle of raw psychological motivrotions,of, instinct and animal; 
need? If this were the case, how would it be possible to spea'\t of individUal 
freedOm and choice? The dileIllilla closely parallels, to, my mind, the problem 
of Bernard llilliams, ih locatin.€9 the sources of the int egrity of an 
individual person in a utilitarian scheme of ethics. Can a sociological 
scheme treat only of the exterilal aspects of people, the bargains f> inputs 
and outputs bettJeen them, "lhile leaving untouched the inner motivai;:lons 
and self-consciousriess'6f individuals? If that innorbeing i~ defined 
as asocial, then by definition it is le,ft out of the picture, and one' , 
cannot speak of freedom~ if on the other b..and the irp}er being of,. a person 
is itself social in nature, then one can speak of tlle'CJ.uestion of his 
freedom, for the idea of' freedom' is a sociaL concept and applicable only 
in a social context. It is'bound to lead to difficulti~s ifon~ spe&cs 
of freedom in the context of 'scientific * behaviour study, where the opinions, 
personality and activity of individualsara treated. as so much external , 
paraphernalia, sUbjecttomanipulat ion by some inner psychological automaton. 

Barth' ~ treatment; of the place of 'values ' in culture foilows clearly 
and consistently' the 'principles he has laid dOlinelse'l'Jhere for the 'study, 
of social organization, and I' beliove some of the :same difficultiesr~cur. 
The most concise expression of his approach to this question is co:ntai., .,d 
in the second part of his 1966 paper on Models ..of dSocial Organization. ' 
'Values' are an integral part of society; but tl~y are not given, in any 
'£'inal sense. They are subject to modificat ion thr,ouCh. so cial eArperience,·· 
and in partic~lar to the patterns of interaction in a given society. For 
the only values relevant to a study of society are those which find mat~ial 
expression through acts. Actions are performed in the light of s')ecif-;'· 
values, 1'1hich may be modified by patterns of interaction, andfonn ba~ , 
contrasts betlieen diffe·rent societies. A value doeS.1not exist in a vacuUIll; 
it grows from, and is subject to, theeJ..'}1erience of encounter and communica.
tion with others. The predominant metaphor for a value is' that of price. 
As with prices, a scheme of values may be modified by actual transactions. 
The process of social interaction Barth considers to be the basis for the 
reaching of any agreed values in a population, and the achievement of 
consistency and integration in cUltur~~·' Ba,r.th does admit that th're are 
'some such processes' as 'contemplation or introspection through which 

,	 q,isparate 'values are compared in the,,'direc'tion of consistency'; but 'they 
are only'to a slight degree available for observation Qy a social anthro~ 
pologist; nor do theyseero to explain the patent jnconsistencies in various 
,respects which characterize t):le vi~ws or values of many people I (1966, 
pp. 12-13) • Here is the recurrent image of the person t"ho contains some 
inner inconsistency,\-,hich Barth views as divisive to his personality; 
the person himself is U11.;tble .to, oVercome the contradiction and beC''Ome a 
source of lv-):loleness in hum~'ie.xperience. The contradiction is imprinted 
on him py the form of 'interaction', in a societ;y; and only the revision 

'of this form ot inceractionthroughtime,in the direction of greater 
consistency, can be a source of such wholeness. 'As a process generating 
consistency in values i social transactions would' seem to be more effective 
and compellinG' than anycontel\1plati,ve needf.'qr logical or conceptual con
sistency in :l;heminds of primitive philosophers' (ibid., p. 14). The 
;values of an incr:lv i dual are tllerefore' partial, meaningful only as i"art 
of the wider society. The metaphor of, the socialorg&lism, which Barth 
'has so' firmlY' ,rejected elsewhere, is uncoIJ:1fortably close. In the p;rocess 
of value adjustment to shared standards, there does not seem to be much 
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ground for the individual person to stand on.· He seems to have no real 
boundaries, to be· totally permeable to circumstantia~ experience, and sub
ject to such flexible revision of his principles and 'standards of evaluation 
that he could scarcely remain 'the same person' throughout hisiife. 
His personality seenis nQ more than thel sum of it$ parts than tlw. wider 
society is moretban the sum of its parts. 'rhis·dissolutiOIJ. of the person, 
consequent upon a certain. style of analysis,. is realised by Barth; and as 
he made use of' the concepts of imperative status and dominant roles, he 
admits the idea that there are relatively stable values, from which a 
per~on does not easily shift. 'I feel it is·n.ecessary to distinguish a 
person's continually shifting profile or preferences and appetites from 
a profile of stable judgments of value to \'lhich people also' seem to sub
scribe. These more stable values, by which different situations and 
longer~range strategies may be compared,are more basic to an. explanation 
of social form.' (ibid., p. 13) Does not this concessi on to relatively 
stable values, which cannot so easily be represented as the outcome of 
interaction, come reraarkably close to ltiill's h1erarqhy of motivations, 
and 'Jilliams' insistence on 1 deeper commitments' '? The maintenance of such 
distinctions, in the end, leads to the abandonment of the principle of 
utility, for it demands an appeal to other standards of relevance. To 
save the individual person, a difference in kind is admitted bet1'1een 'more 
stable' and 'shifting' values; but the analysis ought then to take into 
account other dimensions ·of' society besides the 'interactional'; In a 
consistently utilitarian world, even the entrepreneur has- no real freedom 
and no real choice; for being ultimately rational, he can calculate the 
outcome of various possible actions precisely, .and compare their potential 
profit; the decision is made for, him by the configurations of the world 
around him. Real Choice is faced where one thDlg is not reducible to 
another; and all hWJ1ane'writers in the ut ilitarian tradition make concessions 
of some Id..nd towards the preservation of real choice and the inte';"l'ity of 
persons. 

The alternative to such concessions is fully faced by B. F. Skinner, 
in behavioural psychology, and spelled out in the harsh rne~sage of his 
recent book, Beyond Freedom and Dignity. 

Wendy James 
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. 'Chaosis· new, 
"And has no pastel" future ~. Praise the fevl 
:vlho bUilt in chaos our bastion and our home. 

• 

Such is Edwin'Mui~'s response to the dilemma which faced u~nyEnglish 
writers at the turn of the century - the feeling that.unity;of culture had 
been lost in the mechanistica,nd scientific.yorld, that the, increase 
in kno,;11edse of ,other societies led to a breakdown of confidence in one's 
own. Li'enhal~dtih:d:g9hi:"wn'(1973;' p'. '61) how'the Vlritings' of ahthropologists 
at this time contributed. ,to many crea:~ive writers' sense of alil:l@tio;n, 
almost: of' anoIn.ilit~!:.L>.i:",.. ". ,,';' ..:, ' . 

;'.1.[; 

, ~ ; 

Anthropologioa.l w'rit ings provided a new frame\'l'Ork tor experience. a. 
mode of understanding which atteurpted to s~ the \weld through the Slyes 
of ,savages' and 'primitives' and in doing so recognised that the savage 
might exclude t:ie :2uropean from his world viow as much as the ~iuropean had 
been accustomed to exclude the savage. The sense of disintegration that 
'this gave rise to is traced in various directions by Lienhardt. This new 
relativism created an excess of lmowledge "Thich Nietzsche as early as 1909 
called 'dangerous' and 'harmful'. It also gave rise to an excess of 
consciousness - of intellectual awareness. D. H. LaN'rence in particular 
represented this as destructive of finer sensitivities, of spontaneity and 
emotional response. r:Ioreover exmaples of 'primitive I oultures in 'l'lhich 
small-scale, cOL~unity life revolved around a unirled centre of common 
lcnowledge and assumptions increased the awareness of what modern industrial 
life had lost uith its complexity a.nd impersonality. The v;':ry thinking on 
vrllich anthropological enquiry was based contributed to this sense of dis
unity - the attempt to participate in another, alien way of life and yet 
remain vdthin one's Ovlll cultural framenork, seemed to lead only to dis
ruption. Eliot, ~iri"l;es Lianhardt (ibid. 65) lseenlS to suggest that 
somew:1ere a halt mud be called to sYL~pClthy, or empat hy, Iest tile person, 
no longer belongil~ to any society, disintegrate.' 

This fear of disintegration 1'J'aS in keepinc "lith the growing sense
 
of the creative writer as isolated from his society, that derived from
 
other trains of thought than just wlthropological ones. But alrtl~opology
 

contributed:
 
I 

~iith the imagina.tive attempt to enter into the experience of other 
lives and times, there goes the isolation of the thinkinG individual 
which is such a characteristic tl\Cl.ue of this country's thought and 
writing. (Ibid. 65) 

In these various imys, then, anthropological writings and theory at
 
the turn of the century contributed to that characteristic sense of dis

llltegration and alienation.
 

But the emphasis was not all in this negative direction. Lienhardt
 
notes one way in which anthropolOiS,ical thinlcing provided a model for
 
unifjring ex-perience:
 

i: 
~ . 



Now I think we may see a parall~l be~(een this consoious effort of 
Tylor to think and experienoe, at once, the 'thoUghts and 'experiences 
of, foreign cumtures, EJ.t?,d of ,hiS pwn, thus un~fying and relating them,' 
and the effortBmade~y:thewriters of thiS century to· find some ' 

,,'!lay of:inte:g:ra~il1€: th~'ir,~ynipathies and e;p'erien6e, 'wmchha.s ·been 
so much "~' subject of c;ritical thought. . " , ' . , 

Unfortunately"Lierihardtl~~ves itthE;lreand returns to those currents 
of urtcertainty:whiChflowedinanthropological and literary writings alike 
and which anthropological eilquiry helped{o swell intosolneithing of anood. 
It;i.s the pUrpose of this article. to point out the other,' more positive 
contributions of anthropology 'to the ma.instream' of Eriglish literary life '_ 
the f,'ources of unity that at least some 'I'Tritel's found in the very material 
and ideas that had,apparently, caused so much disintegration. The dis
coveriesofanthropologists made no smaLl: contribution to' the "fOrk 01' those 
few Who 'built in chaos our bastion and our home". If they helped to 
increase the prevailing sense of chaos, the anthropologists 'also provided 
a unifylLng scheme for coping "11th it. . . '. ' 

Hoffman (1967; 5) in a study of Yeats' use of myth,'notesthis fact 
and from the st~dpoint of a lit~r.ary critic. ackll0wledges the sib~ificance 

of anthropology at that time,; , 

But if' the natural and social scientists seemed to deny the absolute 
authority of Christian doctrine' or the tru~h of myst±cal experience 
these iconoclasts proved saviours in disguise for the de-faithed 
poets of the turn of the century and' since ~ All whom I have men
tioned(Pound, '.Iallace stevens, \lhitman, T. S. Eliot) write . 
necessarily in theshado\i of the golden bough, but for Yea·ts,' 
Graves and N'1.~ir, the diecoveriesof the Cambridge anthropologists' 
and of similar researcher~ into pagan antiquity vTere to 'have 
special importance.' . 

\{hat was this importance and in what way did"'I'he .GOldenBough"provide 
a source of unity :to some, even while othE!rs saw it as a source of dis
integration?! shall cite VI. B. Yeats an9. D. 'H~ Lav1rEulce as' particular 
examples of the way in 11hich 'researches into pagan antiquity-tcould be 
used by creative \vriters in the building of such a "hornell. 

Yeats, in his concern With redeeming lIthe 'soul 'from its subjugation 
to a mechanistic; \-Torld,', turned to myth (;).l1q. fOlk lore ~ ':The' 18th centUry 
had been barren of myth,according~o Doug1asBtlSh~becauSe of "the 
dominance of, ~51tionalism and real ismII. The early,19th century poets had 
reacted againSt this and returned to myth; "the ftindamentci.l impulse of, 
the mythological renascence was contained in the romantic protest against 
a mechanical world and mechanical vez:s!3 stripped, as it seemed, of imagin
ation and emotion, of beauty and mystery." .' The early r6mal1t'i'cs had turned 
to Greek and Roman myths, but these became 'debased in overuse and the 
"Last Romantics", as Yeats calJ,.!3d himself .smd his contempora:tlies, searched 
for new sources of' mythological ,'power. "A.lthough no mythologist or poet 
could avoid his classical her i tage, or wciuldl'Tant to, Ye'ats' and Graves 
had a given'advant?lge of Hork,ing a,lso f'romydthin an unfamiliart,hough 
analagous mythical tradition, that ofOeltic pagendom." One reasoni'Thy 
the myth, fqlklore. and lagend of ,Ireland was available to Yeats at the 
time \vhen he_dee111ed such materia:). vital to,hispurpol3e,lay J..n the stimulus 
and. respectability given to stuciiesof '.pagan antiquityl by anthropologists. 
Local folk lore and legend became, a ,source of~inativepower to many 
writers at this time, their bashonagainst the chaos of science and' of 
excess learning. 'l1[uch of this mat,erial l'Ta:s~vailable because ofsuc'h'" 
learning and science? ,. . 
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The 'discovery' of local diaiects, the investigat ions 0 f antiquities 
of custom and belief and the detailed recording by the 'folklorists' of 
myth; and legend, provided avast new, source 'of material and of. ideas. 
The folklorists worked 1'1ithin th~ framework of anthropologi cal ideas, 
notably including concern 'VIi th origins and social. evolution. Primitive 
peop~es and, indeed, European peasants it was posited, represented 
survlvalsof various stages of development through 1'lhiOO the modern, 
sophisticated.European had passed many ages before. Consequently; an 
investigation of contemporary fo.lk-;Lore and legend among primitives .and 
peasants might tell someth;i.rig of the origillS of modern literature. 
DeriVing from' Tylor's analysis' of. suchtSurvivals 1 , two schools of thought 
arose in folk studies: . 

< . 

"One of these was represented by those who found the source of 
literary expression in the inventiohof the individual artist, 
the minstrel and the trappings of ~hivalry. The other had, as its 
exponents, those who followed Herder and Grimm back to the unlettered 
peasant and ascribed poetry in the ballad form to tre poet aggregate 
called. 'folk'" (Hodgen 1936, 126) 

Andrew Lang, one of the most influential anthropologists enquiririg 
into European folk lore, subscribed to the theory of communal composition; 

. Ballads ••• flit from age to age, from lip to lip of shepherds, 
peasants, nurses, all that class which continues nearest to the 

" state of natural in~. (Lang: 1878) 

Here, then, was a source of inspiration and a source. of 'unity' for
 
writers who saw the mechanistic world' disintegrating; ·the ballad form
 
provided not only a framework for writing poetry but a cluster of associ

ations which fitted well with the poet's own ideas.
 

In ,that ancient and communal poetic form they found a sense of 
. solidarity with a community and a means ofexperienci~ and expressing 
'archetypal, often atavistic, emotion. (Hoffman; viii.) (It is 
, interestinr; to note Hoffman's obvious, debt to Lang here; 89 years 
later.).....· . . 

ForYeflta, at least, .this identity luth a community is not just a
 
convenient intellectual idea; he was actually brought up in a peasant
 
communitiJ in illest I'reland and in :tiis' later writing he st ill preserves
 
his sense, of a genuine' identity wfth the.cO'linti"ys-idearid' people. He .
 
writ$s of those other writers from 'Ireland ;;. SWift',: Goldsmith, Berkely
 

. and Burke-that. their) 

• •• bloody, arrogant power
 
Rose.out of the'race
 
Uttering, mastering it,
 
Rose like th,ose walls from these '
 
Storm-beaten cottages. ('Bloodand'the Moon')'
 

. . . . . . 

. Hoffman ,relates this to Yeats ,. search'for an overridirig\mity'; 
"unity of spirit can be achieved as '!ITell by men who live in 'storm-beaten 
cottages' as by those iri the. tower, and much better than· by any who drift 
in the undirected masterless society of our time" (op. Cit. p. 32). There 
are more than political conSiderations alonebehinrr the 'Celtic Revival' 
of the turn of the century and .anthropological ideas play their part in 
Yeats' formulation of his ideas. The searches into pagan customs provide 
thEnethnologicallc:oont:ent for.:.romantic 'ideas of "the soil" •. · . ,. 
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Yeats, l'l"I'itillg of himself;, SyTlfSe and Lady Gregory, refers ,to their source 
of inspiration: ; ;, '~,;! 

All that ~e did', all ihatwa said 'or sang , .' J
 

.Ilfust ,pome, from contact l'lith, the Boil, from that
 
"Contacteverything AntaeUS-like grew strong. " • "
 

" iie t~re~ alone 'in m,odern times had brought" ,"
 
Everything to .that sole t,est again,
 
Dream ~of'the noble and'the'beggar-man. ('Too' Municipal Galler;y"
 

Revisited I)
, . 

,,' Apart. from this direct concern with the cultural ll..l1ity that (some

what "~(~.eaii:sti.cally) ,plac!3s' tlte~bble 'an4 ~he beigari-m~n''in the S8JllEr. flolv
 
of tradiii-em, Yeats also derivecf 8068 of'his O\:m deepest {'eliiiouS Beliefs'
 
from that 'peasant backgroundo "The 'beliefs of Celtic peasants gave Yeats '
 

" r' .' '..' _ 1 .: . ' ' l ~>' f . ' '! ", . . . 

an init.ial, experience of spiritual reality which 'lias deniedbt the 
mechanistic vwrld of"iIldustrial London' and Europe~: Aga.in"i;he "'vt'ork;of' 
anthropologists into' a:p~imitive' rel,1gion contritut(:ldtojeats t , being 
ablet01.tS~ i,t in hi~ poetry. Apart from the resi1e6t~b~iity s~c~ 'illterests 
had acquired ,through academi~ patronl!lge, they had b!3~n brought before a ' 
vlider:0ublicand so 'could proV:L de a common 'cerm of refer'ence for many 
romantic prim~tivists,who had read Tylor and Lang' oi-; the' enquiries of 
Sir Samuel Ferguson and Standish 0 I Grady into Irish ant iquit:Jr' and legend.' 

Moreover. the searcJ;J. of some poets for a'means'ofeXpri;lssing a sense
 
for 'unity' could be partly satisfied by the architectonic framework of the
 
myths being recordeq by anthropoloGists e
 

Robert Graves and Edwin ~1u:Lr are in no sense Yeats' f'ollorTers, yet 
they resemble 11im in their need to root imagination in an la priori' 
structure of experiehc'e, a frame of archetypes or myth l'l11icheach 
poet iJorked out for himself independently... All three share an ' 
identIfication with tho primitive .'md folk cultures of the outlands 
Of ,Britain \'lhich offered them alternative casts of feeling and 
contrasting associ a tions to those of the modern industr,ial' cu.lture 
they abhorred. Romanticprimit'ivism was expressed through reliance 
.on myths... (Hoffman: viii.) , ,.,'" 

,writing specifically of Yeats, Hoffman claimS' 
t ' 

In his eclectic fashion he would fuse his later researches into magic 
and spi,ritism, together wi th, his ovm experience of folk belief and 
joi,n to, these fds 'readings in 'Irish e:pic liter;lture and mythological 
studies of Irish pagandoni ll '(Ibid: 24) . ' , ,', ' 

. .. . . ,'. - ," 

Here, then,' vie find, the vrritin:~'s of 'anthropologists', 'those 'tmythological 
stu.diesof pagandom' cited as prOViding Ii poet with a sO\lr6e of Wl,ity rather 
than creating the sense of disorientation that Lienhardt notes of Eliot~ 
The very folk material provided a source of u.ni'l..-y both in its concrete" 
dEl'tail and. in its ,archetypalpatterl1; moreover, the direct experience of', 
spi~tual reality evident in pagan myth and peasant life, was a source 
of personal inspiration to Yeats and others; descriptions of peasant life 
emphasise,d the sense of comnninity that many urban d~lellers in Industrial 
England. felt ,l'laS 1,0st i concern with origins and social evolution"led to 
a studyo~.follc lore as a cominunalart, carryinG through ancient traditions 
in a COll1ll10n culture- the poet could thus identify himself '!-1i th thEj''")lmon 
tradit:Lonsof 'noble and beggar-man I in away he could p:rt ~n miOA~' ,.:'ass' 
Eu.rope \lhere, the writer vras conceived romantically as isolated at:" ""one; 

, " ' ,J , 

and, finally ,the attempts to move between 'hie such different, \'lay:::.; life 
, " ' . ", '. t ' 
and thought led some at least to 'discover de8per le'vela of affinity; '~ween 
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them~ Yeats" parhcula:hy eXperienced two societies, that; of peasant 
Ireland and middle class London, as anthropologists like Tylor were 
attempt ing to do. 1lJhere such exp~rience led I<Jliot to talk of limits to 
empathy and Lawrence to "lTit~ 'vfuitman ,'1asn't an Eskimo'; Yeats looked 
for unity at a deeper level. The writings of contemporary 'anthropologists 
and the climate of anthropol'oe;ical thought,' by influencing such' enquiries, 
made a positive contribution to the search for order in 'a 'world' that· 
others "rere accusing anthropologist a of helping to disintegrate,': 

. , 
:,) .	 '. ./. ... .1. .

; l' ~, I \ J; ~ , ; > i, '.' ./ :. . , . . .' ,
 

D.R • Lawrence" ,t'~9 , . used anthrop6,:L~g~?al',}'Jritirig~ in; this 1. pc)sitive 
way ... Ho"lever a\'18re of the problems that 'moving between'different cultures 
gives rise .. to, ,he 'used ~mthropology as an aily iri' his 'runninG conflict 
with the evil iilfluences of 'contemporary science arid technology. The, 
work ofanthrdpqlogists'provided him; as it did Yeats and others, with a 
source or both materiai and ideas on which to 'build a: coherent, unified 
structure'in Ii 'disorient~d world•. He came to much of" this anthropology 
in later l'ife, wh:j.le in Nexico ~ though I..e can trace the influence of gen
eral anthropological ideas in his earlier work. In The Plumed SerEel'~, 
written in 1926, we find one of the most remarkaQle examples of how ' 
closely al1tlJ,ropologicalideas' have affected a creative writer. 

In The Plumed serpent Lawrence expresses his own ideas of the con
trast between mOde'rn, industtial life and the life ofa former Utopian 
state in terms of" a revived Aztec cult inr,1exico, \'1hich atteiJlpts to return 
to the earlier values through the medium of symbols and rituals that had 
almost died out. ~awrence starts where most primitivists start; he is 
disillusioned Inththe values of modern life in the advanced industrial 
state, ,..luch hefinds decadent and materialistic, having lost its aware
ness of the heart and the sense -~he blood', and put too much emphasis 
on intellech1al ,'acllieveIllent -the mind. In this, Lawrence's work is in 
the main streamo.f primitivistic writing~nd manY6f·~he stock formulae 
of the' genraareevident in his use of Aztec material. But Lawrence 
brings some'thing rie", to the tradit ion. He is one of the earliest Wl'i tel's 
to take advantage of the new scientific study of primitive peoples, and 
as a result both the material he uses and his athtude to it differ from 
tlrose of his predecessors. Even though heshare8 many of their pre
conceptions, his primitivisritisgrounded in much'niore ethnographic detail. 

From. the :ideatha t m09-ern society is corrupt he Cleve lops the notion 
that primiiivepeoples are superior because of a closer and different kind 
of communion ,d th the universe. This is not merely because the primitive 
lives closer to nature and is more directly dependant on 'it; that idea, 
too, may be .found in the literary treatment of the traditional 'noble 
savage'. But fo;r Lawrence the relationship of primitive man "rith the 
universe isa mystical oJ;le", like that. ideal cOl.1inunion betWeen individual 
hum.an being~ which his earlier novels continuD.lly explore ~ where the' 
true' consummation for ffiE?n· is 'a re'lat'ionship wi tIl another person or thing 
in ",hich 'their,two,natures become fused, their 'polarity' is centralised. 

search~for this' ideal he eventually found. it iIi anthropological 
accounts or primitive life and ritual. These, at ,the time, "Tere' concerned 
wi th man's attempt to' esb.b~ish a reliltionship with nature, to achieve 
the 'fertility ,nece;3sary f:or'life to continue. Frazer in "The Golden Bough" 
interpretedrltual and symbol as attempts to achieve this fertility, arising 
from observation pi natural phenomeria by primitive minds~' Lawrenceisaw 
thisa.s true communion vliththe universe and thought that it "ras to be 
foundin'man'sprimeval past when he was nearer to his instincttml orLgins t 

. ',:. 
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and, since primitive man today is nearer than 'civilised I man to this 
primeval past, the 'lUauty of that cO ii1Illunion is to be more readily ob
served in him. Like Yeats, Lawrence ,vrites \iithin the framework of ideas 
developed by Tylor in his theory of 'Survivals'. Lawrence's search for 
the 'true values' in earlier forms of lifte, not a particularly new idea, 
was Given new form· and significance by contemporary anthropological 
theory. 

But not all primitive life had, for Lmfrence, this quality he was 
seeking. His journeys to Italy, Sardinia, Ceylon, India and Australia 
were a series of disillusioning discoveries of the repulsivenGss and 
dirtiness of much savage life. The reality did not live up to his ideals. 
But vfhen he was invited by 11abel Dodge Luhan to her farm in' I>lexico, where 
she hoped that 'her' Indians would provide him with the examples he wanted, 
he did indeed find for a while something approaching his ideal. Afteran 
iniJ~ial disappointment at the hideousness of post-Aztec culture and the 
'musical-comedy' aspect of New Mexico, he suddenly discovered that Indian 
religion expressed SOIlle of his o.m central ideas. 

The landscape, he says, was the first 'revelation' (1936: 143), 
and the second. was the realisation that the 'old human race experience' 
was to be f01md in Indian ritual, tlkl.t the reliGion vTaS living in a sense 
the others he had ,vitnessed were not. Lav1rence himself does not attenpt 
to explain this radical change in his awareness, nor the reason for the 
'revelation'. ile find, on enquiry, hovfever, that the reason for this 
change lies in his reading of anthropological llorlm while. in r-lexico. The 
intrisic qualities of the r·1exican Indians are not alone sufficient ex
planation for La"lirence' s COllCeTIl Hi th Hexico and the imporlance he 
attributes to The, YLU1!Led .Serpent (he calls it 'my best book'). I have 
argued elsewhere (street: 1970) in more detail the reasons mlY we must 
look to Lawrence's reading in antllropology at that time for an explanation. 
For present purposes it is sufficient to S110\'1 the extent to 'l'fhich a writer 
of this time was influenced by anthropological Y·lrit ings and the fact 
that he used tllem 'positively' to create an ordered view of the world 
rather, than seeing them as destl~~tive. 

Browsing in Zelia Nuttall's library in nexico and reading be r book 
The Fundaffie~~al Prin~i]les of Old and New Worl4-Rel~io~~ (1901)1 Lawrence 
founcl.~ interpretations of Aztec and pre-Aztec culture that coincided 
remarkably ,"lith his own ideas and ideals of primitiVe values. Nuttall's 
main theme is that a COlnlllOn basic structure can be founcl in societies in 
many parts of the world, as her title suggests. She starts her analysis 
of·these principles with'the religion of the Mexican plateau, both Aztec 
and pre-Aztec. In a mmlnertypical of early 20th century anthropology she 
attempts to relate all Aztec symbols mld ritual to. a scheme based on 
natural observation, in this case of the Polar Staro The position of 
this star and of Ursa Major, a group of seven stars with Polaris in the 
centre, she adduces as the origin 'of the vrhole Aztec conception of the 
cosmos, expressed in all the ir symbols and rites 0 

In .!he PIUJl!ed ~~_r.:pent Lawrence employs her approach to the material 
and als·o attempts to explain the v1hole complex of beliefs and rituals in 
his imagined post-Aztec culture in terms of a single overriding unityo 
But he differs slightly from Nuttall in introdu.cinG' current theories drawn 
from Theosophy into his explanation of Nexican religion. 'rhe theory that 
the occult mysteries of Atlantis had been lost in the Flood but were still 
retained by a few cultures that had escaped to the high places of the 
earth, vTaS one of many att011pts at the time to explain the l'emarl.cable 
similarity in the myths and symbols of diverse cultures being discovered 
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and brought together by the new discipline of anthropology. Frazer and 
Tylor ac.coimted for. the similarity on grounds of common experience of 
natural phenomena;· others put it down to culture contact and diffusion 

. through migrations; Max MUller saw myths as distortions of ianguage and 
thereby explained tlleir similarity; theosophists believed that all men 
vlere oIlce 1?a.rt .of one cultUl'e .and similarities in diverse parts of the 
world· were due to the retention of elements of this culture by people l'1ho 
had been divided by the ·F10od. 

Lawrence was attracted by this idea; his :reading in anthropology had 
clearly suggested that many primitive peoples represented survivals of an 
earlier state and'he believed that modern society bad lost intuition;:! 
of the 'blood 'which older cultures retained. He could thus condemn the 
faults of his own society, in the traditional primitivistic way, by pointing 
in primitive societies to the values it had lost. 

Not all primitive societies, howev~r, has l~tained the Atlantean
 
mysteries and his journ~s to Ceylon and Australia had failed to reveal
 
what he was looking for. Likewise his first sight of Indian ritual in
 
Mexico [fas a disappointment. But in Nuttall he discovered that ,those
 
symbols the theosophists believed to derive from Atlantis were retained
 
by the Aztecs of Mexico. And when she shollled that the same fundamental
 
principles ,iere to be found in some Asian mltures the" 'revelatiOn' '!'las
 
complete. By reViving in novel form the symbols and rites of the Aztecs
 
he could aug-yest the real meaning of the Atiantean religion \'1hose values
 
he believed advanced t societies had lost and he could link it vTith the
 
ancient tribes of Europe, llith the Celts and the Druids, the holders of'·
 
the mysteries on his own continent.
 

The PljllTI.ed Serpent, then, is an attempt to 1'10 rk out these ideas 
imaginatively.· Agro\.lp of modern lvlexican visionaries attempt to recapture 
the old values by re-enacting the rites and recalling the symbols of the 
Aztecs. Lawrence's vision of the world is worked out in close concrete 
detail. And these details are derived, to a very large extent, from· 
Nuttall and from other anthropological writillG's on the subject (see list 
at end). Moreover the ideas that lie behind these details are also derived, 
in large measure, from current anthropological theory. A close analysis 
of The Plumed Serpent and of Lawrence's other Mexican ..rrit ings su:: h as· 
The WomartlllioRode Away reveals a ~emarkable similarity, sometimes aLmost 
word for word or idea for idea l1ith the lfork of Nuttall and certain anthro
pologists. The central symbol of the book, the plumed serpent or Qtietzal
coatI, is described in careful detail as are the colours used in :l:'itual, 
clothing and decoration, the association of numbers, of points of the 
compass, specific symbols like stars, birds and geometrical shap~s. With 
the practice of contemporary anthropologists to support him and the example 
of Nuttall's meticulous scholarship, Lawrence relates every action, look· 
and gesture of. the culture he describes back to his personal scheme. The 
Plt~ed Serpent is a dense and complex book that cannot be fully unders~d 
without some knOWledge of anthropological writings of tl~ time. It 
represents one of the most vital attempts by a creative ,vriter to use 
anthropological discoveries and theol.'ies to build a coherent and unified 
imaginative 'scheme, to btuld 'in chaos our bastion and our'home' .. 

The emphasis in " contemporax.'y" 1'friters' use of ElIlthropological W:"1.ta
 
and theory is at least as .liluch on the positive contribution they can make
 
to building a i'Torld order as on thercontribution,highlighted by Lienhardt,
 
to destroying that order.
 

Brian V. Street 
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Much of the infonnation regarding Lawrence's reading and movements 
is	 taken from Tindal( W. Y. (1939) and from the writer's,doctoral 
thesis (Oxford: 1970). 

~pendix:A'selectionof D~ H. Lawrence's reading, as suggested by 
Tindall (1939). 

Blavatsky, Mme Helena P ~ 

Darwin,' C. 

Frazer~ Sir James 

Harrison, J~e . 
. i., .• 

Jung, Carl ,Gustav 

Maspero, G~~ton. 

Mu.Tray~' Prof. George 

...t ... ',1,:"4, .,:,,,, .J 

Nuttal, Zeilia 

Prescott, ~l. II. 
Saint-Pierre, J. H. B. 

Spence, Lelris 

Tylor, E. B. 

Frazer, Sir James 

Hodgen, M. ' 

Hoffman, D. 

Lang, A. 
Lawrence,D. H. 

Lawrence, 1rieda 

Leavis, F."R., 

I,uha.n.,Mabel Dodge 

Nuttal, Zelia 

Street, B. V. 

Tindall, VI. Y.· 

Tylor, E. 

Yeats, Ii. D. 

oil	 " 

The ..§!3..Q..r8.t Doctrine, 1888. 
Isis!~nyeiled. 1910. 

Origin of Speci.es, 1858. 
.The Descent of 11allt. 187L; 

The ,Golden Bough, 1890. 

:.Jlci~lltArtahd RHua1, 1911. 
.,	 . , . o· " ' . 

P~ycho16gy oftl~ Uricons~ioua,,1912(trans. 1916) 
-- , ~ T tt "
 
~h2 Dmm of CJ:,..vilisution, 1875 (trans 1894)
 

Gree~i3:D& .El}filish ~lr~9.y., 1912. i "
 

.The ,ni.s~ .2.t..:tlle GreekEpi~, 1901~ ,;l',. ,', "
 

~~nt!ll RrinciE"ies· o~. ..c.ld and Ne~-t~ \ior:ld
 
Religions, 19()l,
 

Xhae_.9.onguest _of Ne:x;i,cQi 1843~ 

de	 litudie.s of l'Latur~, 1784. 
,The I.n<l.i.an CottagE!, 1791. 

qq1[ of. Mexi~o, 1923. 

Prtaitive Cul~~~, 1865. 

,Bibliog:r:aph;y 

The. g,9Jden~ B,ough, 1890.
 

lh~, :p"oc_trine of Surviva.ls., London 1936.
 
"	 , 

lLarbarous. Jfn0wledge - myth in~th.eJoetry of Ye.~E!, 

~s. ~nc! Nui,J;:. O.U.P. 1967. 

'The Ballad v in Encyclopedia Brittanica 1878. 

1~ 'p.1J11I\ed Ser1)ent, 1926. 
!tte ~loman Hho Hade MJ~o 1928 
lh~.2., 1936. 

Not r - ~ut the Wind; 1934
 

~ II~ Lawrence - N~~list, 1955.
 
~orenzq'in ~, 1932.
 

'. .' , ; 

The F¥d~t2.ntal :t:r:incipies of Old and 1Je'l'l Uorld 
Re+'~gbonlil. , Harval,·d 1901. 

Some .Aspects, of Anthl'opolog)£.al Themes in.21,nglish 
Literature. D. Phil. Oxford 1970. 

e, • 

,1h.1U~_~Qc.§l and SUS~l1 his C,ow, 1939.
 

Prb~;b!Jve Culture, 1665.
 
§ele.,Qj;ed Po~ ad. Nonuan Jeffares. 1964.
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Some Reflections on the Decennial A.S.A. Conference 

It will be a good many months before the proceedinGs of the 1973 
A.S.A. conference held.at Oxford are published, eo it has seemed a useful 
function to provoke some interim discussion. Ny renmrks are almost entirely 
critical, and it maybe wondered "rhy such points ''Iere not made during' the 
conference itself. Butit;wouldhavebeen an outrageous rudeness to in
terrupt "rhat for many of the audience appeared to be a rather festive break 
from' academic pursuits ''lith a' string ofho,stile comments, especially from 
one not a member of too Association. 'The more so as some evidently felt 
thetdelicate stage in:the domestic ,cycle of 01.lr academic community called 
for eulogy rather tharihonesty., ,.:':' " " ' . 

t."' 

The p~oceeding~ w~reco:ncl'~d~d by: fo~ speakers giving tlleir 'over-· 
vieus'. Fortes made his 'speech as retiring president of the A.S.A. He was 
followed by Fu·th, and he by Salisbury. Grillo spoke for the youngest 
generation of members, and ended by expressing the view that the retiring 
'giants' "muld long b~ ."lOrshippecl by their successors. Although declaring 
that he represented nothing, Grillo I swords uere actually very; representative 
indeed. Firth' cheerfully declared that the seniors no longer had the power, 
but the sentiments generated by thisrit,ual occasion seemed 1;0 suggest that 
the intellectual structure of the community remains more or less the same 
despite their retirement~ As Ardener wrote of Kuper's Anth:z;:QP..ologists and 
~thropology, 'the final scene is a crowded tableau of famil~.r and, no 
doubt, well-loved faces with the older generation nodding approval in the 
,rings. Cheers drown any distant 'sound of dissidence'. Very accurate, save 
that the 'giants' were doing their nodding from the very centre of the stage. 

No doubt it was appropriate ,that the summing up should be restricted 
to members of the A.S.A., but this did mean that the voice of the youngest 
generation of anthropologists, those not yet members, l'Jas not heard o Yet 
obviously some of those ntlW students will be teaching anthropology long 
after many of the present A.S.A. members have ceased to do so, andjt ''Iould 
have been useful to have heard their verdict on proceedings which presumably 
had somethil~ to do with the future of the discipline. After all, the ap
pearance over the past few years of a number of student anthropology journals 
suggests a considerable amount of emthusiasm among those now learning the 
subject. Perhaps one may suggest that this display of energy has not a 
little to do "ri th the' rather evident, scarcity of critical and theoretically 
interesting "fOrk in our more 'vell-lmo"Tn periodicals. Below, then, are 
recorded some of the reactions of just one student onlooker, to attempt to 
rectify a gap in the conference proc~edings. 

The general title of the eleven sessions was 'New Directions', and 
this, as many of the speakers in the last session pointed out, was something 
of a misnomer. ilhatever the contents of the conference had been, such a 
'dej'a vu I line was almost inevitable; any ne\'[ departure by being shown to be 
'old hat' could. be converted into a tribute to the prescience of the departing 
seniors. ~fhat was disturbing was the legitimacy of the 'deja vu' feeling, 
for, in fact, little that was new 1vas presented. One might even suggest 
that the first series of conferences in 1963 wel~ more forward-looking; 
irrespective of the actual value of the pffpers in the volwrres on 'models', 
the 'distribution of power', 'religion', and 'complex societies', these 
subjects wotlld appear to offer more scope to innovation than sessions on 
'transactionalism', 'fieldwork', 'African development', and the like. Many 
conunented on this lack of novelty, but none expressed the view that it 
augured badly for the development of the discipline.AndEu:ilrew ventUl~es as 
there were, for instance, POCOCk'S 'personal anthropolo~', or Ardener's 
paper on 'events', were regarded as poetic (by Stirling), and indeed, 
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Ardenerts 00 mystical (bY Leach). Signs of new d:i:ections were thus generally 
treated asnot-well-fomed utterances. But if:innovation was rare, we should 
recall that~10st .of those uhom we associate va th the pioneering mOVeIJ.1ents 
of th~last decade. (many having developed out of Ltvi-Strauss' work) ,rere 
not$iving papers. Leach and Douglas were vocal only from the floor; 
Needham. was in America; and our most senior innovator , Evans-Pritchard, after 
'opening' the proceedings one day late, kept as far away from the conference 
as possible. He told me when it was ,over tho.t he r..ad been very disappointed 
ui th most of the papers that he had received. 

A painful aspect of the proceedings was the treatment dished out to 
LEfVi-Strauss. After a very ably presented paper by Terry Turner, for instance, 
an atmosphere of hilarity descended on 'ehe occasion. With the benefit of field
work, Turner offered a reaMlysis of a m;y'"th which L~vi-Strauss had dealt 
vlith in the ~...Q.logigues,and pointed to'a number of errors in his handling 
of the material. 'l'his induced a consi darable amount of sniggering, w:1ich 
lias especially odd in that 'rurner's ovm basic approach did not seem to be , 
terribly different. Turner 'denied this saying that all he had gained from 
Lltvi-Strauss was the gelleral idea of the 'logic of the concrete'. But th i.s, 
surely, was tantamount to admitting that he could not have made his analysis ' 
had L6vi-S't1auss not opened up the field in such a provocative fashion. One, 
uas grateful to Douglas for pointing out the fact that all Turner had done 
was tQ 'add wheels to Levi-Strauss' bicycle'. 

,,'
In a different tone, Ardener concluded his 

, 

paper on Bome outstanding 
problems in the m1alysis of events'with tl~ reflection that the terminology 
of structuralism might nOvl impede our progress. He was, in short, trying 
to sketch the lineaments ·of a post-st11ictural epoch. But, although some 
may now be thiillcing their way beyond Levi-strauss, there are dangers in 
suggesting that the discipline. as a wIlole is now post-structural. After 

'all, many anthropologists have not yet even reached the structural phase, 
and it. is inconceivable that those who are still happy to announce thernselves 
as unregenerate functionalists or as structural-functionals should have any 
idea of i:That 'neo-' anthropology is tfithout a prior and genuine encounter 
with structuralism. It may well be therefore, that post';'structural declara
tiOllZ at the mo~ent will cause events to happen at a velocity which will be 
tactically unwise. .Anain this respect the rudeness of some of the rebuttals 
of L'€vi-Strauss in recent writings bJ! the few most influenced by him may 
harmfully reinforce the prejudice of the more ;couservative ,that they were 
right never to have shoum any interest in his ..vwrk. Neo-anthropoJ,ogi cal 
trends are anthropophagousj post-strUcturalism is obviously an anthropology 
which has consumed L'evi-Strauss. However, vie evaluate L~vi-Strauss' work ", 
in the fuhlre, it is undeniable that his genius and energy has made possible 
tl~ transformation of soCial anthropology in this country. If sorile regard 
him as 'good to eat I then it should not be 

, 
forgotten

, 
that it is because he 

~	 has been so 'good to thinlc with' that we now possess the strength to go,
,	 beyond him. So if the time has come to. depart from Ifevi-Strauss, we shall 

have to' do so remembering his vital historical role for the development of 
our subject, It is with a sense, of gratitude, and not in a can1ival spirit, 
thatthess....raoves must be made. 

Fortes, one of those vTilling to declare himself an unregenerate' 
functionalist, observed in his final address that we now l1ad a unified dis
cipline, no longer British anthropology, French anthropology and American 
a.nthropology. '\'1hioh particular experiences during the conference induced, 
such a view was not obvious. It seemed fa.irly clear that the differences 
between these traditions remained as great as ever, and it is in no way 
regrettable that it should continue to be so ~ provided the naivety which 
some have advoca.ted we adopt '!.lith respect to ,other disciplines is not ex
tended to other schools of our own. Unfortunately, this latter type of 

~' 
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insularity has also been very characteristio of the British tradition, and 
it is likely to be crucial for our future development that s{j.m~ are able 
to foster links with anthropological work being done in other countries, . 
or at least, able to translate their advances into terms from jmich we can· 
benefit. Evans-Pritchard has been the meanS by vrhich we have gained greatly 
from the rich tradition of the AnnIe Sociologique, but many of our sho~t
comings revealed in the' course' of the conference will only be made good if 
"Ie broaden our scope still further. The' closed system' mentality which 
has been the conventional wisdom for the last generation has taken a heavy 
toll, and we can only hope that it will pass into our history as our seniors 
leave the stage. For the fact is that the structural-functional era has 
left the British community ldth such a level of education and scientific 
illiteraoy that most are hardly qualified to criticize intelligently, let 
alone make a positive contribution to such fields as 'mathematical 
anthropology' or 'ethologyi. Needham'S 'radical' anthropology, seeking 
for universals and investigating elementary experiences, obviow;sly makes 
us highly dependent on other fields of scholarship. As he said ,in ' 
Percussion and ~ransition' our position is that we hardly know even how to 
state the problems. Likewise, to the extent that ethologists are after ' 
universals by examining the 'nature';oulture" distinction, their work is of 
great potential value, no matter the quality of that already published. 
Yet the number of British anthropologists who possess the requisite back
ground in the biological sciences is very small and reaction to their work 
too often tends to be either uncr~tical enthusiasm or an ill-informed dis
missal of such beastly innovators. 

In these fields, ahd in others, we shall thus need to cultivate some 
of the skills of other anthropOlogical traditions. For instance, the absence 
of a distinguished Marxist tradition in this country will make us dependent 
upon that group of French scholars, represented at the conference by Godelier 
and Terray, if we are to assist in constructing a scianceof 'social formations'. 
For 'oral literat~re', too, we are not particularly well equipped to make 
much progress. Such interests in this country seem to have died more or 
less at the time MalinOl'lSki. and Radcliffe-Brown becarae dominant, and were 
virtually absent until the mid '60's. We may welcome this rene~led interest, 
but it is possible that we shall flirst have to familiarise ourselves .vi.th 
the immense American contribution to the field before we can ourselves go 
ahead confidently. It may, in fact, be that these recent developD~ntsand 

the deficiencies which they expose will forge new links with American , 
anthropology, for the survival thereof the general' cultural framework equips 
its members with a range of competences which we, for the most part, lack 
but which are perhaps beCOming vital. The field of mathematics might here 
be mentioned since there was one conference session devoted to ,mathematical' 
approaches. It seems that for many this still means 'advanced statistics', 
but this is to take what may be a very unproductive view. As Leach said 
in his iIlaJ.inowskilecttu'e,and ]j~vi~trauss even earlier in 1954 in his 
paper 'The Mathematics of l\ian', it is more likely that we shall gain more 
by aiming at qualitative exactitude, for quantitative approaches to social 
phenomena may Ie t everything of significance escape. ThUs, as L~vi-Strauss 
has said, we should be misguided to mimic the mathematics of the natural 
sciences, and should go straight to bolder forrilS of mathematical thought, 
which can handle non-metrical precision. The transformational sets of the 
Mythologigues may be seen, in,part, as a demonstration of this view. 
Clearly, then, before setting out on mathematical approaches, we must first 
deoidewhich sort of mathematics it is that w'e want. 'One suspects that 
mere increased use of statistical tests of significance and suchlike in 
writing up field material will prove to be si.r4ply a distracting game, 

This commentary has obviously been mainly concerned vTith the fu:'Gure 
of the discipline, but it is not out of place to end with some reflections 
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on our past. One of the things which is perhaps most regrettable about the 
care~r of Evans-Pritchard is that his, good manners prevented his sufficiently 
makiIj.g clear those deep differences of outlook which separated him from his 
colleagues. Certainly, history is not the biography of great men, but we 
now run the risk of seeing him reduced to the level of his contemporaries 
by those unsympathe~ic to the movements which he lead t 1"ho may no,'1 take on 
the roleo! 1'lTiting the:Lnt'ellectualhistory of our discipline. POl' the 
Times obituarist (14th Sept.) Evans-Pritchard rose to his peak with the 
publication or African Poiitical Systems in 1940, surely one of the least 
exciting books with which 4e was ever associated. And for Kuper in 
Anthropo,logi..§..ts' ;mdAnthropolQBX he was just an 'Oxford structuralist' 
like Gluckman andF,ortes. lt is clear that not only our future but also 
our past are sti,ll in the balance. 

Evans-Pritchard was never one to force his views on others, but some 
of his distinguished colleagues seem less Willing to admit that the times 
are changing. One has heard it onen said that he used to teach theology, 
and that some' of us now indulge in philooophical bunk and. aiIjT metaphysics. 
No doubt w'hen Gluclanan complains (T.L.S.3rd Aug.)' that those chosen to 
represent the state of anthropology-Evans-"Pritchard, Douglas, needham and '. 
Leach (T.L.S. 6th JUly) - being mainly concerned with underlying intelleotual 
patterns, do not really represent the subject, a show' of hands would probably 
show him to be correct. Very probably the Vie1'lS of Gluckman himself would 
comma.nd more assent. Most, like him, would be irritated by that endless 
worry by some about what we can 'know' of other cultures (Gluckman brackets 
verstehen after 'know' possibly not understanding 1Jhat the word means) and 
prefer just to get on with the job instead. But the point, of course , is 
just what sort of a 'job' anthropology is. Social scientists presumably 
feel little attracted by the version of anthropology which m~cesworries 

about the nature of the act of' translation and understanding basic. The 
legacy of Evans-Pritchard must be IJreserved and his position in Qur history 
safeguarded. Hopefully our retiring senior'S l1ill not add their authority 
to the forces ~n1ich would sap the strength of suCh new departures as we 
have already seen. If they decide to lead such reactionary ,movements 
rather than hand over gracefully, a considerable nwnber of their colleagues 
are likely to applaud. And in that event, it is to be hoped that there 
will be a sufficient number of dissidents to si1a.mp their enthusiasm. 

Malcolm Crick. 
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l1F:t'VIEvJ 4RTICLE 

Modes of· 'Jhsmght. edited by Robin Horton and Ruth Finnegan. 
Faber & l!"aber; £8.50. 1973. 

Although this collection of papers' is dedicated to Evans-Pritchard, 
the editors admit several of their contributors run 'counter to thespiri't 
of his ¥lork'.These contributors, presumably Gellner, Barnes, Lukes, Horton 
and Wolfram, are clear~y more interested in examining the interpretative 
schemata which necessarily belong to our own culture than in 'testing" , 
this app'aratus in the context of ethnographic material~",This', is unfortunate, 
simply beOause whatever the value of abstract analysis, there is nothing 
quite like 'that fruitful juxtaposition of ethnography and. interprl3tative 
models to which Evans;..pritchard directed our attention~ The danger of 
settling for abstract analysis of interpretative schemata is obvious: 
instead of 'seeking those ethnographic clues ,.,hich might enable one to test 
their vforth, or even modify, the models, our contributors almost inevitably 
lapse into dogmat~sm. Intellectualists, such as Horton,are so fascinated 
by their selection of 'scientific modes of thought as their interpretative 
schemata that they dO,not bother to begin with ethnography to see what 
that might tell them. So pleased with their discovery that interpretation 
has to be in terms' of something, they concentrate on the 'something'" not 
on interpretation itself. Their facts might suggest religion should be 
likened to science, but one woilders how readily this can pe maintained 
in face of the complexities of primitive life. 

Neither does it do our contributor~ much good to argue, in simplistic' 
fashion, that anthropologists must analyse their own culturds'modes of 
thought as closely as those of more alien forms of life. True, \1e have to 
study'our own culture,but OWing to the time lag which links anthropology 
with such sister disciplines as philosophy and theology, we find that 
much analysis has already been done for l,lB. Evans-Pritchard did not sit 
back and write little pieces aboUt the nature of western religion. Instead, 
he relied on the time lag, seeking one of his interpretative schemata in 
Rudolf Otto's The Idea of the HolX.· It comes as no surprise to find that 
the most profitable contribution to :r.10des of Thought also involves an 
appeal to an established interpretative framework: Tambiah is able to sug
gest a new dimension of magic by rejecting the rather sterile oppositions 
inherited from the turn of the century, appealing instead to Austin's 
examination of speech acts. 

Tambiah's article, 'Form and Meaning of IJlagical Acts: A Point of View', 
does not, however, quite live up to its promise. For despite his commendable 
references to ethnographic material, Tambiah is not as careful as he might 
have been in confronting magic With performatives. For instance, he does 
not show exactly how performatives of the type 'I do take this woman to be 
my lawful wedded Wife' fall into the srone category of events as magical 
acts of the type II cause you to die by sticking this pin into this image'. 
In the first case we can easily understand how a speech act can change the 
state of affairs existing in the world (for the change which occurs when 
one is married is essentially a conceptual one), but in the second example 
words are supposedly effecting a rrhysica~ change which properly must be 
done by physical means. Tambiah could, perhaps, avoid this difficulty, 
but only at the expense of assuming that the participant does not really 
expect to kill his victim. The disadvantager of this is that it seems to 
deny the reality' apl~rently attributed by many magicians to their acts, 
and that it raises the awkward question of what performatives have to do 
wi th analogy or the metaphor/literal distinction. Is Tambiah really justi
fied in extending the notion of performatives from ,Austin's usage (where 
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we can understand how the world can be :plade to conform to words) to the 
context of magic where our problem has always been to understand ,the (apparent) 
belief that vTOrds and acts do more than we dare credit them with achieving? 
Tambiah obscures the oddity of magic, and clearly does not feel all'that 
happy with his theory of performatives. Thus he has no qualins in describing 
thos$ rituals which install chiefs as performatives. So far, so good, but 
such' ri tuals are not necessarily magical.. \lhen he turns to magic proper, 
however, lie find that all the long-standing tensions re-emerge: he seems 
to make an exception of those lnagical activities which are essentially 
designed to achieve practical results, a~d even with respect to more 
obviQusl~ analogical rites (especially those which aim at metaPhoric.al 
traIUlfer) there are signs that his perfoI'lllatives collapse into Beattian
like expressive utterances. 

Even Tambiah, we begin to realise, is so enamoured of his inter
pretative schema that he seizes upon..!2.m such model to conclude that 
there must be one theory of magic. If he had limited himself to the more 
reasonable hypothesis that performatives help elucidate only those magical 
acts which seem to involve 'an operation done on an object-symbol to make 
an imperati~e and Jt~alJstic transfer of its properties to the recipient', 
we might be less inclined to raise counter examples. If, that is to say, 
Tambiah had paid more attention to those ethnographic clues vlhich might 
help us decide if the magician 'really' expects his rites to change the 
state of the empirical world, or whether he is merely making stateBents 
about his social or existential situation, he might have found it easier 
to locate the logic of performatives.. He vTould also have found it much 
more difficult to avoid the conclusion that since performatives, properly 
speaking, .9.2 thiI1l$s to the world, magic cannot be interpreted symbolically 
(or analogically?) Yet if magic is read literally (or 'realistically' in 
Tambiah's language), such performatives are doing things which lie beyond 
the scope of Austin's usage. 

The Gellner/l,Jolfram group of contributors are frequent l,y clever, if 
not witty, but so far as I can see they add virtually nothing to the arguments 
which have already been bandied around in the rationality debate and other 
such contexts. As in Tambiah's article, the dominant theme is;to spec:tfy, 
ao exactly as possible, the differences or similarities between religion 
(sometiUlfols magic) and science. Barnes,. overstating his case in the process, 
argues that science is more like religion than has, been commonly supposed. 
Horton and Lukes prefer to stress the verificationist' principle, emphasise 
the scientific nature of science, and accordingly draw religion into science 
rather than the other way round. I'lhatever the eniphaais, such comparisons 
all smack of 1'~V'J-B!'uhl: refusing to liken religion to anything but science, 
these contril:nh):(·[j have no doubt been persuaded by the force of the argument 
that sinc0 ;~' c:;.e',-C0 is our own supreme cognitive activity it must also be 
our sup:rem8 int::}'.Trc';.:ativemodel. ilhat is the use, they seemto imp+y, 
of comparing religion uith religion? . 

It is at this point that Evans-Pritchardfs ~irit is really laid to 
rest. Maybe religion can be equated, to some extent or another, with science, 
but it first must be understood, and that rectuires prior phenomenological 
analysis v/here it does liti;le good to c·.')jnla:j. t .the L~v;}'·"Bruhlial1 fallacy. By 
insisting, from their oW'ninteX'p:;:'8t:,'.i:J.v(~ stance, that religion is a sub
species of science, the contributo:rs in Cluestion have to commit all sorts 
of mental gymnastics vIi th those etl1:~l.O&:rapl'~ic deta4-la . they deign to' discuss. 
By comparing religion and science they unavoidably find themselves 
emphasising the differences between these modes of 'thought', lihich is 
rather awkward l"1l:en one's original intention is to prove the basic uni
formity of all modes of thought. Hence their gymnastics: Barnes makes the' 
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commitment of the scientist to his paradigm sound rather like the bond. 
1trhich ties a w'orshipper to his God, and Horton and Lukes, with their more 
traditional view of science, have to neglect entirely' such religious aspects 
of religion as prayer, the possibility of their existing symbolic discourse, 
and, needless to add, worship itself. 

In order to understand why these contributors feel obliged to equate 
science and religion,'Ive might notice how they seem to ignore the difference 
between using the comparative method to establish contrasts, and using it 
to establish oross";'cultural similarities. AIT seel"l to be agTeed'that the 
first step in the study of modes of thought is to ap)ly some 'universal 
logical criteria with the power'to expose'contrasts between'different types 
of belief systems. 'rhe favourite candidate, as Lukes cogently reminds us, 
is the verificationist principle: even Tambiah, who favours the in
cowuensurability thesis (holding that m~ical acts cannot be judged by 
the sanJe criteria as scientific findings) ,exposes the distinctive nature 
of magic partly by showing what Idagic is not. Only by applying the veri
ficationist principle can one show what cannot be verified, therebyprovidillg 
oneself ~dth a certain amount of prima facie evidence that the phenomena ' 
in question is" not meant to be verified. Barnes, ,ve might add,', favours 
another way of exposing contrast; namely the criterion of degree of anomaly 
present in any belief system. I wonder why the intellectualists do not 
take this up, because vrhereas the verificationist principle, for them, has, 
the unpleasant effect of opposing science and religion, the anomaly criterion, 
in its supposedly Kuhnian guise, permits much closer identification. 

No-one but the most die~hard ~jinchian would deny t..'l-:le role of such 
criteria in suggesting possibly significant contrasts betwcctrdifferent 
'Ifays of conceptue.lising the world. But Horton, Lul:es and Barnes continue 
with the additional claim that one Dlust also compare the substance of 
religion with the substance of science. Lukes spells out vnlat is involved 
in this. He is not satisfied with using verificationist and other criteria 
to expose the uniqueness of religion; he also wants to c'laim that religious 
beliefs,odd us they might appear, are "parasitic' upon those 'universal and 
fundamental' criteria with ,1llich 'lile mllst begin. By this, Lukes seeDlS to 
mean that the 'odd' beliefs must be assumed to belong to the same order of 
things as the beliefs in terms of which they are· being judged. Hence the 
t'l'fO sets of beliefs are fUndamentally commensurable:·· science constitutes 
the reality of religion. Hence also the conclusion thatreligi.ori is fund
amentally in error,. the job of the sociologist, being to eXplain, in best 
nineteenth-centt~y fashion, the origins and continued existence of the 
great illusion. To make another side reference ·to Barnes, it should be 
mentioned that he minimises this emphasis upon a sociology of error. 

Lukes and Horton can have no idea of the different 'points of' or 
'realities', possibly involved in magic and religion•. They rule out those 
philosophers and theolog'ia.."1.s who insist that although reliGious discourse 
might ultimately be logically parasitical upon more ortllodox forms of 
intelligibility (which after all, is the case 'of any metaphor or analogy) " 
its meaning and reality 'takes'off' to comm.unicate relatively independently 
of verificationistcriteria.Moral judgments, which so pervade most' 
religion.s, are in error when judged against science, but who is to deny 
that they' have a reality of their own lvhich can be interpreted, to all 
intents and purpl'Jses ,in :.ita .. own right? 

Lukes is even'vrorse than the logical positivists: a.t·least the latter 
allowed religion an autonomous eXistence, argL1.in{j th.'1.t i·t should not be 
understood in the same vlay as scientific procedures • 'Lukes, on the 6th.er 
hand, feels that only by assuming the basically scientific nature of 
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re1~gion can one avoid the 'temptation••• -of --exp~ain(ing) away false or 
inadequate attempts at explaining the world and reasoning about it as 
I really' emotive, or expressive, or symbolic uttermlces,and-thereby removed 
frol1l the sphere of apl)lication of non-context-dependent criteria of truth 
and logic' • By his 01m argument, 1>urely symbolic systems cannot exist; 
the domain of science is assured. So too is his type of sociology, a 
species 1'Thich ,'Torks uith the curious logic of creating its own, .frequej.ltly 
Ullnecessary, problems.' For example, Ltuces,asks why tile AZffilde do not per
ceive the futility of their magic. Part of his answer involves the ·idea 
that they build up 'secondary olaborat ions r to protect their beliefs 
'against pl"edictive faihlJ:e and falsificat ion'. TIds might be a correct 
interpretation, but what if ~Te follow Tambiah ruld say that the beliefs 
simply do not relate to JGhe vTorlo. in the same way as those of science? 
Perhal)S the Azande do not perceive the futility of tIle ir magi c beciJ.t1.s e it 
is not in tl~ l18ture of their nmgic to fail by verificationist criteria? 

It ~ppears that Lul{os miGht be creating his Ovln errors &ld therefore 
his own sociology. He certainly does :c.ot allon much scope for turning to 
the richness of native life. He is even less inclined to seek out 'sellarate 
realites' because, like Horton, he is prepared to spewc of the 'immensely 
superior cognitive powers' of science: whereas Tambirul is unsure of the 
nature of magic and 1188 therefore to turn to ethnographic clues dnd various 
interpretative schematq, Lukes has no doubts about the nattU'e of 'odd' beliefs. 
Basic similarities must lie along one stratum. And as for HOl'ton, he is so 
satisfied l'l'ith his ~')icture of religion that he is contellt to brush alrmy 
the Beattian challenge with p 'Misdescription••• is ••• evident in the classi
fication of statements about spiritual beings as symbolic rather than ex
planatory. Failure to account for the data is evident in all versions'. 
This is absurd: he elsewhere agrees with the ftU1.damentals of Evans
Pritchard's symbolist analysis of Nuer Religion, and lrnl0 is he to say ti1at 
a given piece of discourse might not show ~ symbolic mH3. explallatory 
aspects? 

The articles by Gellner and ~101fram are both, in their different 
ways, of some interest. Gellnor raises an important topic w1~n he discusses 
the i'Ta;y in uhich primitive thought combines various aspects vJhicll lre, in 
our divided lives, endeavour to keep alalytically distinct, mld 'iolfram, 
"\1i tIl strong undertones of Pareto p sides tlith Tambiah over the reality of 
'UQP-scientific' modes of thought. As for tl~ remaining articles, those 
b;y Colby and Cole, Nagashirna, Fimlegan, ihiteleyp Ita, and Jen1dns, the 
emphasis SWings towards the fruitful· juxtaposition of interpretative 
schemata and ethnographic detail. UnfortUllatelyp the quality of these 
con-cributiol1s is very uneven,andarej:fanything, too descriptive. %rst of all, 
none of them attedpt to conpare primiUva religion ldth western theological, 
philosophical, or religious traditions. Almost as bad, the editors llave 
not deemed it necessary to introduce an appreciation of 1~vi~Strauss' 
contributions to the general subject under discussion. Their O"l'Jl1 introductory 
remarks on the matter completely miss 1~vi-Strauss' basic point, n~uely that 
normal semantic criteria cannot cap ttll~e the meaning of LWth. On the credit 
side, hOvTever, one might mention Finnegan's e:lmortatiol1s ctirecting us to 
the primitive's universe of discourse, and ~lhiteley's exacting analysis 
of Gusii colovx-words and colour-values. 

As for Horton and Finnegan I s Introduction, one Crul only say that it 
accurately reflects the ~;enGral tone of the book. Their appreciation of 
Evans-Pritchard is well timed p but one 1iJishes that the rest of the Introduction 
had aimed at some of the more l')ressing proble:cs raised by the stance adopted 
by the more interestil1g of their contributo;cs • T.Jby, they should have asked, 
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is there so much pronouncerclent and so little ethnographic application? 
'Ihy are not soue the issues decided llherethey should be~ that is, in the • 
context of etlmographic materi'al? Uhy do so many commit the -l2al~s pro ..i.otq 
fallacy?Uhy this: faith in one theory. for lIhatever type of discourse is 
s U:.flposedly under discussion? Jhy such a faith in scienee as,consti tut ive 
of religion? ~lhy do so many contributors analyse science, not the various 
wa;ys in which God can be ralatedto the lforld? 

, 

And wh,Y 
, 

do not the editors 
emphasise the crucial probIeRS - such as the Betaphor/literal,distinction 
and the different types of relationships 1111ich can exist betvleen realities 
and different modes of discourse - which must be elaborated if we are to 
break "rith the Tylorian anCl.DurklIeimian schemata? Above all, lThy have so 
illany contributors failed to he eO. Gvans-Pritchard I s advice?: just possibly, 
grand cOillparative q1.1estions might better be taclded if lIe had more. sensitive 
case studies of particular ethnographic IhelOLlena.· Just because only a few 
anthropologists interest themselves in modes of thought is no excu2efor 
prematureceneralisation. . 

Paul Reelas. 
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Elementary. St"rtlctures Reconsidered: L~vi-Strauss on Kinship 

F:rancis Korn. Tavistock Publications, 1973. £2.90. 
. , 

There has been a need for a book like this. It is unlike other l"lorks 
which have appeared on the L6"vi-Straussian bandwagon that the pUblishers 
have gleefully been trundling along. It is not one of those highly sycophantic 
or mildly disapproving cOlmnentaries in which the author gives his version 
of what he thinks Levi-Strauas means. This is a profound criticism of the 
empirical and logical foundations of ,has Struq.tures ~l~entaires de 10. ;eare~. 
A book of extreme technical complexity, it has possibly had more words 
written about it by people who have never read it .than any work in literary 
history. This state of affairs has not "been i.ruprov~d by the relatively 
recent publication (1969) of an English translation because the translation 
is not of the original (1949) version. In the interim Levi-Strauss change"d 
his mind about what l~ was talking about and the resulting confusion has 
been enormous. In France this situation has been happily resolved by 
seating him among Les Immortels and thus elevating him beyond criticism. 
This fine Gallic solution carries little \'1eight with the crude Anglo... 
Saxon empricist who stalll!i:dB'to koo1i o;liat Levi-Strauss said and meant, if 
anything. " 

Dr. Korn does not give much attention to this particular difficulty 
although she does devote a brief chapter t6showing hou Levi-strauss's 
later pronouncements concerning the distinction between 'prescription' and 
preference' makes a nonsense of his earlier argwnent. She follows this up 
with a brilliant analysis of the Iatmtl, people l"filO do not figure in~ 
Elementary Structures but who provide an excellent test case for an examina
tion of L6vi-8trauss's distinction or lack of distinction between prescription 
and preference. 

1jlisely, hOivever, Dr. Korn has chosen to deal mainly with the original 
version of ~es Structures ~l~mentaires and her book "is mainly composed of 
the most detailed re-examination of aspects of that 1flOrk. She begins right 
at tile beginning with Levi...strauss's claim that incest prohibitions belong 
to the domains of both nature and culture and demonstrates hOlv meaningless 
such a proposition is. This chapter is a little laboured and one of the 
weaker parts of the 'lork, but this is speedily rectified by Chapter Two 
in which the purported relationships between types of exchange, residenqe 
rules and regimes come in,for a close inspection. All analysis of the Aranda 
case, the one employed by revi-8trauss bimself, shoNsthat no necessary 
relationships exist and that the Frenchman's argument is tautologous. This 
is one of the best chapters •. In later cha-gters Dr. Korn submits both the·· 
Dieri and the Mara to a re-analysis and in both cases arrives at different 
conclusions from Levi-Strauss, let alone more convincing ones. In a final 
chapter, not including the brief conclusions, is assessed the claim that an 
algebraic treatment of marriage rules has some definj.te advantages: Dr. Korn 
is unable to find them. . . 

This ~ook first came together between two covers as a doctoral thesis 
(at Oxford) but before that four of the seven chap~ers (once again excluding 
the conclusions) had appeared in various publications. This is just discern
ible in the tendency for certain lines and quotations to re-appear r~ther too 
often. This, however, is a minor fault compared with, the book's virtues. One 
cannot fail to be impressed by the author's great analytical skill and. attention 
to detail as over and over again she shot'is up L'Elvi-8trauss' s analytical in
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competence and wh.:;;.t would appear to be his 'l'li1£ul disregard for the facts. 
She is totally tUlrelenting in her criticisms - too much so in my opinion 
since she was, and perhaps still is, quite tUlwilling even to acknowledge 
that her work only, sali thel:i;ght' of ·day because i tfollowed L~vi-Strauss's 
efforts. But it is a v.seful and salutary ~'1()rksince itbr'ings'- nearer the 
day when Les Structures. ~lE!mentaipe§. 9Bn be struck off reading lists and, 
become an historical curiosity for specialists in the development of social 
anthropological thought ~ 

Peter Rivi~re 

Habu: ' ThEL.Jnnovation of Meaning in Dar-fbi Religion. Roy \clagner. 

Chicago University Press,London. '1973. £5.40p. 

Roy Wagner's new work is as stimulating, orig~ial, and wide-ranging 
as his first, Too Curseq,:[.§.2,.uw: j P,j:'lltciples of J>.E..ti.bi Clan DefinitionAAd 
Alliance in New Guirl§..@; (1967, Chicago University Press). , Like the latter, 
~ offel~s us a general sociological or anthropological theory't'lorked O\..lt 
ana.- presented in the Daribicontext~ This fine balance between theory and 
example, between anthropology and ethnography, and the interpenetration of 
each by the other, is in the t~adition of the great works of our subject. 
Naven, Nuer Religion~l3ndllJupe Heligionspring to mind as examples of the 
successful use of this ,in'/.;erpenetration. 

And there is no doubt· that in Wagner's case the technique has added 
to his ethnograllhy a rare degree of liveliness and significance. For this 
reason the two boolm on the Daribi interest and illuminate the reauer. to an 
extent not usually associated Iuth, 'factual case-:studies,', or 'mere repOrting'; 
and for the same reason the Daribi seem infinitely more' real and: human than ' 
the v~st majority of anthropological tribes. 

But i'1hile one can extol the effect of Uagner's general theories on bis 
exposition of the Daribi material, the general t}le'ories t"hemselves are dis
appointinglY limited and often simplistic. ,.rrhis may well be because the author 
{1~~: 1i1o~aostr,acted~noughJr.9.m~,t;henaribi~as~.J, b.ut ra.:~he.r has synply found' , 
s~gn~f~cs.J.J,t~so~in$ Eng~ish l~:t:els.forDari.p,i categorie~,.~ a fault ,un~o,r,tunately 
all too common among returned beldworkers. ' ", ' ' , ' 

Habu is, in classical termSt the religious ethnography to fo110'l'l the 
social structure of The Curse of Souw. ,But one of the advantages of Hagner's 
theoreticalapproaC~isthat he has broken clear, of these restrictivE;lcategories, 
and Habu treats of a pleasantly wide ran~;e of pherlOmena: from Papuan 'll-ero 
tales'to Daribi naming processes; from the relatiops between men and spirits 
to the relat ions between men and women. ' 

The theory of cultural meaning ,(hich i tis ,the booic's main aim 1;0 ' 
create revolves round a set of key conc?pts: metaphor, innov8:ticin, im-' 
personation, dialectic, ideology. Only the last of these, however,' is used 
at all constructively and carefully, and this because 11e dGfines it explicitly 
in a somevlhat, technical (I ... res'trictive sepse. ,So that even 'ideology' loses 
a good deal of the pOvJer available in it. ' 

'I-'letaphor' and 'metaphorization' are used uhere most people t10uld be 
contei1t with 'symbol' and 'symbolization' (indeed, at times they 8.1'e used 
even more extensive~ than those usefully broad terms). The philosophical 
ramifications of the concept ,,' of •metaphor' are never properly considered, 



and the same is true of t dialectic' and even 'innovation'. This leads 
Hagner to the view that cultural meaning in symbols (all, action ,being. 
meaningful insofar as it is synlbolic) derives from their metaphoric quality. 
And the essence of this quality is that it partalces of similarity and contrast 
at the saLie time. Thus far the argument is unobjectionable, if a little 
unso,phisticated and unoriginal (for it dates back at least as far as 
Aristotle's Poetics). . . 

But at this point the argument starts to go astray. Uagner assumes 
that this co-presence of opposites creates a tension from which the power 
of 'metaphors' derives. This may be so,· but as a mere assumption it is 
unwarrantable. The next step is to assume that this tension is a dialectic, 
presumably because the two elements are opposites. But 'this opposi tionalone does 
not justify the application of what is a carefully delineated philosophical 
concept, especially whenre extends the application of the term to cover 
the relationship bettwen the symbol and the signified, as '\'Jell as the meta
phoric process itself. Had the author operated Witil the tenas generally 
associated 'Iiith 'dialectic' this vl0uld immediately have become apparent; 
but Hagner chooses to offer us a dialectic 'Iiithout theses, antithesis, or 
synthesis (for these terms are never used). 

'Hetaphor' and 'dialectic' have at this stage already lost muc4 of 
thein conceptual power and significance; this is even mOl~ the case wl~n 

Hagner allies them to 'innovation' in his conceptual tool-box. ' For him 
societies' rules are ideologies, within mlich individuals operate to assert 
their personalities and identities. This they do by 'metaphorizing upon' 
those ideologies, and this is the process of innovation. {lhat vlagner ' 
forgets is that a very part of those ideologies is tl1e idioms from"Thich 
the individuals draw their metaphors; in other nords, he is so intent on 
the fact that individuals are operating ~ the system that he forgets 
that they a~e also operatine within it, indeed that the operation itself 
is a part of that very system. This fai~ure to aclcnowledge the distinction 
betvleen creativity vdthin the rules, and a breach or alteration of the 
rules, is the major error of the conceptual framenork the author so 
lovingly erects; and it is an extremely telling one, for it turns nl~t 

attempts to be original theory of cultural signification into mere 
pomposity and a slavish addiction to terms rather than concepts. 

It would be unjust, honever, to end on a note of criticism, for any 
failings the book has result from over-ambition~ It is only because tl~ 
author is dealing nith such important matters that it is possible to ,say 
so much about the work. And for the most part it is characterised by ae 
lucidity of expression and a skillful use of material which make it 
apP'l aling as well as 'enlightening reading. 

Martin Cant 0;1: 
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In the lJife o:~ a Romany Gypsy. JVIanfri .Frederick v{ood. 

Routledge & Kegan Paul. 1973~ £2.50. 

The popular image of the Gypsy lies suspended between pole and 
tropic, between that of the dirty, thieving, irresponsible yagabond,and 
the romantic myth of the carefree ~anderer of hill and dale inspired by 
the writings of such notables as Borrow, Hugo, Me:rimee and Baudelaire. 
It is only recently that this romantic myth has been forced to admit, in 
serious publications, that here and now on the edge of our towns and our 
culture, Gypsies do exist. There has been little written in this country 
on traditional Roma.ny culture and Fred Woodts book is an attempt to fill 
this gap while at the same time attempting to demolish the popular Gorgio 
image of the Gypsy. 

Fred Wood is a Romany born and bred, and proud of it. The book is 
largelyautobiographicai,the material ranging through his own family 
history, traditional occupations, religious beliefs and mythology; through 
herbal folklore to marriage ceremonies and funeral rites~ Though he 
attempts no analysis, he presents some fascinating data for. further study. 
vlliat makes this book so alive is the author's commitment to his aims, but 
these seem too disparate. and in purSuing them all he fails, to present a 
convincing pioture of the true Romany and merely creates another myth. 
Thus he upholds the merits of traditional Romany culture lihile making 
it 'respectable' to the reading public. His father becomes the 'ideal 
Romany' - hardworking, a brilliant craftsman, .hard but honest. ltlood 
emphasizes the"cleanliness and integrity of the true Romanies, contrasting 
them with the Pikies (Travellers exiled from aH.omany tribe for breaking 
its codes) and the Tinkers. But he has to admit that now the Romany way 
has degenerated through an increased dependence on and persecution by the 
st~te system.' So with these escape'clauses he can maintain his idealised 
myth of the traditional Romany. At the same time he emphasizes the 
strictness of the Romany tradHionand the lack of personal freedom 
allowed within such a society. . 

Fred Wood's own position shows the sanie disparate themes. Though a 
Romany by blood, he rejected, and was rejected by, the Romany ,system when 
he chose to marry against his father's will. He is pa:infully aware of 
the repressive aspect of the syst4m, and yet in his self-styled role as 
'King of the Gypsies' he continues to idealj,.se .tho Romany ,;ray, and he 
serves to protect its 'image as an official of the Gypsy douncil. 

In spite of' the rather confused ideology underlying this book, there 
is plenty of material lihich could vaiuably yield to anthropological analysis. 
As several foreign anthropologists have discovered, Romany is a particu
larly rich and complex cuIture, reflecting the processes of incorporation, 
elaboration and adaptation of cultural elements as the Gypsy peoples have 
wandered across Asia and Europe. Perhaps in this country anthropologists 
have been wary of tampering with something so close at hand lest it should 
reveal too many problems of a practical rather than academic nature. 

John Hill 
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GYI)sies by Jerclmy Sandford 

1973. Seeker &Warburg, London. £3.00 

A housed Gypsy tells Jeremy Sandford: 

"If you went to a Traveller's house and asked somebody 
to sing they wouldn't do it. And they're very good 
singers too you know, so they'll get round a fire at 
night and get one person to sing and they'll all sing. 
That's the only way you can get them to sing." 

Sandford's democratic intention is to give the Gypsies a chance to 
'indicate some of their own decisions, to speak for themselves'. Their 
camping grounds are being increasingly closed and the govornment's policy 
of site provision has the unstated aim of assimilation. Sandford has 
gone on a nationwide tour to elicit the Gypsies' views. This he does by 
interviewing them one-to-one wi~h a microphone - thus unwittingly restricting. 
Ofdten he r~cord6 simply. the fil:st encounter. Only three women are briefly heard. 
The content of his interviews is sparse and subdued - verbiage which Gypsies 
need so often to rehearse with their inquisitors. Those more willing to 
give specific answers in this setting tend to be active members of the 
London~based pressure groups and housedwelling Gypsies. A number of 
interesting things are said but these are generally lost in the padding. 
Otherwise the reader learns that GYpsies eat hedgehogs, handle horses, 
sometiilles sleep in tents and can speak like us. Perhaps Sandfo rd deliberate
ly connives vuth their elusiveness, protecting their vigorous society from 
,invasion by the reader. 

Fred r{ood's -In the Life of a Romany Gypsy' ,has an alternative to 
bland evasion. He gives the outsider an exotic ideal, undiluted. A 
striking contrast to both of these is the Irish Traveller, Johnny Connors' 
brilliant autobiography written in prison. The unconfiscated portion, 
Sandford has incorporated as. a major section of his book. In a mode of 
unsolicited story-telling, Connors conveys the hardship of his travelling 
life, offset by wit, resiliance and cunning. 

. Sandford, also gives summaries of government reports and statewents 
by voluntary organisations. "One statemant, presented withou t criticism, 
reiterates the myth that Gypsies are locked in a golden age of horse 
breeding and rural crafts, with no alternative but wage labour and 
sedentarisation. But Qypsies have always adapted to the host economy. 
Now motorised, they work with scrap iron, antiques and tarmacadam. The 
suspect 'nostalgia is reinforced in Sandford's Introduction: 'They 
represent our remote' past in human form'. 

But when leaning on the N.C.C.L. and Gypsy Council, his political 
recommondations'are excellent •. The majority of Gypsies have no-difficul~ 
in earning a living.. Hhat they need - and l'1hat government policy vJith its 
emphasis on settlement denies them - is legal access to camping land 
when travelling. If Sandford's book contributes to a greater realisation 
of this then any criticism is subordinate. 

Judith Okely 
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Symbols ~ Public and Private.e--Raymond Firth. 

George Allen &Unwin Ltd., 1Qndan~1973. £6.60p. 

Sir Raymond Firth haa been admirably energetic since his retirement. 
One would not have guessed, even five years ago, that he would be writing 
a book on symbolism~ His latest work ai~s 'to help to give perspective to 
the anthropological stud¥ of symbolic forms and processes dnd the functions 
of sy.ffibo lisL1', and he stresses that in such an· endea.vour tLe anthropologist 
should be familiar i-lith the contributions of philosophers~,psychologists, 
theologians, art historians, and others~ 

The book falls roughly into three sections. Firstly, a discl~sion 

of the term ··symbol' itself, which is unfortunately not ver:l ,,'ell organised. 
Secondly, there are thl~e chapters devoted to the Growth of interest in . 
symbolism in anthropology from the nineteenth cei!tury up to the present. 
History is not,r think, one of l"irth's main interests, and the accolUlt is. 
ver"JT fragmentary. For instanc'e, he speaks of the cqntribution of Tylor 
.and Frazer, who have every right to be, regax'cled as 'literalists', and Nax 
Maller, one of the few persistent 'symbolist' critics of the Victorian 
ethnologists,ishariQy mentioned at all. Likewise, .in this centul'"lJ, Firth 
is overgenerous on the parts played in this gToTring interest by J1adcliffe
Brown and lialinowski, whereas jUstice is scarcely done to .the imraensely 
important contribution.of the Anne,e Socio16riqy.e. structuralism is ad':" 
~itted to .have adva~lced our .understanding ofsymbol:Lsm, but thero is no 
adequateaccqunt of this. 'at times ••• elitist' tradition. The third 
major" section isa series of studies of individual topics; the synbolism 
of food, hair, flags, greeting and parting, .:md giving and receiving. 

The whole 1I1Ork is very easy to read, and some uill find its 'topicality' 
attractive. Unfortunately, the. voluIJ.e does not have an argvHent around 
v1hich the ev:i,dei.1Ce can b<!l organized, and the fact that it is' a: descriptive, 
even monographic, book, leading to no pa:c'ticular conclusion andadclressed 
to no specific problem, vn"rlJ much detracts from its interest. Zventhe 
curious subtitle does not lelld' it a' theme. At least the topics one would 
have expected to be t~ckledlUlder the tenns of 'pUblic' and ~rivate' are 
not systematically IiTOrlced out. But there are, one vlould have thought, 
fairly obvious foci around w1Jich the uhole vlork couid have been built. 
For instance, that nineteenth centu1j Qivision between the symbolists and 
literalists has come to the fore again in controversies over 'Virgin bi~th' 
and the l:.leaning of 'tv1ins are birds I, and these a1'.e irl1portmlt .matters to 
11hich Firth hinself has made a contribution. . ' 

Part of' this failUre to write a well constructed book unquestionably 
lies with the fnct. that it is not the sig~l of a thorough-going change of 
outlook. For Firth~ anthropology is. still 'comparative~ observationalist, 
functiona.list ••• ' and links symbolism 'to social struchi.res and social' 
events in specific conditions'. '. The real value of, tlJe anthropological 
attention to s;ymbols is to 'grapple as empirically as possible ,\ri the ~. . 
jjh21 gap between the overt superficial statement of action and Us 1.1.nder..
lying meaning' •. One reason, says the author, ti1at a real attention to. 
problems of sYl,1bolismuas so delayed was that it was necessary first to 
achieve considerable unclersti:U1din[>' of the formal fields of. social structure 
such as politics and kinship. For Firth, then, anthropoloGY is not' concerned 
,dth a subject matter 1IThich is wholly symbolic; rather there is a sociological 
reality in connection "\'lith 1"lhich symbols play the very basic roles of 
convenience and simplification,' of giVing scope fOl~ imaginative development, 
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of providing dioJguise for painful impact, of facilitating social inter
action and co-operation. '. Such are widely held viel'lS in our discipline, 
and u]\en Firth asts 'Is modern social anthropoloG'Jr engaged in a retreat 
from empiricalrealit-y? . '.fe are concerned 1'1ith 'deep structure' rS.t;ler 
than vTith content; Trith models rather than ~lith behaviour; vrith sjT:(9,bolS 
rather than 'I·tith customs', clearly the appearance of this "'ork:. shmm 
that its aut~orhas ·not parted company with most of hiscolleagtws. 

The book is not meant to be a comprehensive coverage of the topic 
of sJllilboliSIJ, and this will .. explain uhy, despi-i:;e the i.1lpressively large 
bibliography, a great many potential sources of ideas go unmentioned. 
lnlat is surprising is that along with a willingness to look to other 
disciplines, vtLich· one lIould certainly do nothing to discourage, is 
coupled an uneasiness with, perhaps even an unfamiliGJ.'ity 1'1ith, several 
recent moveLlents in our o~m subject, 'Ilhieh are all. making a contri but ion 
to that general drift touards meaning, langua.ge. and syT:1bolism as the central 
concerns of &'1thropology. No doubt Firth vie'l1S 11i th some alarLl tllese 
tendencies in 'IJ11ieh 'the autonomy, even priority, of the non-empirical 
is insisted upon', but if his 'lfork on sym.bolismiseven the first faint 
glLuner of a sense that the. micro-sociology view of the su.bject is in
ade(luate, then' it must-be "telcomed. Unforttmately, it is difficult to' 
deviate from a line just a little, and 'ehe fact, th.~tthis is 'VTlmt Firth 
has attempted to do is largely responsible for "hat is tmsatisfactory 
in the book~ But if, in retiremen~Sir ~(aymol1d ~s beginning to have 
second thoughts one can only encourage him in the venture. 
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